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PREFACE

This report describes a complex computer model for analysis of fluid flow

and solute or energy transport in subsurface systems. The user is cautioned

that while the model will accurately reproduce the physics of flow and transport

when used with proper discretization, it will give meaningful results only for

well-posed problems based on sufficient supporting data.

The user is requested to kindly notify the originating office of any errors

found in this report or in the computer program. Updates will occasionally be

made to both the report and the computer program to include corrections of

errors, addition of processes which may be simulated, and changes in numerical

algorithms. Users who wish to be added to the mailing list for updates may send

a request to the originating office at the following address:

Chief Hydrologist - SUTRA

U.S. Geological Survey

431 National Center

Reston, VA 22092

Copies of the computer program on tape are available at cost of processing

from:

U.S. Geological Survey

WATSTORE Program Office

437 National Center

Repston, VA 22092

Telephone: 703-860-6871

This report has been reviewed by the Public Affairs Office (AFESC/PA) and

is releasable to the National Technical Information Service (NTIS). At NTIS, it

will be available to the general public, including foreign nationals.
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ABSTRACT

SUTRA (Saturated-Unsaturated Transport) is a computer program which

simulates fluid movement and the transport of either energy or dissolved

substances in a subsurface environment. The model employs a two-dimensional

hybrid finite-element and integrated-finite-difference method to approximate

the governing equations that describe the two interdependent processes that

are simulated:

1) fluid density-dependent saturated or unsaturated ground-water flow.

and either

2a) transport of a solute in the ground water, in which the solute may

be subject to: equilibrium adsorption on the porous matrix, and

both first-order and zero-order production or decay,

or,

2b) transport of thermal energy in the ground water and solid matrix of

the aquifer.

SUTRA provides, as the primary calculated result, fluid pressures and either

solute concentrations or temperatures, as they vary with time, everywhere in

the simulated subsurface system. SUTRA may also be used to simulate simpler

subsets of the above process.

SUTRA flow simulation may be employed for areal and cross-sectional

modeling of saturated ground-water flow systems, and for cross-sectional

modeling of unsaturated zone flow. Solute transport simulation using SUTRA

may be employed to model natural or man-induced chemical species transport in-

cluding processes of solute sorption, production and decay, and may be applied
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to analyze ground-water contaminant transport 
problems and aquifer restoration

designs. In addition, solute transport simulation with SUTRA may be 
used for

modeling of variable density leachate movement, 
and for cross-sectional modeling

of salt-water intrusion in aquifers at near-well or regional 
scales, with either

dispersed or relatively sharp transition zones 
between fresh water and salt water.

SUTRA energy transport simulation may be employed to model thermal regimes in

aquifers, subsurface heat conduction, aquifer thermal energy storage systems,

geothermal reservoirs, thermal pollution of 
aquifers, and natural hydrogeologic

convection systems.

Mesh construction is quite flexible for arbitrary 
geometries employing

quadrilateral finite elements in Cartesian or 
radial-cylindrical coordinate

systems. The mesh may be coarsened employing 'pinch nodes' in areas where

transport is unimportant. Permeabilities may be anisotropic and may vary

both in direction and magnitude throughout the 
system as may most other

aquifer and fluid properties. Boundary conditions, sources and sinks may be

time-dependent. A number of input data checks are made in order 
to verify the

input data set. An option is available for storing intermediate 
results and

restarting simulation at the intermediate time. 
An option to plot results pro-

duces output which may be contoured directly 
on the printer paper. Options are

also available to print fluid velocities in the system, to print fluid mass and

solute mass or energy budgets for the system, 
and to make temporal observations

at points in the system.

Both the mathematical basis for STRA and the 
program structure are highly

general, and are modularized to allow for straightforward 
addition of new methods

or processes to the simulation. The FORTRAN-77 coding stresses clarity and 
mod-

ularity rather than efficiency, providing 
easy access for eventual modifications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Purpose and Scope

SUTRA (Saturated-Unsaturated Transport) is a computer program which

simulates fluid movement and transport of either energy or dissolved substances

in a subsurface environment. The model employs a two-dimensional hybrid finite-

element and integrated-finite-difference method to approximate the governing

equations that describe the two interdependent processes that are simulated:

I) fluid density-dependent saturated or unsaturated ground-water flow,

and either

2a) transport of a solute in the ground water, in which the solute may

be subject to: equilibrium adsorption on the porous matrix, and

both first-order and zero-order production or decay,

or,

2b) transport of thermal energy in the ground water and solid matrix of

the aquifer.

SUTRA provides, as the primary calculated result, fluid pressures and either

solute concentrations or temperatures, as they vary with time, everywhere in

the simulated subsurface system. SUTRA may also be used to simulate simpler

subsets of the above processes.
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This report describes the physical-mathematical basis and the numerical

methodology of the SUTRA computer code. The report may be divided into three

levels which may be read depending on the reader's interest. The overview of

simulation with SUTRA and methods may be obtained from Chapter 1 - Introduction.

The basis, at a fundamental level, for a reader who will carry out simulations

with SUTRA may be obtained by additional reading of: Chapter 2 - Physical-

Mathematical Basis of SUTRA Simulation, which gives a complete and detailed

description of processes which SUTRA simulates and also describes each physical

parameter required by SUTRA input data, Chapter 3 - Fundamentals of Numerical

Algorithms, which gives an introduction to the numerical aspects of simulation

with SUTRA, Chapter 6 - Simulation Examples, and Chapter 7 - Simulation Setup

which includes the SUTRA Input Data List. Finally, for complete details of SUTRA

methodology, the following additional sections may be read: Chapter 4 - Numerical

Methods, and Chapter 5 - Other Methods and Algorithms. Chapter 4 provides the

detail upon which program modifications may be based, while portions of Chapter 5

are valuable background for certain simulation applications.

1.2 The Model

SUTRA is based on a general physical, mathematical and numerical struc-

ture implemented in the computer code in a modular design. This allows straight-

forward modifications and additions to the code. Eventual modifications may be,

for example, the addition of non-equilibrium sorption (such as two-site models),

equilibrium chemical reactions or chemical kinetics, or addition of-over- and

underburden heat loss functions, a well-bore model, or confining bed lakage.

4



The SUTRA model stresses general applicability, numerical robustness and

accuracy, and clarity in coding. Computational efficiency is somewhat dimin-

ished to preserve these qualities. The modular structure of SUTRA, however

allows implementation of any eventual changes which may improve efficiency.

Such modifications may be in the configuration of the matrix equations, in the

solution procedure for these equations, or in the finite-element integration

routines. Furthermore, the general nature and flexibility of the input data

allows easy adaptability to user-friendly and graphic input-output programming.

The modular structure would also ease major changes such as modifications for

multi-layer (quasi-three-dimensional) simulations, or for simultaneous energy

and solute transport simulations.

SUTRA is primarily intended for two-dimensional simulation of flow, and

either solute or energy transport in saturated variable-density systems. While

unsaturated flow and transport processes are included to allow simulation of

some unsaturated problems, SUTRA numerical algorithms are not specialized for

the non-linearities of unsaturated flow as would be required of a model simu-

lating only unsaturated flow. Lacking these special methods, SUTRA requires

fine spatial and temporal discretization for unsaturated flow, and is therefore

not an economical tool for extensive unsaturated flow modeling. The general

unsaturated capability is implemented in SUTRA because it fits simply in the

structure of other non-linear coefficients involved in density-dependent flow

and transport simulation without requiring special algorithms. The unsaturated

flow capability is thus provided as a convenience to the user for occasional

analyses rather than as the primary application of this tool.

5
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1.3 SUTRA Processes

Simulation using SUTRA is in two space dimensions, although a three-

dimensional quality is provided in that the thickness of the two-dimensional

region in the third direction may vary from point to point. Simulation may be

done in either the areal plane or in a cross-sectional view. The spatial coor-

dinate system may be either Cartesian (x,y) or radial-cylindrical (rz). Areal

simulation is usually physically unrealistic for variable-density fluid problems.

Ground-water flow is simulated through numerical solution of a fluid mass

balance equation. The ground-water system may be either saturated, or partly or

completely unsaturated. Fluid density may be constant, or vary as a function

of solute concentrations or fluid temperature.

SUTRA tracks the transport of either solute mass or energy in the flowing

ground water through a unified equation which represents the transport of either

solute or energy. Solute transport is simulated through numerical solution of

a solute mass balance equation where solute concentration may affect fluid den-

sity. The single solute species may be transported conservatively, or it may

undergo equilibrium sorption (through linear, Freundlich or Langmuir isotherms).

In addition, the solute may be produced or decay through first- or zero-order

processes.

Energy transport is simulated though numerical solution of an energy bal-

ance equation. The solid grains of the aquifer matrix and fluid are locally

assumed to have equal temperature, and fluid density and viscosity may be

affected by the temperature.

6



Almost all aquifer material, flow, and transport parameters may vary in

value throughout the simulated region. Sources and boundary conditions of

fluid, solute and energy may be specified to vary with time or may be constant.

SUTRA dispersion processes include diffusion and two types of fluid

velocity-dependent dispersion. The standard dispersion model for isotropic

media assumes direction-independent values of longitudinal and transverse dis-

persivity. A velocity-dependent dispersion process for anisotropic media is

also provided and is introduced in the SUTRA documentation. This process

assumes that longitudinal dispersivity varies depending on the angle between

the flow direction and the principal axis of aquifer permeability when perme-

ability is anisotropic.

1.4 Some SUTRA Applications

SUTRA may be employed in one- or two-dimensional analyses. Flow and

transport simulation may be either steady-state which requires only a single

solution step, or transient which requires a series of time steps in the numer-

ical solution. Single-step steady-state solutions are usually not appropriate

for non-linear problems with variable density, saturation, viscosity and non-

linear sorption.

SUTRA flow simulation may be employed for areal and cross-sectional

modeling of saturated ground-water flow systems, and unsaturated zone flow.

Some aquifer tests may be analyzed with flow simulation. SUTRA solute trans-

port simulation may be employed to model natural or man-induced chemical

species transport including processes of solute sorption, production and decay.

Such simulation may be used to analyze ground-water contaminant transport prob-

lems and aquifer restoration designs. SUTRA solute transport simulation may

7



also be used for modeling of variable density leachate movement, and for cross-

sectional modeling of salt-water intrusion in aquifers at both near-well or

regional scales with either dispersed or relatively sharp transition zones be-

tween fresh water and salt water. SUTRA energy transport simulation may be

employed to model thermal regimes in aquifers, subsurface heat conduction, aquifer

thermal energy storage systems, geothermal reservoirs, thermal pollution of

aquifers, and natural hydrogeologic convection systems.

1.5 SUTRA Numerical Methods

SUTRA simulation is based on a hybridization of finite-element and inte-

grated-finite-difference methods employed in the framework of a method of

weighted residuals. The method is robust and accurate when employed with

proper spatial and temporal discretization. Standard finite-element approxi-

mations are employed only for terms in the balance equations which describe

fluxes of fluid mass, solute mass and energy. All other non-flux terms are

approximated with a finite-element mesh version of the integrated-finite-

difference methods. The hybrid method is the simplest and most economical

approach which preserves the mathematical elegance and geometric flexibility

of finite-element simulation, while taking advantage of finite-difference

efficiency.

SUTRA employs a new method for calculation of fluid velocities. Fluid

velocities, when calculated with standard finite-element methods for systems

with variable fluid density, may display spurious numerically generated compo-

nents within each element. These errors are due to fundamental numerical

inconsistencies in spatial and temporal approximations for the pressure gradient

8



and density-gravity terms which are involved in velocity calculation. Spurious

velocities can significantly add to the dispersion of solute or energy. This

false dispersion makes accurate simulation of all but systems with very low

vertical concentration or temperature gradients impossible, even with fine

vertical spatial discretization. Velocities as calculated in SUTRA, however,

are based on a new, consistent, spatial and temporal discretization, as intro-

duced in this report. The consistently-evaluated velocities allow stable and

accurate transport simulation (even at steady state) for systems with large

vertical gradients of concentration or temperature. An example of such a

system that SUTRA successfully simulates is a cross-sectional regional model

of a coastal aquifer wherein the transition zone between horizontally flowing

fresh water and deep stagnant salt water is relatively narrow.

The time discretization used in SUTRA is based on a backwards finite-

difference approximation for the time derivatives in the balance equations.

Some non-linear coefficients are evaluated at the new time level of solution

by projection, while others are evaluated at the previous time level for non-

iterative solutions. All coefficients are evaluated at the new time level for

iterative solutions.

The finite-element method allows the simulation of irregular regions with

irregular internal discretization. This is made possible through use of quad-

rilateral elements with four corner nodes. Coefficients and properties of the

system may vary in value throughout the mesh. Manual construction and data pre-

paration for an irregular mesh requires considerable labor, and it may be worth-

while for the user to develop or obtain interactive software for this purpose

in the event that irregular mesh construction is often required.

9
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'Pinch nodes' may be introduced in the finite-element mesh to allow for

quick changes in mesh size from a fine mesh in the region where transport is of

primary interest, to the external region, where only a coarse mesh is needed to

define the flow system. Pinch nodes, although simplifying mesh design and re-

ducing the number of nodes required in a particular mesh, also increases the

matrix equation band width. Because SUTRA employs a band solver, the increased

band width due to the use of pinch nodes may offset the gain in computational

efficiency due to fewer nodes. Substitution of a non-band-width-dependent

solver would guarantee the advantage that pinch nodes can provide. However,

mesh designs employing pinch nodes may be experimented with, using the present

solver.

SUTRA includes an optional numerical method based on asymmetric finite

element weighting functions which results in 'upstream weighting' of advective

transport and unsaturated fluid flux terms. Although upstream weighting has

typically been employed to achieve stable, non-oscillatory solutions to trans-

port problems and unsaturated flow problems, the method is not recommended for

general use as it merely changes the physical system being simulated by in-

creasing the magnitude of the dispersion process. A practical use of the method

is, however, to provide a simulation of the sharpest concentration or temperature

variations possible with a given mesh. This is obtained by specifying a simula-

tion with absolutely no physical diffusion or dispersion, and with 50% upstream

weighting. The results may be interpreted as the solution with the minimum

amount of dispersion possible for a stable result in the particular mesh in use.

In general simulation analyses of transport, upstream weighting is dis-

couraged. The non-upstream methods are also provided by SUTRA, and are based
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on symmetric weighting functions. These methods are robust and accurate when

the finite-element mesh is properly designed for a particular simulation, and

are those which should be used for most transport simulations.

1.6 SUTRA as a Tool of Analysis

SUTRA will provide clear, accurate answers only to well-posed, well-

defined, and well-discretized simulation problems. In less-well-defined

systems, SUTRA simulation can help visualize a conceptual model of the flow

and transport regime, and can aid in deciding between various conceptual models.

In such less-well-defined systems, simulation can help answer questions such as:

Is the (inaccessible) aquifer boundary which is (probably) ten kilometers offshore

either leaky or impermeable? How leaky? Does this boundary affect the primary

analysis of onshore water supply?

SUTRA is not useful for making exact predictions of future responses of

the typical hydrologic systems which are not well defined. Rather, SUTRA is

useful for hypothesis testing and for helping to understand the physics of

such a system. On the other hand, developing an understanding of a system based

on simulation analysis can help make a set of worthwhile predictions which are

predicated on uncertainty of both the physical model design and model parameter

values. In particular, transport simulation which relies on large amounts of

dispersion must be considered an uncertain basis for prediction, because of the

highly idealized description inherent in the SUTRA dispersion process.

A simulation-based prediction made with certainty is often inappropriate,

and an "if-then" prediction is more realistic. A reasonable type of result of

SUTRA simulation analysis may thus be: "Based on the uncertainty in location
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and type of boundary condition A, and uncertainty in the distribution of values
for parameters B and C, the following predictions are made. The extreme, but
reasonable combination of A, B, and C results in prediction X; the opposite
reasonable extreme combination of A, B, and C results in prediction Y; the
combination of best estimates of A, B, and C, results in prediction 2, and is
considered most likely."

In some cases, the available real data on a system may be so poor that a
simulation using SUTRA is so ambiguously defined that no prediction at all can
be made. In this instance, the simulation may be used to point out the need for
particular types of data collection. The model could be used to advantage in
visualizing possible regimes of system behavior rather than to determine which
is accurate.
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Chapter 2

Physical-Mathematical Basis of SUTRA Simulation

The physical mechanisms which drive thermal energy transport and solute

transport in the subsurface environment are described by nearly identical mathema-

tical expressions. SUTRA takes advantage of this similarity, and with a simple

program structure provides for simulation of either energy or solute transport.

In fact, SUTRA simulation combines two physical models, one to simulate the flow

of ground water, and the second to simulate the movement of either thermal energy

or a single solute in the ground water.

The primary variable upon which the flow model is based is fluid pressure.

p[M/(Ls 2)l p(x,y,t). Pressure may vary spatially in the ground-water

system, as well as with time. Pressure is expressed as a combination of fluid

mass units, [Ml, length units [LI, and time units in seconds, [s). Fluid den-

sity may vary depending on the local value of fluid temperature or solute con-

centration. Variation in fluid density, aside from fluid pressure differences,

may itself drive flows. The effects of gravity acting on fluids with different

density must therefore be accounted for in the flow field.

The flow of ground water, in turn, is a fundamental mechanism upon which

the physical models of energy transport and solute transport are based. The

primary variable characterizing the thermal energy distribution in a ground-

water system is fluid temperature, TC1 T(xy,t), in degrees Celcius, which

may vary spatially and with time. The primary variable characterizing the state

of solute distribution in a ground-water system is solute mass fraction,

CfM./M] = C(x,yt), which may also vary spatially and with time. The units are

a ratio of solute mass, (M.] to fluid mass, [M]. The term 'solute mass fraction'
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may be used interchangeably with 'solute concentration', and no difference should

be implied. Note that 'solute volumetric concentration', c[Ms/Lf3 ], (mass

of solute, M, per volume of fluid, Lf3), is not the primary variable

characterizing solute transport referred to either in this report or in output

from the SUTRA model. Note that the measure of solute mass [M8 ) may be in

units such as [mg], [kg], [moles), or lbm), and may differ from the measure,
(M], of fluid mass.

SUTRA allows only the transport of either thermal energy or a single

solute to be modeled in a given simulation. Thus, when simulating energy trans-

port, a constant value of solute concentration is assumed in the ground water.

When simulating solute transport, a constant ground-water temperature is assumed.

SUTRA simulation is carried out in two space dimensions with parameters

varying in these two directions. However, the region of space to be simulated

may be defined as three dimensional, when the assumption is made that all SUTRA

parameters and coefficients have a constant value in the third space direction.

A SUTRA simulation may be carried out over a region defined over two space

coordinates (x,y) in which the thickness of the region measured in the third co-

ordinate direction (z) varies depending on (x,y) position.

2.1 Physical Properties of Solid Matrix and Fluid

Fluid physical properties

The ground-water fluid density and viscosity may vary depending on pressure,

temperature and solute concentration. These fundamental variables are defined

as follows:
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p(x,y,t) IMI(L s2)1 fluid pressure

T(xyt) IOCI fluid temperature (degrees Celcius)

C(xy.t) IMSIMI fluid solute mass fraction
(or solute concentration) (mass
solute per mass total fluid)

As a point of reference, the 'solute volumetric concentration' is defined in

terms of fluid density, :

c(xyt) IM /L 3 solute volumetric concentration
s f (mass solute per volume total fluid)

p(xyst) IM/L3 fluid density

c C (2.1)

= w + c (2.2)

Total fluid density is the sum of pure water density, w, and c. Note again

that 'solute concentration' refers to solute mass fraction, C, and not c.

Fluid density, while a weak function of pressure is primarily dependent upon

fluid solute concentration and temperature. The approximate density models

employed by SUTRA are first order Taylor expansions about a base (reference)

density other density models may be substituted through minor modifications to

the program. For energy transport:

= o(T) ° + ap (T - T) (2.3)

Do lM/Lf3 base fluid density at TTo

To IKCI base fluid temperature

where Po is the base fluid density at a base (reference) temperature of To

and aalT is a constant value of density change with temperature. For the
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range 200C to 600C, p/9T is approximately -.375 [kg/(m3.C)I: however,

this factor varies and should be carefully chosen for the temperature range

of interest.

For solute transport:

p = (C) p + 9P (C C) (2.4)

p [M/L3] base fluid density at CC

CO [M/Ml base fluid solute concentration

where po is the base fluid density at base concentration, C. (Usually,

Co= 0, and the base density is that of pure water.) The factor ap/aC is

a constant value of density change with concentration. For example, for mix-

tures of fresh and sea water at 20'C, when C is the mass fraction of total

dissolved solids, C 0, and 998.2 kg/m31 I then the factor, Rp/aC,

is approximately 700. [kg/m3 l.

Fluid viscosity, [M/Lf-sJ, is a weak function of pressure and of con-

centration, (for all except very high concentrations), and depends primarily on

fluid temperature. For energy transport the viscosity of pure water is given

in m-k-s units by:

248.37

p(T) (239.4 x 10 7) 10 T+133.15 [k ms (2.5)

(The units may be converted to those desired via a scale factor in the program

input data.)

For solute transport, viscosity is taken to be constant. For example, at 20%C

in m-k-s units:

P(C)IT 200C= 1.0 x 10 [kg/(m s)] (2.6)
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Properties of fluid within the solid matrix

The total volume of a porous medium is composed of a matrix of solid grains

typically of solid earth materials, and of void space which includes the entire

remaining volume which the solid does not fill. The volume of void space may be

fully or partly filled with gas or liquid, and is commonly referred to as the

pore volume. Porosity is defined as a volume of voids in the soil matrix per

total volume of voids plus matrix:

E(X,y,t) l porosity
(volume of voids per total volume)

where 1 indicates a dimensionless quantity.

It should be noted that SUTRA employs only one type of porosity, . In

some instances there may be need to distinguish between a porosity for pores

which take part in fluid flow, and pores which contain stagnant fluid. (Mod-

ifications may be made by the user to include this process.)

The fraction of total volume filled by the fluid is SW where:

Sw(xytt) [1] water saturation (saturation)
(volume of water per volume of voids)

When S = 1, the void space is completely filled with fluid and is said to

be saturated. When S < 1, the void space is only partly water filled and

is referred to as being unsaturated.

When S < 1, water adheres td the surface of solid grains by surface ten-

sion effects, and the fluid pressure is less than atmospheric. Fluid pressure,

p, is measured with respect to background or atmospheric pressure. The negative

pressure is defined as capillary pressure, which exists only for p < 0:
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pC(x.Y.t) (M/(L-s2) I

PC - -p when p < 0

P M 0 when p 

capillary pressure

(2.7)

In a saturated porous medium, as fluid (gauge)

may not directly enter the void space, but may

capillary pressure is reached. This pressure,

(or bubble pressure):

pressure drops below zero, air

enter suddenly when a critical

Pcent' is the entry pressure

[M/(L 2)] entry capillary pressurePcent

Typical values for Pcent range from about 1. x 103 [kgl(m-s2)] for coarse

sand to approximately 5. x 103 [kg/(m-s2)] for fine silty sand.

The relationship between fluid saturation and capillary pressure in a given

medium is typically determined by laboratory experiment, and except for the

portion near bubble pressure, tends to have an exponential character (Figure 2.1).

Different functional relationships exists for different materials as measured in

the laboratory. Also a number of general functions with parameters to be fitted

to laboratory data are available. Because of the variety of possible functions,

no particular function is set by SUTRA; any desired function may be specified

for simulation of unsaturated flow. For example, a general function with three

fitting parameters is (Van Genuchten, 1980):

S S + (1-Sw ) F + (nd)
w wres wres LI + (ap C)n

(2.8)
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Figure 2.1
Saturation-capillary pressure relationship (schematic).
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where Sres is a residual saturation below which saturation is not expected to

fall (because the fluid becomes immobile), and both a and n are parameters. The

values of these parameters depend upon a number of factors and must be carefully

chosen for a particular material.

The total mass of fluid contained in a total volume, VOL, of solid matrix

plus pore space is (Swp)VOL. The actual amount of total fluid mass contained

depends solely on fluid pressure, p, and solute concentration, C, or fluid temp-

erature, T. A change in total fluid mass in a volume, assuming VOL is constant,

is expressed as follows:

a(eS p) a(ESP)
VOL d(eSwp) VOL - a - dp + dU) (2.9)

where U represents either C or T. Saturation, S is entirely dependent on

fluid pressure, and porosity, E, does not depend on concentration or temperature:

VOL-d(eS ) - VOL-[(S 8(cp) + Ep a )dp + S iR dUl (2.10)

The factor, S /ap, is obtained by differentiation of the chosen saturation-

capillary pressure relationship. For the example function given as (2.8),

dSW a(n-l) (1-swr.s) (ap.)(n) (2.11)

ad- W n2n-1l(211

(1 + (apc)n 2n J

The factor, apiau, is a constant value defined by the assumed density models,

given by equations (2.3) and (2.4).

Aquifer storativity under fully saturated conditions is related to the

factor, a(ep)/ap, by definition, as follows (Bear, 1979):

i;

,:
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ap op (2.12)

where:

AVOL
S VL (VOL)(2.13)

op _TL Ap

S (x,y) [M/(L-s)-1 specific pressure storativity
op

The specific pressure storativity, Sp, is the volume of water released from

saturated pore storage due to a unit drop in fluid pressure per total solid ma-

trix plus pore volume. Note that the common specific storativity, S [L- 11,

which when multiplied by confined aquifer thickness gives the well known storage

coefficient, S[11, is related to Sp as, SO pjgjSopI where Ig [L/s 2 1

is the magnitude of the gravitational acceleration vector. The common specific

storativity, S, is analagous to specific pressure storativity, S, used in

SUTRA, except that S expresses the volume of water released from pore storage

due to a unit drop in piezometric head.

SUTRA employs an expanded form of the specific pressure storativity based

on fluid and bulk porous matrix compressibilities. The relationship is

obtained as follows by expanding equation (2.12)

S paE + ap (2.143
Op ap ap

The coefficient of compressibility of water is defined by

a I ap (2.15)
P ap

B [M/(L-s 2 A) 1 fluid compressibility
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which allows the last term of (2.14) to be replaced by epo. For pure water at

-10 2 -1
200C, 8-4.47 X 10 1 [kgI(m-s )I. As the volume of solid grains VOL , in a

volume, VOL, of porous solid matrix plus void space is VOL - (-e) VOL, the

factor, aelap, may be expressed as:

aC _ (1-e) a(VOL) (2.16)
ap VOL a

which assumes that individual solid grains are relatively incompressible.

The total stress at any point in the solid matrix-fluid system is the sum of

effective (intergranular) stress, a' MI(L-s 2 )], and fluid pore pressure, p.

In systems where the total stress remains nearly constant, d' - dp, and

any drop in fluid pressure increases intergranular stress by a like amount.

This consideration allows (2.16) to be expressed in terms of bulk porous matrix

compressibility, as: aap - (1-c)a, where

a 1 ~ VL a(VOL,) (2.17)
VOL au,'

M/(L.s2)J porous matrix compressibility

a' [M/(L-s )] intergranular stress

Factor a ranges from a - 10 1 [kg/(m-s )1 for sound bedrock to about

a - lo- 7 tkg/(ms 2))1 for clay. Thus equation (2.14) may be rewritten as

pS . p(-E) + p0, and, in effect, the specific pressure storativity,
op

S , is expanded as:

op

A more thorough discussion of storativity is presented by Bear (1979).
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2.2 Description of Saturated-Unsaturated Ground-water Flow

Fluid flow and flow properties

Fluid movement in porous media where fluid density varies spatially may be driven

by either differences in fluid pressure or by unstable variations in fluid den-

sity. Pressure-driven flows, for example, are directed from regions of higher

than hydrostatic fluid pressure toward regions of lower than hydrostatic pres-

sure. Density-driven flows occur when gravity forces act on denser regions of

fluid causing them to flow downward relative to fluid regions which are less

dense. A stable density configuration drives no flow, and is one in which

fluid density remains constant or increases with depth.

The mechanisms of pressure and density driving forces for flow are ex-

pressed for SUTRA simulation by a general form of Darcy's law which is commonly

used to describe flow in porous media:

kk
- = =r (Vp-p&) (2.19a)

where:

v (xyt) [L/si average fluid velocity

k (X,Y) [L solid matrix permeability
(2 X 2 tensor of values)

kr(xly,t) [1] relative permeability to fluid flow
(assumed to be independent of direction.)

[L/s 3 gravitational acceleration (gravity vector)

(1 x 2 vector of values)

The gravity vector is defined in relation to the direction in which

vertical elevation is measured:
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£ X -Gil V(ELEVATION) (2.19b)

*here II is the magnitude of the gravitational acceleration vector. For example,

if the y-space-coordinate is oriented directly upwards, then V(ELEVATION) is a

vector of values (for x and y directions, respectively): (0,1), and g (0,-jl).

If for example, ELEVATION increases in the x-y plane at a 600 angle to the

x-axis, then V(ELEVATION) (/2), (3+12)) and u = (-(1/2)jgI, -(31/2)111).

The average fluid velocity, v, is the velocity of fluid with respect to the

stationary solid matrix. The so-called Darcy velocity, , for the sake of ref-

erence, is a - eS v. This value is always less than the true average fluid

velocity, v, and thus, not being a true indicator of the speed of water move-

ment, 'Darcy velocity', , is not a useful concept in simulation of subsurface

transport. The velocity is referred to as an 'average', because true velocities

in a porous medium vary from point to point due to variations in the permeabil-

ity and porosity of the medium at a spatial scale smaller than that at which

measurements were made.

Fluid velocity, even for a given pressure and density distribution, may take

on different values depending on how mobile the fluid is within the solid matrix.

Fluid mobility depends on the combination of permeability, k, relative perme-

ability, k, and viscosity, , that occurs in equation (2.19a). Permeability is

a measure of the ease of fluid movement through interconnected voids in the solid

matrix when all voids are completely saturated. Relative permeability expresses

what fraction of the total permeability remains when the voids are only partly

fluid-filled and only part of the total interconnected void space is, in fact,

connected by continuous fluid channels. Viscosity directly expresses ease of

fluid flow; a less viscous fluid flows more readily under a driving force.
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As a point of reference, in order to relate the general form of Darcy's

law, (2.19a), back to a better-known form dependent on hydraulic head, the

dependence of flow on density and saturation must be ignored. When the solid

matrix is fully saturated, S = 1, the relative permeability to flow is unity

kr = 1. When, in addition, fluid density is constant, the right side of

(2.19a) expanded by (2.19b) may be multiplied and divided by pIgI:

V ( [ ) + V (ELEVATION)J (2.20a)

The hydraulic conductivity, (x,y,t) Ls), may be identified in this equation

as, K=(kpjyl)/p; pressure head, h (x,y,t) L). is h p/(pll). Hydraulic
pp

head, h(x,y,t) [LI, is h = h + ELEVATION. Thus, for constant density,

saturated flow:

_ £ -) *V h (2.20b)

which is Darcy's law written in terms of the hydraulic head. Even in this

basic form of Darcy's law, flow may depend on solute concentration and temp-

erature. The hydraulic conductivity, through viscosity, is highly dependent

on temperature, and measurably, but considerably less on concentration. In

cases where density or viscosity are not constant, therefore, hydraulic con-

ductivity, K, is not a fundamental parameter describing ease of flow through the

solid matrix. Permeability, k, is in most situations, essentially independent

of pressure, temperature and concentration and therefore is the appropriate

fundamental parameter describing ease of flow in the SUTRA model.
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Permeability, k, describes ease of fluid flow in a saturated solid matrix.

When permeability to flow in a particular small volume of solid matrix differs

depending upon in which direction the flow occurs, the permeability is said to

be anisotropic. Direction-independent permeability is called isotropic. It is

commonly assumed that permeability is the same for flow forward or backward

along a particular line in space. When permeability is anisotropic, there is

always one particular direction, x , along which permeability has an absolute

maximum value, k EL2|. Somewhere in the plane perpendicular to the 'maximummax

direction' there is a direction, x , in which permeability has the absolute

minimum value, k IL ], which exists for the particular volume of solid matrix.min

Thus, in two dimensions, there are two principal orthogonal directions of

anisotropic permeability. Both principal directions, x and x , are assumed to

be within the (x,y) plane of the two-dimensional model.

The permeability tensor, k, of Darcy's law, equation (2.19) has four com-

ponents in two dimensions. These tensorial components have values which depend

on effective permeabilities in the x and y coordinate directions which are not

necessarily exactly aligned with the principal directions of permeability. The

fact that maximum and minimum principal permeability values may change in both

value and direction from place to place in the modeled region makes the calcu-

lation of the permeability tensor, which is aligned in x and y, complex. The

required coordinate rotations are carried out automatically by SUTRA according

to the method described in section 5.1, "Rotation of Permeability Tensor".

An anisotropic permeability field in two dimensions is completely described

by the values k and k i and the angle orienting the principal directions,

xp and x , to the x and y directions through the permeability ellipse shown in

Figure 2.2. The semi-major and semi-minor axes of the ellipse are defined as
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Figure 2.2
Definition of anisotropic permeability and effective
permeability, k. )
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k+ and k respectively, and the length of any radius is kf, where k is the
max' min

effective permeability for flow along that direction. Only, k , k and

0, the angle between the x-axis and the maximum direction x need be specified

to define the permeability, k, in any direction, where:

k (x,y) [L2] absolute maximum value of permeability
max 

k (X,Y) [L2] absolute minimum value of permeability
min

O(x,y) 11] angle from +x-coordinate axis to di-
rection of maximum permeability, x

In the case of isotropic permeability, kmax kminad is arbitrary.

The discussion of isotropic and anisotropic permeability, k, applies as

well to flow in an unsaturated solid matrix, S < 1, although unsaturated flow

has additional unique properties which require definition. When fluid capillary

pressure, p is less than entry capillary pressure, pcent, the void space is

saturated S = 1, and local porous medium flow properties are not pressure-

dependent but depend only on void space geometry and connectivity. When

P > Pcent' then air or another gas has entered the matrix and the void space

is only partly fluid filled, S < 1. In this case, the ease with which fluid

can pass through the solid matrix depends on the remaining cross-section of

well-connected fluid channels through the matrix, as well as on surface tension

forces at fluid-gas, and fluid-solid interfaces. When saturation is so small

such that no interconnected fluid channels exist and residual fluid is scattered

about and tightly bound in the smallest void spaces by surface tension, flow

ceases entirely. The relative permeability to flow, k , which is a measure

of this behavior, varies from a value of zero or near-zero at the residual fluid
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saturation, S , to a value of one at saturation, S = 1. A relative permea-

bility-saturation relationship (Figure 2.3) is typically determined for a par-

ticular solid matrix material in the laboratory as is the relationship, S (p).

Relative permeability is assumed in SUTRA to be independent of direction in the

porous media.

SUTRA allows any desired function to be specified which gives the relative

permeability in terms of saturation or pressure. A general function, for ex-

ample, based on the saturation-capillary pressure relationship given as an example

in (2.8) is (Van Genuchten, 1980):

k = S I 1-| - S in-l I n) (2.21a)

where the a dimensionless saturation, S is given by:

W wres~~~

S* w wres (2.21b)

wres

Flow in the gaseous phase that fills the remaining void space not con-

taining fluid when S < 1 is assumed not to contribute significantly to total

solute or energy transport which is due primarily to fluid flow and other trans-

port processes through both fluid and solid matrix. Furthermore it is assumed

that pressure differences within the gas do not drive significant fluid flow.

These assumptions are justified in most common situations when gas pressure

is approximately constant throughout the solid matrix system. Should gas pres-

sure vary appreciably in a field system, simulation with SUTRA, which is by 
def-

inition a single phase flow and transport model, must be critically evaluated

against the possible necessity of employing a multiphase fluid flow and trans-

port model.
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Figure 2.3
Relative permeability-saturation relationship (schematic).
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Fluid mass balance

The "so-called" flow simulation provided by SUTRA is in actuality a calcul-

ation of how the amount of fluid mass contained within the void spaces of the

solid matrix changes with time. In a particular volume of solid matrix and void

space, the total fluid mass (S p) VOL, may change with time due to: ambient

ground-water inflows or outflows, injection or withdrawal wells, changes in

fluid density caused by changing temperature or concentration, or changes in

saturation. SUTRA flow simulation is, in fact, a fluid mass balance which keeps

track of the fluid mass contained at every point in the simulated ground-water

system as it changes with time due to flows, wells, and saturation or density

changes.

The fluid mass balance is expressed as the sum of pure water and pure

solute mass balances for a solid matrix in which there is negligible net

movement:

a(eSwp)
atw ' ~V-(ES pv) + Q + T (2.22)

where:

3
Q (x,yt) [M/(L s)J fluid mass source (including pure

water mass plus solute mass dissolved
in source water)

3
T (x,y,t) IM/(L s)) solute mass source (e.g., dissolution

of solid matrix or desorption)

The term on the left may be recognized as the total change in fluid mass con-

tained in the void space with time. The term involving V represents contributions

to local fluid mass change due to excess of fluid inflows over outflows at a

point. The fluid mass source term, Q , accounts for external additions of fluid

including pure water mass plus the mass of any solute dissolved in the source

fluid. The pure solute mass source term, T may account for external additions
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of pure solute mass not associated with a fluid source. In most cases, this

contribution to the total mass is small compared to the total pure water mass

contributed by fluid sources, Q . Pure solute sources, T, are therefore

neglected in the fluid mass balance, but may be readily included in SUTRA for

special situations. Note that solute mass sources are not neglected in the

solute mass balance, which is discussed in section 2.4.

While (2.22) is the most fundamental form of the fluid mass balance, it is

necessary to express each mechanism represented by a term of the equation, in

terms of the primary variables, p, C, and T. As SUTRA allows variation in only

one of C or T at a time, the letter U is employed to represent either of these

quantities. The development from equation (2.9) to (2.18) allows the time der-

ivative in (2.22) to be expanded:

a(t~p) in(S pS + P a + (es au) au (2.23)at w p p at wU 3

While the concepts upon which specific pressure storativity, , is based, do

not exactly hold for unsaturated media, the error introduced by summing the

storativity term with the term involving (as /ap) is insignificant as

(asw/ap) >>> Sp.

The exact form of the fluid mass balance as implemented in SUTRA is obtained

from (2.22) by neglecting T, substituting (2.23) and employing Darcy's law,

(2.19), for v:

as ~ ~ ~ a (s PSop + CP W) a + e r (2.24)

Q
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2.3 Description of Energy Transport in Ground Water

Subsurface energy transport mechanisms

Energy is transported in the water-solid matrix system by flow of ground

water, and by thermal conduction from higher to lower temperatures through both

the fluid and solid. The actual flow velocities of the ground water from point

to point in the three-dimensional space of an aquifer may vary considerably

about an average two-dimensional velocity uniform in the z-direction, v(x,y,t),

calculated from Darcy's law (2.22). As the true, not-average, velocity field is

usually too complex to measure in real systems, an additional transport mechanism

approximating the effects of mixing of different temperature ground waters

moving both faster and slower than average velocity, v, is hypothesized. This

mechanism, called energy dispersion, is employed in SUTRA as the best currently

available, though approximate description, of the mixing process. In the simple

dispersion model employed, dispersion, in effect, adds to the thermal conductivity

value of the fluid-solid medium in particular directions dependent upon the

direction of fluid flow. In other words, mixing due to the existence of non-

uniform, nonaverage velocities in three dimensions about the average-uniform

flow, v, is conceptualized in two dimensions as a diffusion-like process with

anisotropic diffusivities.

The model has, in fact, been shown to describe transport well in purely

homogeneous porous media with uniform one-dimensional flows. In heterogeneous

field situations with non-uniform flow in, for example, irregular bedding or

fractures, the model holds only at the pre-determined scale at which dispersivi-

ties are calibrated and it must be considered as a currently necessary approxi-

mation, and be carefully applied when extrapolating to other scales of transport.
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Solid matrix-fluid energy balance

The simulation of energy transport provided by SUTRA is actually a calcu-

lation of the time rate of change of the amount of energy stored in the solid

matrix and fluid. In any particular volume of solid matrix plus fluid, the

amount of energy contained is [eSwpew + (l-)p se ]VOL, where

e [E/M] energy per unit mass water

e IE/M ] energy per unit mass solid matrix

P [M IL density of solid grain in solid matrix
G G

and where El are energy units [ML Is2 .

The stored energy in a volume may change with time due to: ambient water with a

different temperature flowing in, well water of a different temperature injected,

changes in the total mass of water in the block, thermal conduction (energy

diffusion) into or out of the volume, and energy dispersion in or out.

This balance of changes in stored energy with various energy fluxes is

expressed as follows:

a[ES pe + (0-e)p e1
w w S D - V*( swpeWv) + V[XIVT

+ V ES pc D-VTJ + Q c T + SPzY + (1-e)p y (2.25)
w W- p w w o so0

\(x,y,t) [E/(s LC) bulk thermal conductivity of solid
matrix plus fluid

I [1] identity tensor (ones on diagonal,
zeroes elsewhere) (2x2)

C [E/(M- 0 C)] specific heat f water
w (c -4.182 X 10 [J/(kg 0C)] at 20 0C)
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D(xyt) IL2 S) dispersion tensor (2 X 2)

T (x,y,t) [0C] temperature of source fluid

Yw(XYt) [E/M-s] energy source in fluid

YS(x,y,t) [E/M S] energy source in solid grains
o G

The time derivative expresses the total change in energy stored in both the solid

matrix and fluid per unit total volume. The term involving v expresses contribu-

tions to locally stored energy from average-uniform flowing fluid (average energy

advection). The term involving bulk thermal conductivity, X, expresses heat

conduction contributions to local stored energy and the term involving the dis-

persivity tensor, D, approximately expresses the contribution of irregular flows

and mixing which are not accounted for by average energy advection. The term

involving Q accounts for the energy added by a fluid source with temperature,

T The last terms account for energy production in the fluid and solid, re-

spectively, due to endothermic reactions, for example.

While more complex models are available and may be implemented if desired,

SUTRA employs a volumetric average approximation for bulk thermal conductivity,

X E e X + (1-O)X (2.26)
ww 5

X [EI(s-L-°C)l fluid thermal conductivity
w (X 0.6 fJ/(s-m °C)I at 200C)

w

X [E(s-L-OC)I solid thermal conductivity
(X - 3.5 [J/(s m-C)l at 200C
for sandstone)

The specific energy content (per unit mass) of the fluid and the solid

matrix depends on temperature as follows:
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e c T
w w

(2.27a)

e - c T (2.27b)
s S

C [E/(MG 0C)l solid grain secific heat
(c 8.4 x 10 [J/(kg-0 C)]
for sandstone at 200C)

An expanded form of the solid matrix-fluid energy balance is obtained by sub-

stitution of (2.27a,b) and (2.26) into (2.25). This yields:

[eS PC + (1-O)p c IT + V(eS pc vT)
t w w 85S - ww

_ V{[s X + (1-)X I + eS PC DVTI (2.28)

* w Wm

Q. c T + eS py + (1-)p s
p w w o so0

2.4 Description of Solute Transport in Ground Water

Subsurface solute transport mechanisms

Solute mass is transported through the porous medium by flow of ground

water (solute advection) and by molecular or ionic diffusion, which while small

on a field scale, carries solute mass from areas of high to low concentrations.

The actual flow velocities of the ground water from point to point in three-

dimensional space of an aquifer may vary considerably about an average, uniform

two-dimensional velocity, v, which is calculated from Darcy's law (2.22). As

the true, not-average, velocity field is usually too complex to measure in real

systems, an additional transport mechanism approximating the effects of mixing

of waters with different concentrations moving both faster and slower than the

average velocity, v(x,y,t), is hypothesized. This mechanism, called solute

dispersion, is employed in SUTRA as the best currently available, though ap-

proximate, description of the mixing process. In the simple dispersion model
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employed, dispersion, in effect, significantly adds to the molecular diffusi-

vity value of the fluid in particular directions dependent upoon the direction

of fluid flow. In other words, mixing due to the existence of non-uniform,

non-average velocities in three dimensions about the average flow, v, is

conceptualized in two dimensions, as a diffusion-like process with anisotropic

diffusivities.

The model has, in fact, been shown to describe transport well in purely

homogeneous porous media with uniform one-dimensional flows. In heterogeneous

field situations with non-uniform flows in, for example, irregular bedding or

fractures, the model holds only at the pre-determined scale at which dispersivi-

ties are calibrated and it must be considered as a currently necessary approxi-

mation, and be carefully applied when extrapolating to other scales of transport.

Solute and adsorbate mass balances

SUTRA solute transport simulation accounts for a single species mass stored

in fluid solution as solute and species mass stored as adsorbate on the surfaces

of solid matrix grains. Solute concentration, C, and adsorbate concentration,

Cs (xyt) M/MGI. (where [M] denotes units of solute mass, and [MG] denotes

units of solid grain mass), are related through equilibrium adsorption isotherms.

The species mass stored in solution in a particular volume of solid matrix may

change with time due to ambient water with a different concentration flowing in,

well water injected with a different concentration, changes in the total fluid

mass in the block, solute diffusion or dispersion in or out of the volume, trans-

fer of dissolved species to adsorbed species (or reverse), or a chemical or bio-

logical reaction causing solute production or decay. The species mass stored as
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adsorbate on the surface of solid grains in a particular block of solid matrix

may change with time due to a gain of adsorbed species by transfer of solute

from the fluid (or reverse), or a chemical or biological reaction causing adsor-

bate production or decay.

The separate balances for a single species stored in solution (solute) and

on the solid grains (adsorbate), are expressed, respectively, as follows:

. I a(eS PC)
ilatW = -f - V(tS pvC) + V[es (D I + D) VC1

1:l * ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(2.29)
+ eS pr + Q 

w w p

a[(1-e)p C I
5 * +f + (-e) r (2.30)at 

3
f(x,yt) [M /(L s)3 volumetric adsorbate source (gain of

absorbed species by transfer from fluid
per unit total volume)

D [L2 /sl apparent molecular diffusivity of solute
in solution in a porous medium nclyding
tortuosity effects, (D m-.x 10 am IsI
for NaCl at 20. 0C). m

.l I [1] identity tensor (ones on diagonal,
zero elsewhere) (2x2)

2
D(x,y,t) fL /s] dispersion tensor

r (XYt) [M IM-S] solute mass source in fluid (per unit
!. fluid mass) due to production reactions
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C (xy,t) ( M/ml solute concentration of fluid sources
(mass fraction)

CS 1814/1a G specific concentration of adsorbate on
solid grains (mass adsorbate/(mass solid
grains plus adsorbate))

3
P [M /L density of solid grains in solid matrix

G G

rB(X,Yt) 1Ms/MGs adsorbate mass source (per unit solid
matrix mass) due to production reactions
within adsorbed material itself.

where [L ] is the volume of solid grains.
G

Equation (2.29) is the solute mass balance in terms of the dissolved mass

fraction (solute concentration), C. The time derivative expresses the total

changes in solute mass with time in a volume due to the mechanisms represented

by terms on the right side of the equation. The term involving f(x,y,t) repre-

sents the loss of solute mass from solution which becomes fixed on the solid

grain surfaces as adsorbate. The adsorbate source, f, may, in general, depend

on solute concentration, C, adsorbate concentration, C, and the rate of change

of these concentrations, depending on either an equilibrium adsorption isotherm

or on non-equilibrium adsorption processes. STRA algorithms are structured to

directly accept non-equilibrium sorption models as an addition to the code.

However, the current version of SUTRA assumes equilibrium sorption as shown in

the following section, "Adsorption and production/decay processes."

The term involving fluid velocity, v, represents average advection of sol-

ute mass into or out of the local volume. The term involving molecular diffusi-

vity of solute, D , and dispersivity, D, expresses the contribution of solute

diffusion and dispersion to the local changes in solute mass. The diffusion

contribution is based on a true physical process often negligible at the field
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scale. The dispersion contribution is an approximation of the effect of solute

advection and mixing in irregular flows which are not accounted for by solute

advected by the average velocity. The solute mass source term involving rF(xylt),

the solute mass production rate per unit mass of fluid, expresses the contribution

to dissolved species mass of chemical, biological or radioactive reactions in

the fluid. The last term accounts for dissolved species mass added by a fluid

source with concentration, C*.

Equation (2.30) is the balance of mass which has been adsorbed by solid

grain surfaces in terms of species concentration on the solid (specific adsorbate

concentation), C . The change in total adsorbate mass is expressed by the timeS

derivative term. It may increase due to species leaving solution as expressed by

adsorbate source term, f. The adsorbed mass may also change due to a production of

adsorbate mass (per unit solid matrix mass), r by radioactive or chemical pro-

cesses within the adsorbate. Note that mass becomes immobile once adsorbed, and

is affected only by possible desorption or chemical and biological processes.

The total mass of a species in a volume is given by the sum of solute mass

and adsorbate mass. A balance of the total mass of a species is obtained by

addition of (2.30) and (2.29). The general form of the total species mass

balance used in SUTRA is this:

,f mya(eS PC) ak(l-e)pC 
1 at + [tS S = _ V.(ES PVC)at at _

(2.31)
+ V[S p(D I + D)VC] + eS r + (-e)p + Q *

w M- W w s s p
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Equation (2.31) is the basis for SUTRA solute transport simulation. In cases

of solute transport where adsorption does not occur (C - 0), the adsorbate

source term, f, simply has the value zero (f - 0), and the terms that stem from

equation (2.30) are ignored. Further discussion of solute and adsorbate mass

balances may be found in Bear (1979).

Adsorption and production/decay processes

The volumetric adsorbate source, f, of (2.29) and (2.30) may be expressed

in the terms of a specific sorption rate, f, as:

f - (O-)p f (2.32a)

fS(xyt) (M /M Gs specific solute mass adsorption rate

(per unit mass solid matrix)

A particular non-equilibrium (kinetic) model of sorption is obtained by de-

fining the functional dependence of the sorption rate, f, on other parameters

of the system. For example, for a linear reversible non-equilibrium sorption

model, the expression is: f a mI(C - m2C ), where m and m2 are sorption para-

meters. This particular model and a number of other non-equilibrium sorption

models are accommodated by a general expression for f , as follows:

f a rl 2t + rC + r3 (2.32b)
s I at 2 3

where: I (C1'C ), r2 r2 (CC ) 3 - r3(CC ).

rI(CC8) [M M G first general sorption coefficient

r 2 (CC ) [M /M SJ second general sorption coefficient

K'3 (CC ) [Ma /MG' )s third general sorption coefficient
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Through a suitable definition of the general coefficients, r (CC C), a number

of non-equilibrium sorption models may be obtained. For example, the linear

reversible non-equilibrium model mentioned above requires the definitions:

r1 -O. r2 = m! and r3 -mm2Cs. The general coefficients r, 2, and 3 are

included in the SUTRA code to provide generality for possible inclusion of such

non-equilibrium (kinetic) sorption models.

The equilibrium sorption models are based on definition of the general

coefficients through the following relation:

at r1I at (2.33)

Only general sorption coefficient, r, need be defined based on various equili-

brium sorption isotherms as shown in the following. The other coefficients are

set to zero, r2 r3 = 0.

The linear equilibrium sorption model is based on the linear sorption

isotherm assuming constant fluid density:

C (X p )C (2.34a)

ac
at __(XlPo)Tt (2.34b)

where:

X1 IL3/M I linear distribution coefficient

and p is the fluid base density.

For linear sorption, general coefficient, rI' takes on the definition:

r = X (2.34c)
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The Freundlich equilibrium sorption model is based on the following

isotherm which assumes a constant fluid density, p:

Ce ' X1(P 0 C)x2) (2.35a)

at X2(oc)(x) ac (2.35b)

2
where:

x1 [L3/M0I a Freundlich distribution coefficient

X2 11 Freundlich coefficient

when X2 - 1, the Freundlich isotherm is equivalent to the linear isotherm.

For Freundlich sorption, then, the general coefficient, r, takes the

definition:

X1 (I ) I 2'

(X ()) O C (2.35c)

The Langmuir equilibrium sorption model is based on the following isotherm

which assumes a constant fluid density, p :

XI(P0C)
- 1 X (PC) (2.36a)

acS xi PO ac (2.36b)
at ( + X2poC)2 at
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where:

[Lf/M01 a Langmuir distribution coefficient

[L3/M1 Langmuir coefficient

For very low solute concentrations, C, Langmuir sorption becomes linear sorp-

tion with linear distribution coefficient X1- For very high solute concentra-

tions, C, the concentration of adsorbate mass, C approaches an upper

limit equal to (X1/X2). The general SUTRA coefficient, r, is defined for

Langmuir sorption as:

r1 - 2 (2.36c)
(1 + X2 00C)

The production terms for solute, rw, and adsorbate, r , allow for

first-order mass production (or decay) such as linear BOD (biochemical oxygen

demand) or radioactive decay, biological or chemical production, and zero-order

mass production (or decay).

r = lw C + 'w (2.37a)
w 1 0

r = C + Ys (2.37b)

where:

1 [s first order mass production rate of solute

rw [(M /M)/sj zero-order solute mass production rate

'Ys [S-1s first-order mass production rate of

adsorbate

'Ys [(M /MG)Isl zero-order adsorbate mass production
° rate
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2.5 Description of Dispersion

Pseudo-transport mechanism

Dispersion is a pseudo-transport process representing mixing of fluids

which actually travel through the solid matrix at velocities 
different from the

average velocity in two space dimensions, v, calculated from Darcy's law, 
(2.19).

Dispersion is a pseudo-flux in that it only represents 
deviations from an

average advective flux of energy or solute mass and as 
such does not repre-

sent a true mechanism of transport. Should it be possible to represent the

true, complex, non-homogeneous velocity field in, for example, in the layers of

an irregularly bedded field system, then the dispersion 
process need not be

invoked to describe the transport, as the local variations in advection would

provide the true picture of the transport taking place. However, as available

data almost never allows for such a detailed velocity 
description, an approximate

description, which helps to account for observed temperatures or concentrations

different from that expected based on the average fluid 
advection, must be

employed.

Current research trends are to develop dispersion models for various

hydrogeological conditions, and SUTRA may be updated to include these new re-

sults as they become available. Currently, SUTRA dispersion is based on a new

generalization for anisotropic media of the standard description 
for dispersion

in isotropic homogeneous porous media. The standard description is, in fact,

the only model available today for practical simulation. 
Because any incon-

sistencies which may arise in applying this dispersion model to particular
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Hu 0 field situation often would not be apparent due to the poor quality or small

amount of measured data, the user is warned to exercise good judgement in

interpreting results when large amounts of so-called dispersion are required

to explain the field measurements.

In any case, the user is advised to consult up-to-date literature on field-scale

dispersion, before employing this transport model.

Isotropic-media dispersion model

The dispersion tensor, D, appearing in both energy and solute balances,

(2.28) and (2.31), is usually expressed for flow in systems with isotropic

permeability and isotropic spatial distribution of inhomogeneities in aquifer

materials as:

[Dxx Dxy
D [ (2.38)

where, D is, in fact, symmetric and the diagonal elements are:

2 2

2)dLVx + T y (2.39a)

2 2
D ~(2) (d v + dv) (2.39b)

ry -2) T x L y

and the off-diagonal elements are:

Dij (i2) (dL - dT) (viv.) (2.39c)

i~j, i-x,y

j~x,y
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v(x,y,t) [L/s] magnitude of velocity v

vX(xy,t) [L/s1 magnitude of x-component of v

v (x,y,t) [L/s) magnitude of y-component of v

dL(xy,t) [L 2/SI longitudinal dispersion coefficient
L~~~~~~~

d (x,y,t) L 2/SI transverse dispersion coefficient
T

The terms d and d [L 2/sI are called longitudinal and transverse
L T

dispersion coefficients, respectively. These terms are analogous to typical

diffusion coefficients. What is special, is that these are directional in

nature. The term, dL, acts as a diffusion coefficient which causes dispersion

forward and backward along the local direction of fluid flow, and is called the

longitudinal dispersion coefficient. The term, dT, acts as a diffusion coeffi-

cient causing dispersion evenly in the directions perpendicular to the local

flow direction, and is called the transverse dispersion coefficient. Thus, if

dL and d were of equal value, a circular disk of tracer released (in the x-y

plane) in ground water flowing, on the average uniformly and unidirectionally,

would disperse in a perfectly symmetric circular manner as it moved downstream.

However, if d > dT then the tracer would disperse in an elliptical manner with

the long axis oriented in the flow direction, as it moved downstream.

The size of the dispersion coefficients are, in this model, for dispersion

in isotropic permeability systems, dependent upon the absolute local magnitude

of average velocity in a flowing system (Bear, 1979):

dL 'Lv (2.40a)

dT aTv (2.40b)

•L(xy) [LI longitudinal dispersivity of solid
matrix

•T(x,y) IL) transverse dispersivity of solid
matrix
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When the isotropic-media dispersion model is applied to a particular field situ-

.ption where aquifer inhomogeneities are much smaller than the field transport

scale, then dispersivities aL and T may be considered to be fundamental trans-

port properties of the system just as, for example, permeability is a fundamen-

tal property for flow through porous media. In cases where nhomogeneities are

large or scales of transport vary, dispersivities may possibly not be repre-

sentive of a fundamental system property. In this case, dispersion effects

must be interpreted with care, because dispersivity values are the only means

available to represent the dispersive characteristics of a given system to be

simulated.

Anisotropic-media dispersion model

In a system with anisotropic permeability or anisotropic spatial distribu-

tion of inhomogeneities in aquifer materials, dispersivities may not have the

same values for flows in all directions. In a case such as a layered aquifer,

longitudinal dispersivity would clearly not have the same value for flows parallel

to layers and perpendicular to layers. The isotropic-media dispersion model,

described in the previous section, does not account for such variability as aL

is isotropic (direction-independent). Transverse dispersivity would also tend

to be dependent on the flow-direction, but because it typically is only a small

fraction of longitudinal dispersivity, especially in anisotropic media (Gelhar

and Axness, 1983), its variability is ignored here. This does not imply that

transverse dispersion is an unimportant process, but the approximation is made

because accurate simulation of low transverse dispersion is already limited, due

to the requirement of a fine mesh for accurate representation of te process.

The effect of any direction-dependence of transverse dispersivity would be

obscured by the numerical discretization errors in a typical mesh.
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An ad-hoc model of flow-direction-dependent longitudinal dispersion is

postulated. In this model, longitudinal dispersivity is assumed to have two

principal directions (in two space dimensions) aligned with principal directions

of permeability, x and x. The principal values of longitudinal dispersivity,

are aLmx and aLmin in these principal directions (see Figure 2.4). Note that

the subscripts, Lmax and Lmin, refer only to the maximum and minimum permeability

directions, and are not intended to imply the relation in magnitude of aL

and aL in" the principal values of longitudinal dispersivity.

If F is the dispersive flux of solute (or energy) along a stream line of

fluid flow, then

F -- a (2.41)
a L as

where:

aL (XYt) [LI longitudinal dispersivity along a
streamline

and U represents either concentration or temperature, and s is distance

measured along a streamline. The dispersive flux components in the principal

permeability directions xp and xm are:

F - - a F cos (2.42a)
p Lmax ax a kv

F - - a au F sin e (2.42b)
m Lmin Ax s kv

where:

a (xy) [L] Longitudinal dispersivity in the maximum
Lmax permeability direction, x

p

a (x,y) IL) Longitudinal dispersivity in the minimum
Linin permeability direction, x.

e (x,y,t) I Angle from maximum permeability direction,
x , to local flow direction, (v/ivt)
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Figure 2.4
Definition of flow-direction-dependent longitudinal

dispersivity, aL(O)-
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Because U varies with x and y, U - U(x,y,t):

3u au x a axM
as - x as + X as (2.43a)

P m

au au Cos °k+ aU sin (2.43b)
as x T kv ax kv

p m

and:

F - - a (cos B + sin Okv ax (2.44a)
a L (cs kv 39x kvax /

L a Cos2 (s ) + sin 2 i (2.44b)
L kv (0Lma kv (~Fl

This defines an ellipse as:

( ) ( kv) + ( kv) ( 2.45)
(L) uLmax Lmin

with semi-major axis (aL 1/2 and semi-minor axis (a 1/2* The length of
Lma x Lmin

a radius is (aL) 12, as shown in Figure 2.4. This ellipse is analagous in

concept to that which gives effective permeability in any direction in an

anisotropic medium.

The value of effective longitudinal dispersivity as dependent on the flow

direction is:

aLmax Lmin
CIL ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(2.46)( ~2 n2k)

(aLmin COS kv + aLmax sin Okv)

which is used by SUTRA to compute aL for the anisotropic-media dispersion model.

Note that if aL 2 aLmin' then the isotropic dispersion-media model is obtained.
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This form of longitudinal dispersivity dependence on direction of flow relative

tq the principal permeability directions is similar to that obtained for a

transversely isotropic medium in a stochastic analysis of macro-dispersion by

Gelhar and Axness (1983).

Guidelines for applying dispersion model

Some informal guidelines may be given concerning values of dispersivities

when other-data are not available. Longitudinal dispersivities may be consi-

dered to be on the order of the same size as either the largest hydrogeologic

or flow inhomogeneities along the transport reach or the distance between

inhomogeneities, whichever is the greater value. For transport in pure homo-

geneous sand, longitudinal dispersivity is on the order of grain size. This

is the type of situation where the isotropic-media dispersion model well de-

scribes observed transport behavior. In the case of a sandy aquifer containing

well-distributed inclusions of less-permeable material, the longitudinal dis-

persivity required to correct an average advective transport which has passed

by many of the inclusions would be of the order on the larger of either inclu-

sion size or distance between inclusions.

Should the dispersivity, estimated on the basis of the size in homogenei-

ties or distance between them, be greater than about one tenth of the longest

transport reach, then the meaningful use of a constant-dispersivity dispersion

i;1. model must be questioned. In such a case, the ideal action to take would be to

more explicitly define the field distribution of velocity by taking into account

'i) the actual geometry of inhomogeneities. This would correctly account for most

of the transport taking place as advective in nature, with much smaller con-
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tributions of the approximate dispersive process. Given a better-defined

velocity field, and in the absence of other data, dispersivity should then be

chosen based on the largest postulated inhomogeneities met along a given average

stream tube. The size and distribution of inhomogeneities not explicitly taken

into account by the average flow field may be postulated based on the best

available knowledge of local geology.

Transverse dispersivity, aT, is typically even less well known for field

problems than longitudinal dispersivity. Values of T used in simulation are

typically between one tenth and one third of L. In systems with anisotropic

permeability, aT may be less than one hundredth of L for flows along the

maximum permeability direction (Gelhar and Axness, 1983). Should simulated

transport in a particular situation be sensitive to the value of transverse

dispersivity, further data collection is necessary and the transport model must

be interpreted with great care.

The ad-hoc model for longitudinal dispersion in anisotropic media presented

in the previous section allows for simulation experiments with two principal

longitudinal dispersivities which may be of special interest in systems with

well-defined anisotropy values. Depending on the particular geometry of layers

or inhomogeneities causing the permeability anisotropy, the longitudinal disper-

sivity in the minimum permeability direction, Lmin, may be either greater or

smaller than that in the maximum permeability direction Lmax. However, use

of the anisotropic-media dispersion model is advised only when clearly required

by field data, and the additional longitudinal dispersion parameter is not

intended for general application without evaluation of its applicability in a

particular case.
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2.6 Unified Description of Energy and Solute Transport

Unified energy-solute balance

The saturated-unsaturated ground-water energy balance (2.28) is simply an

accounting of energy fluxes, sources and sinks which keeps track of how the

energy per unit volume of solid matrix plus fluid, [eSwpcw + (O-t)p~c51T,

changes with time at each point in space. The saturated-unsaturated ground-

water balance of solute plus adsorbate mass, (2.31), is similarly an accounting

of solute and adsorbate fluxes, sources and sinks, which keeps track of how the

species mass (solute plus adsorbate mass) per unit volume of solid matrix plus

fluid, (SwPC + (-e)p.C.), changes with time at each point in space. Both

balances, therefore, track a particular quantity per unit volume of solid matrix

plus fluid.

The fluxes of energy and solute mass in solution, moreover, are caused by

similar mechanisms. Both quantities undergo advection based on average flow

velocity, v. Both quantities undergo dispersion. Both quantities undergo

diffusion; the diffusive solute mass flux is caused by molecular or ionic dif-

fusion within the fluid, while the diffusive energy flux occurs by thermal con-

duction through both fluid and solid. Fluid sources and sinks give rise .to

similar sources and sinks of energy and solute mass. Energy and species mass

may both be produced by zero-order processes, wherein energy may be produced by

an endothermic reaction and solute may be produced, for example, by a biological

process. The linear adsorption process affecting solutes is similar to the

storage of energy in solid portion of an aquifer. Only the non-linear sorption

processes and first-order production of solute and adsorbate, have no readily

apparent analogy in terms of energy.
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Thus, the balances of energy per unit volume, (2.28), and total species

mass per unit volume, (2.31), may be expressed in a single unified balance in

terms of a variable, U(x,y,t), which may either represent T(x,y,t) or C(x,y,t),

as follows:

es PC ) At [( )0U5 ] + V.(SPC VU)

- VirPC E:S ( I + D) + (1-E)a I l }

*Q c U + eS pr1 + (O-e)p r (2.47)
Qp w w 558

where:

for energy transport

s s w pe~~ , X pU T U a C8T U T w aPCw ,w (2.47a)

r a r w *va5
r w r, r 0

for solute transport

U C, U C , U C a D , a a 0, c 1 (2.47b)s s w m s w

where C is defined by (2.34a), (2.35a) or (2.36a), depending on the

isotherm.

By simple redefinition according to (2.47a) or (2.47b), equation (2.41) directly

becomes the energy or species mass balance. This redefinition is automatically

carried out by SUTRA as a result of whether the user specifies energy or solute

transport simulation.
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Fluid-mass-conservative energy-solute balance

A further consideration is required before obtaining the form of the uni-

fied energy/solute balance as implemented in SUTRA. The amount of energy or

solute per unit combined matrix-fluid volume may change either due to a change

in the total fluid mass in the volume even when concentration and temperature

remain constant (see relation (2.10)). Such a change in fluid mass may be

caused by changes in fluid saturation, or by pressure changes affecting com-

pressive storage.

The energy and solute balances as well as their unified form, (2.47), track

both types of contributions to changes in total stored energy or solute mass.

However, the fluid saturation and pressure change contribution to energy and

solute balances are already implicitly accounted for by the fluid mass balance.

The fluid mass balance contribution to solute and energy balances is ex-

pressed by the product of the fluid mass balance, equation (2.22) (which tracks

changes in fluid mass per unit volume), with cwU (which represents either energy

or solute mass per unit fluid mass). Note that c1 for solute transport. This

product tracks energy or solute mass changes per unit volume due to fluid mass

changes per unit volume:

a( eSwp)
(C U) at + (wU) V(ES Pv) - (c U)Qp (2.48)

where the solute mass source, T is neglected. Comparison of (2.48) with (2.47)

will reveal that the terms on the left of (2.48) also appear in the unified

balance equation.
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Before substituting (2.48) for the duplicate terms in (2.47), the search

for redundant terms may be extended to a balance of species mass or energy

stored in the solid matrix rather than in the fluid. A simple mass balance

for the solid matrix is:

a [(1-E)p] + V[(1-e)P.vj = 0 (2.49)

v [L/sl net solid matrix velocity

Due to the assumption that the net solid matrix velocity, v, is negligable,

the associated term of (2.49) is dropped. The contribution of this simple solid

matrix mass balance to the unified solute-energy balance may again be obtained

by taking the product of (2.49) with U:

(U ) a [(-O)p] 0 (2.50)

A comparison reveals that this term also appears in (2.47).

The redundant information in the unified energy-solute balance which keeps

track of both solid matrix and fluid mass balance contributions may be directly

removed from (2.47) by subtracting (2.48) and (2.50). The result is:

ES Pc a + (-O)P -i + es Pc v-Vu
w Wat s at w W

(2.51)
- {C WAc (a +D) + (1-E) I VU}2

= Q c(U -U) + eSwpr + (O-c)p rI
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where:

for energy transport

* * xe 
U T U c T U T a a .., o (2.51a)

S s W PC S PC
w w

w 0rW a 0, rS E 0

for solute transport

* *
U C, U Cs U C w D9 as 0 ca 1 (2.51b)

where Cs is defined by (2.34a), (2.35a) or (2.36a), depending on

isotherm.

It is assumed in equation (2.51) that cw and C5 are not time-dependent.

For numerical simulation, this equation may be termed a 'fluid-mass-

conservative' form of the energy or species mass balance. When approximated

numerically, the unified balance in the original form, (2.47), would contain

approximation errors in both the fluid mass balance contributions (based on

pressure and saturation changes) and the temperature or concentration change

contribution. However, in the revised form, equation (2.51), the complete fluid

mass balance contribution has already been analytically accounted for before

any numerical approximation takes place. Thus, the total approximation error

for the unified balance, (2.51), is significantly less as it is due to the temp-

erature or concentration change contribution only.

The unified energy-species mass balance is brought to its final form by

noticing that the form of the term, as/at, for energy transport, is the same

as that for solute transport when using the equilibrium sorption relation

(2.33), and that the form of the energy production of terms is similar to that

of relations (2.37a) and (2.37b) for the mass production process:
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[Es PC + (-Eto csJ au + Es PC vVUw W S at~ w w -

-~ V{ocD eS (o I + D) + (1-e)o I VU{
- w w s= -

Q (U - U) + S PYWU + (1-00 rsu + eS PY + (1-e)P 7s (2.52)
w w 1s s w o s 

where:

for energy transport

w S ~~W S
U T, U T a w D w (2.52a)

for solute transport

*. x

U= s C, U a , C * os D a 0, c r c- 1 (2.52b)

where C is defined by (2.34a), 2.35a) or (2.36a), and r is

defined by (2.34c), (2.35c) or (2.36c). depending on the isotherm.

The fluid-mass-conservative form of the unified energy-species mass

balance, (2.52), is exactly that which is implemented in SUTRA.
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Chapter 3

Fundamentals of Numerical Algorithms

SUTRA methodology is complex because: (1) density-dependent flow and

transport requires two interconnected simulation models, (2) fluid properties

are dependent on local values of temperature or concentration, (3) geometry of

a field area and distributions of hydrogeologic parameters may be complex, and

(4) hydrologic stresses on the system may be distributed in space and change

with time. Furthermore, a tremendous amount of data must be evaluated by STRA

with precision. This requires great computational effort, and considerable

numerical intricacy is required to minimize this effort. The mathematically

elegant finite-element and integrated-finite-difference hybrid method employed

by SUTRA allows great numerical flexibility in describing processes and char-

acteristics of flow and transport in hydrologic field systems. Unlike simu-

lation models based purely on the method of finite differences, however, the

numerical aspects of which allow straight-forward interpretation at an intuitive

level, some finite-element aspects of SUTRA methodology require interpretation

at a less physical level and from a more mathematical point of view.

The following description of SUTRA numerical methods uses a simplified,

constant-density water-table aquifer case as an illustrative example. While

precise mathematically, this example is not used to demonstrate an actual

application of SUTRA, as SUTRA does not, in fact, simulate a moving water

table. The example is only used as a device through which to explain the

theory and use of the primary numerical methods employed in SUTRA and the

water table is invoked to allow discussion of a simple non-linearity. The

basic methods, which are only demonstrated here, are applied in detail in
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Chapter 4, "Numerical Methods,' to the SUTRA fluid mass balance and unified

energy-species mass balance.

The water-table aquifer fluid mass balance equation is useful for dem-

onstration of basic numerical methods employed on STRA governing equations,

because it displays some of the salient aspects of the SUTRA equations: a time

derivative, a non-linear term involving space-derivatives, and a source term.

The simplified fluid mass balance equation is as follows:

S h - V(KVh) Q (3.1)at

where

*
Q i (Q p/P)

and

SO (X,Y) JL-IJ specific storativity

h(x,y,t) JLJ hydraulic head (sum of pressure
head and elevation head)

K(x,y) tL/si hydraulic conductivity (assumed for
this example to be isotropic)

Q*(xy) Is-I] volumetric fluid source (volume fluid
injected per time / volume aquifer)
(assumed constant for this example)

Qp(xy) [M/(L 3 -s)J fluid mass source (mass fluid injected
per time / volume aquifer) (assumed con-
stant for this example)

P IM/L3 j fluid density (assumed constant for
this example)

This equation, (3.1), is obtained from the SUTRA fluid mass balance, (2.24),

by assuming saturated conditions, constant concentration and temperature, con-

stant fluid density, and using the definition of hydraulic conductivity,

K (kplJZ)/p, where JgI is the acceleration of gravity, and of hydraulic
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head, h hp + ELEVATION, where pressure head, h * p/(pl&I). For clarity,

hydraulic conductivity is assumed to be isotropic in this example. While (3.1)

may be considered a fully three-dimensional mass balance equation, it is assumed

that flow takes place only areally in a water-table aquifer with a fixed imperme-

able base (at z-position, BASE(x,y)), and a moveable free surface (at z-position,

h(x,y,t)). The z-direction is oriented vertically upward and the fluid is assumed

to be in vertical hydrostatic equilibrium at any (x,y) position (no vertical flow).

Aquifer thickness, B(x,y,t) LI, is measured as the distance along z from the free

surface to the aquifer base, and may change with time. Aquifer transmissivity,

Ax,y,t), is given by:

T KB * K(h - BASE) (3.2)

Z(x,y,t) tL2/S] aquifer transmissivity

B(x,yt) [LI aquifer thickness

BASE(x,y) [L] elevation of aquifer base

The above assumption, in effect, makes (3.1) a two-dimensional mass balance

equation which is applied to a finite thickness aquifer. The two-dimensional

form of (3.1) describing an areal fluid mass balance for water-table aquifers

in terms of a head-dependent transmissivity arises during the basic numerical

analysis of (3.1) in section 3.3, "Integration of Governing Equation in Space."

3.1 Spatial Discretization by Finite Elements

Although SUTRA is a two-dimensional model, the region of space in which

flow and transport is to be simulated may be defined in three space dimensions.

The three-dimensional bounded volume of an aquifer which is to be simulated by
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SUTRA is completely divided up into a single layer of contiguous blocks. These

blocks are called 'finite elements.' The subdivision is not done simply in

a manner which creates one block (element) for each portion of the aquifer

system which has unique hydrogeological characteristics. Each hydrogeologic

unit is in fact divided into many elements giving the subdivided aquifer region

the appearance of a fine net or mesh. Thus, subdivision of the aquifer region

to be simulated into blocks is referred to as 'creating the finite-element mesh

(or finite-element net).'

The basic building block of a finite-element mesh is a finite element. The

type of element employed by SUTRA for two-dimensional simulation is a quadrilateral

which has a finite thickness in the third space dimension. This type of a quad-

rilateral element and a typical two-dimensional mesh is shown in Figure 3.1.

All twelve edges of the two-dimensional quadrilateral element are perfectly

straight. Four of these edges are parallel to the z-coordinate direction.

The x-y plane (which contains the two coordinate directions of interest) bisects

each of the edges parallel to z, so that the top and bottom surfaces of the

element are mirror images of each other reflected about the central x-y plane in

the element. The mid-point of each z-edge (the point where the x-y plane

intersects) is referred to as a nodal point (or node). Thus, the element has a

three-dimensional shape, but always has only exactly four nodes, each of which

in fact, represents the entire z-edge on which it is located. The nodes mark the

fact that, in this type of element, some aquifer parameters may be assigned a

different value at each z-edge of'the element. The lack of nodes outside of the

x-y plane is what makes this element two-dimensional; while some aquifer para-

meters may vary in value from node to node (i.e. from z-edge to z-edge), no

parameters may be assigned varying values in the z-direction.
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Projection of an element

Figure 3.1
Two-dimensional finite-element mesh and quadrilateral

element.
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Within a two-dimensional finite-element mesh there is only a single layer

of elements, the nodes of which lie in the x-y plane. Nodal points are always

shared by the elements adjoining the node. Only nodes at external corners of

the mesh are not contained in more than one element. The top and bottom sur-

faces are at every (xy) point equidistant from the x-y plane, but the thick-

ness of the mesh, measured in the z-direction, may vary smoothly from point to

point. When projected on the x-y plane, as in Figure 3.1, a finite-element mesh

composed of the type of elements used by SUTRA appears as a mesh of contiguous

quadrilaterals with nodes at the corners. Hence, the term, 'quadrilateral

element'.

3.2 Representation of Coefficients in Space

Aquifer parameters and coefficients which vary from point to point in an

aquifer such as specific storativity, S, and hydraulic conductivity, K, are

represented in an approximate way in SUTRA. Parameters are either assigned a

particular constant value in each element of a finite-element mesh (elementwise),

or are assigned a particular value at each node in the mesh in two possible ways

(nodewise or cellwise).

In the water-table aquifer, for a simple example, a regular two-dimensional

mesh is used. The steplike appearance of elementwise assignment of K values over

this simple mesh is shown in Figure 3.2. Nodewise assignment for head over

this mesh results in a continuous surface of h values as shown in Figure 3.3,

with linear change in value between adjoining nodes along (projected) element

edges. Cellwise assignment is employed for specific storativity, SO, and the time

derivative, 'h. This results in a steplike appearance of the assigned values

1I

I
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Figure 3.2
Elementwise discretization of coefficient K(x,y).
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Figure 3.3
Nodewise discretization of coefficient h(x,y).
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over the mesh similar to that of elementwise assignment in Figure 3.2, but each

cell is centered on a node, not on an element. Cell boundaries are half way

between opposite sides of an element and are shown for the regular mesh in

Figure 3.4. Thus the spatial distributions of parameters, K, h and S. are

discretized (i.e., assigned discrete values) in three different ways: K,

elementwise, h, nodewise, and S, cellwise.

Because the internal program logic depends on the type of discretization,

SUTRA expects certain particular parameters or equation terms to be discretized

elementwise, nodewise, or cellwise. The primary dependent variables of the

SUTRA code p, and T or C, (in this example case, only hydraulic head, h), are

expressed nodewise when used in terms which calculate fluxes of fluid mass,

solute mass or energy.

Elementwise discretization

The equation which gives the values, over the finite element mesh, of

an elementwise parameter, may be expressed for the hydraulic conductivity

of the present example as:

NE

K(x,y) 2s E KL(x,y) (3.3)

L=1

where the elements have been numbered from one to NE (total number of elements

in the mesh), and KL(x,y) [L/s] has the value of hydraulic conductivity of

element L for (x,y) coordinates within the element, and a value of zero outside

the element. Thus K(x,y) is the flat-topped 'box' standing on an element L,

in Figure 3.2, and K(x,y) is represented in a discrete approximate way by the

sum of all the 'boxes'. Note that KL(x,y) has the same value in the z-direction

from the top to the bottom of each two-dimensional element.



NODE

"_x

Figure 3.4
Cells, elements and nodes for a two-dimensional
finite-element mesh composed of quadrilateral
elements.
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Nodewise discretization

The equation which gives the values, over the finite-element mesh, of a

nodewise value, may be expressed for the two-dimensional mesh as:

NN

h(x,y,t) ss E hW (t + (x,y) (3.4)

i-1

where the nodes have been numbered from one to NN (total number of nodes in the

mesh). There are NN coefficients, h(t), each of which i assigned the value

of head at the coordinates (xj,yj) of node number, J. These nodal head values

may change with time to represent transient responses of the system. The func-

tion, j(x,y), is known as the 'basis function'. It is the basis functions which

spread values of head between the nodes when head is defined only at the nodal

points by values of h. There is one basis function j(xy) defined for each

node, , of the NN nodes in the mesh. Suffice it to say, at this point, that at

the node , to which it belongs, the basis j(x,y), has a value of one. At all

other nodes i, i, in the mesh, it has a value of zero. It drops linearly in

value from one to zero along each projected element edge to which the node J is

connected. This means that even when all the NN products of hj and j(x,y)

are summed (as in relation (3.4)), if the sum is evaluated at the coordinates

(xj,yj) of node , then h(x,y) exactly takes on the assigned value, hi.

This is because the basis function belonging to node has a value of one at

node , and all other basis functions belonging to other nodes, i, i, have a

value zero at node dropping them fom the summation in (3.4). Basis functions

are described mathematically in section 4.1, "Basis and Weighting Functions."
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Cellwise discretization

The equation which gives the values, over the finite-element mesh, of

a cellwise parameter may be expressed for the specific storativity of the

present example as:

NN

SO(x,Y) Si(xsy) ( 3.5)

i-l

where S(x,y) has the value of specific storativity of the cell centered

on node i for (x,y) coordinates within the cell, and a value of zero outside

the cell. Thus, Si(xy) is a flat topped 'box' standing on a cell i in

Figure 3.4, and S(x,y) is represented in a discrete approximate way by the sum

of all the 'boxes'. Note S(x,y) has the same value in the z-direction from

the top to bottom of each two-dimensional element.

Reviewing the example problem, K is assigned elementwise and both S and ahat

are assigned cellwise. Hydrualic head, h(x,y,t), and element thickness,

B(x,y,t), measured in the z-direction, are both discretized nodewise, with

the nodewise expansion for thickness:

NN

B(xy) Bi(t)4i(x,y) (3.6)

i-l

The values Bi(t) are the NN particular values which element thickness has

at the nodes, and these values may change with time in the present water-table

example. Relation (3.6) should call to mind a vision of discretized values

of thickness represented by a surface similar to that of Figure 3.3. The head

surface of Figure 3.3 may stretch or shrink to move up or down as the head values

at nodes, hi(t), change with time due to stresses on the aquifer system. The
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nodewise discretized surface may be viewed as the water table, and the element

thickness as the thickness of the water-table aquifer.

3.3 Integration of Governing Equation in Space

Approximate governing equation and weighted residuals method

The governing equation for the water-table example may be written in

operator form as:

O(h) - S Rh - V(KVh) -Q -0 (3.7)o at - _

Certain variables in this equation are approximated through elementwise and

nodewise discretization. Particular terms of the equation are approximated

through cellwise discretization. The result is that neither the derivatives,

nor the variables are described exactly. Relation (3.7) no longer exactly

equals zero:

A
O(h) R(xy,t) (3.8)

A
where O(h) is the result of approximating the terms of the equation and the

variables, and R(x,y,t) is the residual value of the approximated equation.

When simulating a system with a numerical model based on approximation of the

A
governing equation, O(h), the residual, R must be kept small everywhere in the

simulated region and for the entire time of simulation in order to accurately

reproduce the physical behavior predicted by the exact governing equation, (3.7).

In order to achieve a minimum error, a method of weighted residuals is

applied to (3.8). The purpose of the method of weighted residuals is to mini-

mize the error of approximation in particular sub-regions of the spatial domain
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to be simulated. This is done by forcing a weighted average of the residual to

be zero over the sub-regions. This idea is the most abstract of those required

to understand SUTRA methodology. The Galerkin method of weighted residuals

chooses to use the 'basis function', Oi(x,y), mentioned in the previous section,

as the weighting function for calculation of the average residual:

{A 
fO(h) 4i(x,y) dV u R(x~yt) *i(x,y) dV 0 (3.9)

V V i = 1,NN

where V is the volume of the region to be modeled. The model volume is com-

pletely filled by a single layer of quadrilateral finite elements. Relation

(3.9) is actually NN relations, one for each of NN nodes in the finite element

mesh as indicated by the notation, i - 1,NN.

In each relation, the integral sums the residual weighted by the basi

function over a volume of space. Each integrated weighted residual is forced

to zero over the region of space in which Oi(x,y) is non-zero. This region

includes only elements which contain node i, because of the manner in which the

basis function is defined, as described earlier. Thus, over each of these NN

sub-regions of a mesh, the sum of positive and negative residuals after weighting

is forced to zero by relation (3.9). This, in effect, minimizes the average

error in approximating the governing equation over each sub-region.

After stating that the integral of weighted residuals must be zero for

each sub-region of the mesh as in (3.9), the derivation of the numerical

methods becomes primarily a job of algebraic manipulation. The process is

A
begun by substitution of the governing equation for (h) in (3.9):
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f (Sat) i(x,y) dV -f (V.(KVh)) j(xy)dV (3.10)

V V

-f| ( ) *(x,y) dV 0 0

V

i - 1,NN

The terms in large parentheses topped by a carat are the approximate discrete

forms of the respective terms in (3.7). These are expanded in the manipulations

that follow. Relation (3.10) is discussed term by term in the following para-

graphs.

Cellwise integration of time-derivative term

The first term involving the volume integral of the time derivative may be

written in terms of the three space dimensions, x, y, and z. Although the gov-

erning equation and parameters vary only in two space dimensions, they apply to

the complete three-dimensional region to be modeled.

A
J(SO fitX(XY) dV I (o at i(xy) dz dy dx (3.11)

V z x

| ff(s ) $1(xy) I dzJ dx dy

y x z

The rearrangement in the final term of (3.11) is possible because no parameter

depends on z. In fact, referring to (3.2), the aquifer thickness, B(x,y,t),
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may be defined as:

B(xyt) - f dz h(x,y,t) - BASE(x,y) (3.12)

z(t)

The final term of (3.11) is then:

ff|( s ) i(xty) B(x,yt) dx dy (3.13)

yx

Now cellwise discretization Is chosen for S and for at, making these terms

take on a constant value for the region of each cell i. The region of cell i

is the same region over which S(x,y) is non-zero. Then, for any cell i,

term (3.13) becomes:

Si Zti f | (xy) B(x,y,t) dx dy (3.14)

x

where Sand jti are the values taken by S and in cell i.

It can be shown that the volume of cell i, denoted by Vi(t), is, in

fact, the integral in (3.14):

ViM ff | (xy) B(x,yjt) dx dy (3.15)

x

For a particular finite-element mesh, the volume Vi(t) of each cell is

.determined by numerical integration of (3.15). Numerical integration by

Gaussian quadrature is discussed in section (4.3), "Gaussian Integration."
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Given the value of the specific storativity of each cell, Si, the time

derivative of head in each cell, ahi, and given the volume of each cell, VW(t).

determined numerically, the first term of the weighted residual statement takes

on its discrete approximation in space:

A
S| t) 0i(xty) dV - Si 'hi Vi(t) (3.16)

V

Elementwise integration of flux term and origin of boundary fluxes

Manipulation of the second integral in (3.10) begins with the appli-

cation of Green's theorem which is an expanded form of the divergence theorem.

This converts the integral into two terms, one of which is evaluated only at the

surface of the region to be simulated. Green's theorem is:

f(V-W) A dV - f(W n) A d - (WVA) dV (3.17)

v r v

where A is a scalar and W is a vector quantity. The boundary of volume V is

denoted by r including both edges and upper and lower surfaces of the aquifer,

and n is a unit outward normal vector to the boundary. Application of (3.17)

to the second term in (3.10) results in:

f[V.(K-)] Xi(XY) dV - -[(Kh).n] i dr

v r

+ f(K Vh)- Yi dV (3.18)

V
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The first term on the right of (3.18) contains a fluid flux given by Darcy's

law:

vOUT -KVh n (3.19)

where vOUT is the outward velocity at the boundary normal to the bounding

surface. Thus the integral gives the total flow out across the bounding

surface, QOUTi, in the vicinity of a node i on the surface:

QOUT |EVfOUT *P) dr (3.20)
r

An inflow would have a negative value Of QOUTi and the relation between

an inflow, QINi, and outflow is: QIN1 -QOUTi. Thus, the first

integral on the right of (3.18) represents flows across boundaries of the

water-table aquifer model.

The second integral on the right of (3.18) may be expressed in three

spatial coordinates.

|(K Vh). Y+dV - fff(K Vh).!#. dz dy dx

V x y 

(3.21)

- ff(K'Ah)V~i [fdz] dy dx a ff(K Vh).!*# B(xyt) dy dx

x y z x y

No term varies in the z-direction, allowing the use of (3.12) which defines

aquifer thickness B. Notice that the transmissivity as given by (3.2), - KB

appears in the form of the integral just obtained.
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A
Now the approximation for the term K V is substituted into the integral.

Hydraulic head, h(x,y,t), is approximated in a nodewise manner as given by re-

lation (3.4). The integral of (3.2) becomes:

K VhY V~i B dy dx K V ht) j(xY)] Vi By dx
ji

x y x y

NN r i N (3.22)
h.(t) J K (VO V~I B dy dx N h (t) I (t)

x y

where K is the elementwise approximation for K(x.y). The summation and h(t)

may be factored out of the integral because hj is a value of iead at a node and

does not vary with x and y location. The integral is represented by Iij(t) and

depends on time because aquifer thickness, B, is time-dependent. For each node

i, there are apparently J-NN integrals which need to be evaluated. In fact, due

to the way in which basis functions are defined, there are oy a few which are

non-zero, because (Vij * V) is non-zero only when nodes i ad are in the

same finite element. When nodes i and are in different eleuments, then V is

zero in the element containing node i.

The integrals are evaluated numerically by Gaussian inte-ration. This

is accomplished by first breaking up the integral over the whnle volume to

be simulated, into a sum of integrals, one each over every finite element

in the mesh:
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� p

N.

II

� I

it� I

I
.1

Iij W t) '| (Via V* ) B dydx- I (VN Ei) y
X y XLYL

There are NE elements in the mesh, L is the element number, and L and YL

are the x and y spatial domains of element L. Thus, for a given L, the integral

over XL and YL is integrated only over the area of element L.

Now the discrete elementwise approximation for hydraulic conductivity, as

given by (3.3) allows one term for element L in the summation of (3.23) to be

written as:

KL | 4) B dy dx (3.24)

XLYL

Here, the thickness B is specified to vary nodewise. The formula for B in this

example is obtained by substituting the nodewise expression for head, (3.4), in-

to the definition of B, relation (3.2).

The integral over one element, as given by term (3.24), must be evaluated

numerically. In order to do this, the coordinates of the element L, which has

an arbitrary quadrilateral shape as suggested in Figure 3.3, is transformed to

a new coordinate system in which the element is a two-by-two square. Then,

Gaussian integration is carried out to evaluate the integral. For a given com-

bination of nodes i and J, this transformation and numerical integration is

carried out for all elements in the mesh in which both nodes i and appear.

(There are 16 i-; combinations evaluated in each quadrilateral element.) The

elementwise pieces of the integral for each i-i combination are then summed

according to (3.23) in order to obtain the value of the integral over the whole
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region. The summation is called the 'assembly' process. This element transfor-

mation, integration of the 16 integrals arising in each element, and summation,

makes up a large part of the computational effort of a finite-element model and

also requires the most complex algorithm in a finite-element model. It is in

this way that the second term of (3.10) is evaluated. More information on finite-

element integration and assembly may be found in numerical methods texts such as

Wang and Anderson (1982), Pinder and Gray (1977), or Huyakorn and Pinder (1983).

The details of this method as applied in SUTRA are given in Chapter 4, "Numerical

Methods."

Cellwise integration of source term

The last term of (3.10) deals with sources of fluid to the aquifer such as

injection wells. The volume integral may, as before, may be written in x,y,

and z coordinates:

_ f Q (xy) (xy) dV -Q dz dy dx

V x y z

ff{ { (3.25)1JQ *i B(x,y,t) dy dx

x y

where thickness B is introduced because Q and *i do not vary with z. It

is assumed that all fluid entering the aquifer within the region of cell i,

which surrounds node i, enters at node i. If Q [L3/si is defined as the

volume of fluid entering cell i per unit time, then Q* [1), which is the

volume of fluid entering the aquifer per unit volume aquifer per unit time,

is given as:
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*

*~xy) NN Q (3.26)

This is a cellwise dscretization for the source term, Q . For cell i:

Q Xi B dy dx ' - (V ) ff|+iB dy dx- (3.27)

x y y

Thus all recharges within cell i due to areal infiltration, well injection or

other types are allocated to the source at node i.

This completes the spatial integration of the governing equation for the

example problem.

3.4 Time Discretization of Governing Equation

When the integrated terms of the governing equation are substituted in

(3.10) the following results:

dh NN 
Si Vi(t) ti + Iij(t) h t) - QIN + Q (3.28)

- 1,NN

These are NN integrated weighted residual approximations of the governing dif-

ferential equation, one at each node i in the mesh. Because of the summation

term in (3.28), the integrated approximate equation for a node, i, may involve

the values of head, hj(t), at all other nodes in the mesh. The other terms

in (3.28) involve only values at node i itself, at which the entire relation

is evaluated.
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All the parameters in (3.28) are no longer functions of the space coordin-

ates. Each parameter takes on a particular value at each node in the mesh.

Some of these values vary with time and a particular time for evaluation of

these values needs to be specified. Also, the time derivative requires dis-

cretization.

Time steps

Time is broken up into a series of discrete steps, or time steps. The

length of a time step, At, is the difference in time between two discrete

times, at the beginning and end of a time step:

At1 =tn~l tn (3.29)

where Atn+l is the length of the (n+l)th time step, tn is the actual time

at the beginning of the (n+l)th time step and tn+l is the actual time at

the end of this time step. The time steps are chosen to discretize the time

domain before a simulation just as a mesh (or 'spatial steps') is chosen to

discretize space. The time step length may vary from step to step.

The entire spatially integrated governing equation, (3.28), is evaluated at

the end of each time step, t tn+l. The time derivative of head in (2.28) is

approximated, using a finite-difference approximation, as the change in head

over a time step, divided by the time step length:

dh b.(tn + At - h (tn)

ti ~ hid n~iAt ) (3.30)

In order to simplify the notation, the head at the end of the time step,
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hi(t + At ) is denoted h n 1 , and the head at the beginning of the time step
i n+l i

hi(tn) is denoted h n. Thus,
i ~~~~i

dh hn+l hn
dti = (3.31)

The parameters that depend on time in (3.28), Vi(t), Iij(t) and h(t),

are also evaluated at the time, t , at the end of a time step:

h~t)| , hn+l (3.32a)

tn+l1

Vi(t) n+l (3.32b)

IiI(t)n Ii. (3.32c)

*
The sources, QINi, and Qi . are assumed constant in time for present

example.

Resolution of non-linearities

The variability in time of cell volume, Vi, and the integral, Iij,

depends on the changing thickness of the aquifer with time, B(x,y,t). The

aquifer thickness at node i at the end of a time step, Bin+l, is not known until

the head at the end of the time step is known giving the water-table elevation.

This typifies a non-linear problem wherein the problem requires values of coef-

ficients in order to be solved, but the values of these coefficients depend on

the, as yet unobtained solution. This circular problem is avoided in this ex-

ample by using estimates of the coefficient values in the solution. An estimate

of the head at the end of the next time step is obtained by a linear projection:

hprj - hni + )hi -hil) (3.33)
n
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where hproj is the projected or estimated head at the end of the, as yet un-

solved time step, which would have an exact value, h . Actually, in additioni

to projection, SUTRA also employs a simple iterative process to resolve non-

linearities. This is described in sections 4.4 and 4.5 under the sub-heading

"Temporal discretization and iteration."

A projected thickness may then be determined from (3.33) as:

Bni+1 . B pro - h proj - BASE (3.34)
i iii

n+1 nl nl po
where Bi is the value of thickness needed to evaluate Vi and Inij B Pit

is the estimated value of Bi , and BASEi is the value of BASE(x,y) at node i.

Now the spatially integrated equation, (3.28), may be written discretely

in time:

b n+1 n N

S 4n ( h I + n +1 hni MIN + Q (3.35)
i i At n+l / Jul i ~ 

i - 1,NN

where V 1 and I l are evaluated based on projected thickness, Bproj.
i ij i

3.5 Boundary Conditions and Solution of Discretized Equation

Matr x equation and solution sequence

The NN relations given by (3.35) may be rearranged and rewritten in

matrix form:
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(Ati )

S V .1

0

1O

0

S n+l
2 2

0

0

0 -

0 -

S Vn+I

3 3

0 -

.. 0

.. 0

0

S NVn.1
N NN

.4

hn+ I

n+ 1

hn+ 1

.
hnN+1

+.

IIn+1
Ill1

n+1
121

n+ 1
131

In+ 1
141

'NN, 1

n+1
112

1n+l122

n+l
32

n+l
113

n+I
123

n+1
33

n+1
14

n+1
1,NN

n+1
h1

n+1
h2

hn+1

n+l
hNN

pI*

(At )'n+I 

vn+l

.
Ii 1

I 2 2~~

Is vn+l

SNN NN~

hn
1

h2

hn
3

Ln n
hN

+

QIN1

QIN2

QIN3

QINNN

. In+

n+l1
NN,NN

Q1

Q3

*

QNN

+ (3. 36)

By adding the two matrices on the left side, and the vectors on the right

side, a matrix equation is obtained which may be solved for the model heads

at the new time level, tn+1, on each time step:
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(S n+1) n+1 In+1 In+1 n+1

At~n+ 1 1 12 13 11,NN

n~l S n+1

21 2 2 Tn+11 In+l . . . . . . . . . hn+1
21 (At - 22 23123

n+ 1 n+1

n+1 (n+1 n1
31 32 3

n+1

n+l NN NN n+1
'NN1 1.FA n+'NN,NNJ N

Vn+1 hn Q + Q * ~+1 N

-11 1 1N 
At 1

n+1 hn +Q
2 V2 2 IN2 2

At n+l 

(3.37)

Vn+1 

.NNNN NN +Q + QN

At, +1 INN NN

The solution progresses through time as follows: On a given time step, the

nodal heads at the beginning of the step are known values and are placed in h n

on the right hand side vector of (3.37). The thickness-dependent values are

determined based on the projection of B in (3.34) using projected head of

(3.33). The integrals and volumes are valuated and the matrix and vector com-

pleted. The nodal heads at the end of the current time step are solved for by

Gaussian elimination for the (banded) matrix on the left of (3.37). The new

heads are then placed on the right ide of (3.37) into hn, and a new time

step is begun.

I

I

I
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Specification of boundary conditions

Before solving the matrix equation as described above, information about

boundary conditions must be included. In the case of solving for heads, the

boundary conditions take the form of either specified fluid fluxes across

boundaries which are directly entered in the terms, QINi. or of particular

head values specified at nodal locations. At a point of fixed head in an aquifer,

a particular value of fluid inflow or outflow occurs at that point in order to

keep the head constant when the aquifer is stressed. It is this flux of fluid

which is added to the model aquifer in order to obtain fixed heads at nodes.

Consider the closed system of Figure 3.5 in which head at node i, hi, is

to have a specified value, hBC, for all time. A well is removing water from

the system at an internal node. A core of porous medium with conductance v is

connected to node i. The head outside the core is held at the specified value,

hBC. The head at node i, hi, is calculated by the model. A flow of QBCi

[L3/s] enters through the core at node i in order to balance the rate of fluid

removal at the well. The resulting head at node i depends on the conductance

value v of the core. If v is very small, then a large head drop is required

across the core in order to supply-fluid at the rate the pumping well requires.

This results in hi having quite a different value from hBC. If, however, v

is very large, then the value of head at node i, is very close to hBC, as only

a minute head drop across the core supplies the fluid required by the well.

Therefore, by applying flux to a node through a highly conductive core, the out-

side of which is held at a specified head value, the node responds with a head

value nearly equal to that specified. An advantage of specifying head this way
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Figure 3.5
Schematic representation of specified head (or
pressure) boundary condition.
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is that when head at a node in the mesh is fixed, a calculation of the flux

entering the mesh at this node is obtained at the same time.

This flux is defined as follows:

BC ?(h~c h+) (3.38)QBCi (BC i i ) (.8

where QBC is the inflow at node i resulting from the specified head boundary

condition, Ad is the conductance of the 'core', and hBCi is the specified

value of head at node i on the boundary.

The matrix equation (3.37) may be written in short form as:

Vn+l
NN n+l n+l Si i n

i Mij h = ( i i) hn+ Q + QIN+ Q (339)

i - 1,NN

wherein an additional flux QBC has been added to account for specified

head nodes. At such a node, say node A, the equation is:

NN n+l n+l /SA VAl n + n+l (.0
E MAj hj A hA + QA + QIN + hBC - hA (3.40)J'1 k n+I / 

where v is very large, then the last term dominates the equation and (3.40)

becomes:

hn+l h (3.41)
A BCA

Thus the specified head is set at node A, but as h 1 and h are slightly
A BO A

different, a flux may be determined from (3.38).
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Chapter 4

Numerical Methods

In this section, the numerical methods upon which SUTRA is based are presented

in detail. The purpose of this presentation is to provide a complete reference for

the computer code.

4.1 Basis and Weighting Functions

Basis functions, weighting functions and their derivatives are all described

in local element geometry. In a local coordinate system, every element takes the

shape of a two by two square. The local coordinates, and , are shown along

with a generic local finite element in Figure 4.1. The origin of the local

coordinate system is at the center of the element. Local node one always has

local coordinates (, n) (-1, -1). The other nodes are numbered counter-

clockwise from the first node as shown in Figure 4.1.

The following one-dimensional basis functions are defined over the region

of the element:

S.(( U 2 (1 - U (4.1)

Vg ' 2 (l + ) (4.2)

H (n) ' (1 - n) (4.3)

H(n) -I (1 + ) (4.4)

These linear one-dimensional basis functions are continuous in g and and

have either a value of zero or one depending on whether or have a value

of +1 or -1. The one-dimensional functions are combined to create the bi-

linear basis functions used in SUTRA:
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Figure 4.1
Quadrilateral finite element in local coordinate
system (gal).
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Q((,n) - _ H_ (4.5)

Q(, E A+ H (4.6)

Q3(&'n) E + H+ (4*7)

S4(En) - H (4.8)

The two-dimensional bi-linear basis functions, when defined in the local element

coordinate system are denoted as SIi(6,n), i-1,2,3,4. There is one basis function

defined for each node.

The basis function i' defined for node 1 has a value of one at the node l

and a value of zero at the other nodes. The surface representing Q (9 , ) over

an element is curved due to the product of and n in equations (4.5) through

(4.B). A trajectory in the surface parallel to an element side, however, is a

perfectly straight line as shown in Figure 4.2. This is born out in the der-

ivatives of the bi-linear basis functions which depend on only one space co-

ordinate:

1 - - H a- (4.9)

ak H an 2~ 

g2 " + 12 H a32 2 5+ (4.10)

X3 - + 2 H+ a3 2 + + (4.11)

TE4 s 2 + an 2 (4.12)

Asymmetric weighting functions are defined for use in a Galerkin-Petrov

method (one version of which is described in Huyakorn and Pinder, 1983). These

are not applied for nodewise discretization of parameters, but rather for

weighting in the volume integrals of the governing equation. They may be used
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Figure 4.2
Perspectives of basis function i(&,rn) at node i.
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to give an 'upstream weighting' to the advective flux term in the transport

equations or to provide 'upstream weighting' to the fluid flux term in the fluid

mass balance when the medium is unsaturated. The asymmetric functions are defined

as follows:

1 (C,.') - (2_ - .*) ( - H) (4.13)

o2( ) 

8 (3M) 

(.+ + ) (H - H)

(E+ +*) (H+ + H)

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)84(t) . (- - a*) (H+ + *)

where:

- 3a 2 2+ (4.17)

(4.18)H - 3an 8 8+

The spatial derivatives are:

I-El a - (1-3ajt) ( - ) DeliT1

C2 '+2 ( EC-3aj) (H - H*)

- ( 1-3a,) (4_ )

+ 2 (1-3a n) (8+ + )
2 (I 3qn) (8. + a*)

a+ 2 (1-3ann) (a -

(4.19)

(4.20)

(4.21)

(4.22)

Se
fg 3 + (1-3aj) (H + H 

4 - 2 (1-3a C) (H+ I*) an
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The parameters a and a determine the amount of asymmetry (or upstream
C T

weight) in each coordinate direction. When these parameters have a value of

zero, then the basis functions and their derivatives, equivalent to (4.5)

through (4.12) are exactly obtained from (4.13) through (4.22). The values of

aC and an depend on location in the element:

a( ) = (UP) t 1) (4.23)
local

vVan(E,) = (UP) ( 1 n 1 ) (4.24)

where UP is the fractional strength of upstream weighting desired (chosen by the

model user), v(C,n) and v(Cn) are the components of fluid velocity given

in terms of local element coordinates, and Iv ll (q)l is the magnitude of

fluid velocity given in terms of local coordinates. Each velocity component may

vary in value throughout the element. A description of the calculation of fluid

velocity is given in section 4.6, "Consistent Evaluation of Fluid Velocity."

Note that the basis functions, weighting functions and their derivatives are

calculated by the SUTRA subroutine 'BASIS2'.

4.2 Coordinate Transformations

During calculations for the finite-element mesh and during integral

evaluations, transformations are required between the global (x,y) coordinate

system in which an element may have an arbitrary size and quadrilateral shape,

and the local (,n) coordinate system in which each element is a two by two

square. Transformations are required in both directions. The transformation
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involves a linear remapping in each coordinate direction and employs the basis

functions to provide mapping. The Jacobian matrix J] is calculated separately

for each element that requires transformation and may vary from point to point

in an element.

-1I -~2 -Q3 -4 1I ii
[.3T[ ac 2 aJ a | X2 Y2 1 (4.25)

aPI aQ2 aQ3 ag24 x3 
_ an 2 an an a x4 Y4

The numbered subscripts refer to the local element numbering of Figure 4.1.

The Jacobian matrix is used to transform derivatives of basis functions from

the global to the local coordinate systems and the reverse:

ax ay

I atl = 1: :1 l(4.26)

t at; J L an an 1 t ay j

{ax --11 { Te (4.27)

where:

ax ayr ac act
PI a] ax ay I 4.8

an an

The subscript j refers to any one of te four nodes in an element and *. refers

to the global basis function as defined for the jth node in an element. The

same transformations apply to derivatives of the asymmetric weighting functions

which are denoted w, in global coordinates. In (4.27), [i1] is the inverse

Jacobian matrix defined as:
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I l (Hi T) 21 I 
(4.29)

where det J is the determinant of the Jacobian given by:

det J J J -J 3 (4.30)

The determinant may vary bi-linearly over an element.

Differential elements of area, dA, are transformed between local and global

coordinate systems as:

dA - dx dy - (det J) dC dn (4.31)

Note that the Jacobian matrix, determinant of the Jacobian, and the deri-

vatives of the basis functions in local and global coordinates are calculated

in SUTRA subroutine, 'BASIS2'.

4.3 Gaussian Integration

Gaussian integration is a method by which exact integration of polynomials

may be carried out through a simple summation of point values of the integrand.

The method is:

v-+1

l
-- I

NP

f(W d - L GKG f(tKG)

KG-l

(4.32)

where f(T) is the function to be integrated between - -1 and - +1. KG is the

Gauss point number, NP is the total number of Gauss points, GKG is a constant,

and TKG is the location of the KGth Gauss point. An exact integration is guar-

anteed by the sum in (4.32) if (2n-1) Gauss points are used for a polynomial f(r)

of order n. For evaluation of integrals which arise in the SUTRA methodology,

only two Gauss points are used in a given coordinate direction as the integrals
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encountered are usually of order three or less. In this case, the constants,

GKG have a value of one and (4.32) simplifies to:

J E +1 2

fft d f (ri) (4.33)

I - KG=l 

The values of KG for Gauss points one and two, are minus and plus 0.577350269189626,

(or ± 3 respectively).

The need to define a two by two element in local coordinates is apparent

here. Gaussian integration is done over a range of two from -1 to +1. In order

to integrate a term of the differential governing equation over an arbitrary

quadrilateral element in the mesh, the limits of the integral must first be

transformed to values of -1 and +1, that is, to local coordinates. When inte-

grating a double integral, both integrals must be transformed to have limits of

-1 and +1, and two Gauss points are needed in each coordinate direction. These

are defined as shown in Figure 4.3.

An example, evaluating the integral of (3.24) follows: The integral to

evaluate is:

Aij f f (Vo. V) Bi dy dx (4.34)

L YL

where xL and L indicate that the integral is over the area of an element L in

global coordinates. First, the (x,y) integral is converted to an integral in

local coordinates ('n) through use of the Jacobian:

+1 +1

ij f (v+;* Vi) Bi (det J) dn dC (4-35)

C'-1 qs-1.

:

:

:
.

:

I
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Figure 4.3
Finite element in local coordinate system with Gauss
points.
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The values of V are in global coordinates and are obtained by transformation

of derivatives calculated in local coordinates.

Gaussian integration is applied independently to each integral:

2 2

Aij E E [ i V.i) B (det J) ) (4.36)
K-I Kn-1 KV , Ku

or equivalently as a single summation:

4

Aij ' E [(V4 V OV~) Bi (det J) (4.37)

KG=l ~TIG

where K and K refer to Gauss point locations in the and directions, and

where KG and nKG refer to the four Gauss points arising in (4.36) as depicted

in Figure 4.3. Thus, in order to evaluate the integral (4.34) over a given

element, only four values of the integral need to be summed as given in (4.37),

with one value determined at each of the four Gauss points.

In the case where an element is a non-rectangular quadrilateral with

variable thickness B, the polynomial to be integrated in (4.35) is of fourth

order as each of the terms may vary linearly in the same direction. Otherwise

it is always of third order or less, and two-point Gauss integration provides

exact results.

Note that the summation indication by (4.37) over the Gauss points is

carried out by SUTRA subroutine 'ELEMEN' for each element in the mesh and for

each integral which requires evaluation.

a

I

I

,

}05



4.4 Numerical Approximation of SUTRA Fluid Mass Balance

The governing equation representing the SUTRA fluid mass balance (2.24), is

modified by the addition of a point source term which is used to insert points

at which pressure is specified. This is done as described in text referring to

relation (3.38).

0 (p,U) w (PS + EP as) a + (CSw au ) at

- V * [ (kP) (p -pl] Qp (4.38)

vp (PBC P) 0

The last term is the source term arising from a specified pressure condition,

wherein vp is a 'conductance' and pBC(t) is the externally specified pressure

boundary condition value. When vp is set to a sufficiently large value, the

last term becomes much larger than the others in (4.38), and P u PBC, which is

the desired boundary condition. Relation (4.38) is numerically approximated in

the following sections.

Spatial integration

When the equation for Op(pU) is approximated through nodewise, elementwise

and cellwise discretizations, it no longer exactly equals zero. The approximate

equation, 0 (pU), equals a spatially varying residual, R(x,yt), as shown

in (3.8). A weighted residual formulation may be written as:
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fOp(pU) Wi(xy) dV - 0 i - ,NN (4.39)

V

where W(xy) is the weighting function in global coordinates chosen to be

either the basis function, ti(x,y) or the asymmetric weighting function,

wi(x,y), depending on the term of the equation. Relation (4.38) is approxi-
A.

mated discretely and substituted for 0 (pU) in (4.39). The resulting set of

integral terms is evaluated, one term at a time in the following paragraphs.

The first term is an integral of the pressure derivative:

f ~~as ) (440
f [SWPs op + E a- ) at *fi(xy) dV (4.40)

where the term in brackets is discretized cellwise, with one value of the term

for each of the NN cells in the mesh, and the weighting function is chosen to be

the basis function (written in global coordinates). The carat () or large

carat () over a term indicates that it has-been approximated in one of the

three ways. Because the cellwise-approximated term is constant for a node i it

is removed from the integral leaving only the basis function to be integrated.

The volume integral of *i(x,y) gives the volume Vi of cell i according to

relation (3.15). The term (4.40) becomes:

iS S + Ep a )i ati V (4.41)

The second term of the expanded form of (4.39) is also a time derivative

which is approximated cellwise:

A ]-

ESkcWa ) uJ 1 (X,Y) dv s (ES qp)± au i V~ (.4.42)
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The third term of expanded relation (4.39) involving the divergence of

fluid flux is weighted with the asymmetric function. The asymmetry is intended

for use only in unsaturated flow problems to maintain solution stability when

the mesh has not been designed fine enough to represent sharp saturation fronts.

In general, the usual symmetric function is used for weighting this flux term

even for unsaturated flow, but the term is developed with the asymmetric function

in order to provide generality. Green's Theorem (3.17) is applied yielding:

l { k ) (- - )] (xy) dV

f [(P ) ( - PR n i(xsy) dr

A (4.43)

+fi [( p) _(-p a) V- iV

wherein the terms with carats are approximated discretely as described below,

n is the unit outward normal to the three-dimensional surface bounding the

region to be simulated, and r is the surface of the region. The asymmetric

weighting function in global (rather than local) coordinates is denoted,

xi(x,y). The first term on the right of (4.43) is exactly the fluid mass flux

(see Darcy's law, relation (2.19)) out across the region's boundary at node i,

qOUT(t) in units of M/s]:
i

A Al .[(**~*) ~ -~ ~ (4.44)

r 
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This term is used to specify fluid flows across boundaries in SUTRA. Note that

an inflow, qINi(t) is INi -OUTi-

The second term on the right of (4.43) is approximated using a combination

of elementwise and nodewise discretizations. The approximation of (p - p)

requires particular attention and is discussed in section 4.6, "Consistent

Evaluation of Fluid Velocity." The permeability tensor appearing in (4.43) in

general has nine components, however, (p - p) is always zero in the third

spatial direction due to the assumption of a two-dimensional model. Thus only

four components of the permeability tensor are required:

kL kL
k M C x ~(4*45)

LkL kLj
yx yy

wherein k and is discretized elementwise as indicated by k. The pressure is

discretized nodewise:

NN
p(x,y,t) E Pi(t) (XY) (4.46)

Relative permeability, kr, depends on saturation which, in turn, depends on

pressure. Relative permeabilities are evaluated at each Gauss point during

numerical integration depending on the saturation (and pressure) at the Gauss

point. Viscosity is evaluated at each Gauss point for energy transport as a

function of nodewise discretized temperature, and is constant for solute

transport.
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Density, p when it appears in the permeability term, is also evaluated at

each Gauss point depending on the nodewise discretized value of U at the Gauss

point. The density appearing in product with the gravity term is expressly

not evaluated in this usual manner. A particular discretization is used which

maintains consistency with the Vp term as described in section 4.6, "Consistent

Evaluation of Fluid Velocity". This consistently-evaluated g term is denoted

pl, (see relation (4.103)).

The second term on the right of (4.43) is thus approximated as:

NN t f j [(IL) (k ) Vj} Vti B(x,y) dy dx
jul J . k( IL )] /47y

-f f [YL(wi][;~] V. B(x,y) dy dx

x y

where k indicates an elementwise discretized permeability tensor, (krp)
'I

indicates the value of the term based on nodewise discretized values of p and U,

and () indicates a discretization of () consistent with the discretization

of p. The thickness of the mesh, B(x,y), is evaluated at each Gauss point

depending on a nodewise discretization:

NN
B(x,y) - B i (XY) (4.48)

where Bi is the mesh thickness at node i. Note that mesh thickness is fixed

and may not vary in time as was allowed for illustrative purposes in Chapter 3,

"Fundamentals of Numerical Algorithms."

The last two terms of (4.38) are approximated cellwise with a basis

function for weighting.
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A
- f Q * (xy) dV - f Vp(PBC - P * p(xty) dV Qi - i(PBC i-

V (4.49)

The cellwise discretizations which are employed in the above evaluations are:

P (Vi) (4.50)

LPBC] [p( DC )]p il [( ) (Bi P ] 4.1

where Viis the volume of cell i, Q(t) [M/si is the total mass source to cell i,

QPBC [M/L 3 s is the fluid mass source rate due to the specified pressure, and

vi[L-si is the pressure-based conductance for the specified pressure source in

cell i. The conductance is set to zero for nodes at which pressure is not

specified, and to a high value at nodes where pressure is specified.

By combining and rearranging the evaluations of approximate terms of

(4.39), the following weighted residual relation is obtained:

AP d~i + CFi dti + p(t) BFi + ViPi Qi +ViPC INi i

i - 1,NN (4.52)

where:

AF ( s + a)V~ (4.53)Ai'(SwPS. + e apWS Vi

Ci w ( 90 Ui Vi

BFij - f {[(L) (rP)]V Yj} * B dy dx (4.55)

xy

DF - f f {[( L) (krp)] [(pi)]} Vw B dy dx (4.56)
x f f Yi

X Y~~~~~~'
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The only integrals requiring Gaussian integration are BF and DF . Note that

these are evaluated in SUTRA subroutine ELEMEN in an element by element manner.

The other terms except for those involving v are evaluated cellwise (one for

each node). Note that this is done by subroutine NODALB, and the specified

pressure terms are evaluated by subroutine BCB.

Temporal discretization and iteration

The time derivatives in the spatially discretized and integrated equation

are approximated by finite differences. The pressure term is approximated as:

n+l n

dti A t (4.57)

where

P ' Pi(t) (4.58a)

n~l ni - tn+1 4 5b
Pi ' Pi(t + Atn+l) Pi(t (4.58b)

and

tn+ tn+l tn (4.5)

n~~~~~~~~~~~~~l~~~~+

The new or current time step, tn+1I begins at time t and ends at time t

The previous time step for which a solution has already been obtained at time

t is denoted At
n

The term in (4.52) involving the time derivative of concentration or temp-

dU
erature, d, makes only a very small contribution to the fluid mass balance. For

solution over the present time step, Atn+i, this derivative is evaluated using

information from the previous tie step, as these values are already known:
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Un Un-l

dUi dU I i (4.60)
dt - \tJ Atn

This approximation gives a simple method of accounting for this small

contribution to the fluid mass balance.

All other terms in (4.51) are evaluated at the new time level t for

solution of the present time step, At n+ except for the density in the

consistently discretized (P) term. The density is evaluated based on U(t

the value of U at the beginning of the present time step. Because coefficients

depend on the, as yet, unknown values of p and U at the end of the time step,

one or more iterations may be used to solve this non-linear problem. On the

first iteration, and when only one iteration per time step is used, oefficents

are based on a projected value of p and U.

pproj Pn + (PAt+l) (P- P ) (4.61)
t ~ i At 

n

1proj Un + (t-n+l) ( Un Un- (4.62)
i ~i At i 

These projections estimate the p and U values at a node i, Piro and Ui at

the end of the present time step, At +1, based on linear extrapolation of the

two previous values of p and U. All p and U dependent coefficients (except p.)

in (4.52) through (4.56) are estimated at time level t 1. These coefficient

values are based on the most recent values of p and U, be they projections or

solutions to the previous iteration. Iterations end when the maximum change in

p and U at any node in the mesh falls below user-specified criteria of absolute

change in p and U.
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The weighted residual relations (4.52) may thus be written in a form which

allows for solution of pressures at nodes, pi , at the end of the present time

step:

n+ 1
Ai__ n+l. + NN ~ BFn V n+1 .n+1 (4.63)

(At ~) i + i Bij + i i ' i (.

i-i~~~~~

+ V nB + qn N + DF(n+l)* + A^i n + (CF n+1) (dU i)n
1 BC IN~ i ( At P i dt

i - 1,NN

where the superscript involving (n) or (n+1) indicates level of time evaluation.

The term with level (n+l)* indicates that the (pi) term is evaluated at the (n)

time level on the first iteration, and at the most recent level on subsequent

iterations. The other coefficients are evaluated at the (n+1) time level by

projection on the first iteration, and at the most recent level on subsequent

iterations.

Boundary conditions, fluid sources and sinks

Specified pressures are obtained through the cellwise addition of a fluid flux,

(see Figure 3.7), Q [M/s] with reference to (4.49):
i

QBCi i (BC (4.64)

For a cell in which vi is specified as a large number, this flux term dominates

n+l n+l
the fluid mass balance and p Pi , achieving a specified pressure at the

node representing cell i. Note that specified pressure may change each time step

For cells in which pressure is not specified, vi is set at zero, and no fluid

is added to the cell by (4.64).

n+l1
Both fluid sources, Q i , and fluid inflows across region boundaries,

qnl are specified cellwise. They directly add fluid mass to the node in
i
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cell i. Thus, fluid sources and boundary inflows are indistinguishable in the

model. Fluid sources and flows across boundaries are both accounted for by the

vector Qi in SUTRA, and are referred to as fluid sources. Thus the term,

q IN in (4.63) may be dropped and the definition of Q may be generalized

to include the boundary flows.

The form of the discretized fluid mass balance implemented in SUTRA is as

follows:

NN

i[+ BFn + v p Q+l npl2: R At ~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~n I i]i Qi I

j~~~ [( +1 (4.65)

+ DF (n+l)* + Ati pn + (CFn ) 1l (dU i * 1NN
i R~~n~ I dtJ

wherein 6ij is the Kronecker delta:

0 if i#j (4.65a)
8j 1 if i-i 46.

4.5 Numerical Approximation of SUTRA Unified Solute Mass and Energy Balance

The governing equation representing the SUTRA unified energy and solute

mass balance (2.52) is modified by the addition of a point source term which

arises due to fluid inflows and outflows at points of specified pressure:

° (U) [S PC + (-)0 C] au + esPCy-VU

- V* {XPC e (I + D) + (-c)o] 

- V * WV 5 V 5u

- Q (U - U) - eS pY W U - (-e)p y1 Us - eSwpT - (1-c)O Y:

- QPBCC (UBC U) a 0 (4.66)
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The last term is the solute mass or energy source due to fluid inflow at a point

of specified pressure, QPBC [M/ L .s] is the mass fluid source rate given by

(4.51), and U is the concentration or temperature of the flow. For outflow,

UBC= Ut and the terms goes to zero. Relation (4.66) is numerically approximated

in the following sections.

Spatial integration

When the equation for (U) in (4.66) is approximated through nodewise,
u

elementwise and cellwise discretizations, it no longer exactly equals zero. The

approximate equation, 0 (U), equals a spatially varying residual, R (x,y,t),
11 u

as shown in (3.8). A weighted residual formulation may be written as:

J 0(U) W (x'y) dV 0 i INN (4.67)

V 
.

where Wi(x,y) is the weighting function, chosen to be either the basis function,

Oi(xy) or the asymmetric weighting function, w i(xy). depending on the term

of the equation. Relation (4.66) is discretized and the approximation is

A
substituted for 0 (U) in (4.67). The resulting set of integral terms is eval-

uated, one term at a time, in the following paragraphs.

The first term is an integral of the temperature or concentration 
time

derivative:

A
|f{[eS c + (-O)pc ] a} 1(x,y) d (4.68)

where the term in braces is discretized cellwise, and the weighting function is

the basis function, (written in global coordinates). As the term with a carat

in braces has constant value over a cell, i, the integral contains 
only the

basis function and equals the cell volume, Vi, according to (3.15). Thus the

term is:
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Cs PC + (O-e)p c ] i~ Vi (4.69)
w a silat' i

The second integral is:

f (eSwCwvVU) a3i(x,y) dV (4.70)

V

where the asymmetric weighting function is chosen to allow the use of 'upstream

weighting' for this term representing advective transport. 'Upstream weighting'

is intended for use only when the finite-element mesh has been designed too

coarse for a particular level of dispersive and advective transport. The

asymmetric function adds dispersion in an amount dependent on element length

in the flow direction. As a result, it changes the parameters and thus changes

the physics of the problem being solved. This term is written in general to

allow upstream weighting, but simplifies to weighting with a basis function when

upstream weight (UP in (4.23) and (4.24)) is set to zero. Thus, in order not to

alter the physics for most simulation problems, this term will have symmetric

weighting.

The coefficients in this term (except velocity) are evaluated at each

Gauss point and are represented depending on nodewise discretization of p and

U. Porosity is discretized nodewise. Nodewise discretizations of and U

are written:

NN

E(X,Y) a e ' e i(xy) (4.71)

i-i

NN

U(X,Y.t) a E Ui(t) i(x,y) (4.72)

i-i
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The velocity is evaluated at each Gauss point during numerical integration

in a particular way that depends on consistent discretization of Vp and pZ terms

in Darcy's law. This consistent approximated velocity is denoted v. Thus the

term (4.70) is evaluated as:

Ujlt) ff [ (swP) Cw v * VJ Wi(x,y) B(x,y) dy dx (4.73)

x y

wherein B(x,y) is the nodewise-discretized mesh thickness (4.47). Specific

heat, c, is a constant.

The third term of (4.67) is:

- _ J- 4 Sw (a I + D) + (1-c)aI]-vUj i(xy) dV (4.74)
V

where the basis function weights the integral. Green's Theorem (3.17) is

applied to (4.74) resulting in:

- f~Pc [es a I + _)+ (1-c I VU n *(xy) d

+ PC [ES4: I D) A+ 0- ] U (4.75)

where the carat refers to the entire terms in braces. The first term represents

the diffusive/dispersive flux of solute mass or energy out across a system boundary

in the region of node i. This term is denoted, OUT . An influx would be

-OUT or I . The second term is based on nodewise discretization of U.

The coefficients and S are evaluated at Gauss points based on nodewise dis-

cretization of U and p. Porosity, is discretized nodewise as in (4.71), and

Cw, aw and a are constants. The dispersion tensor, D, is evaluated at each
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Gauss point according to equations (2.38) through (2.40b). Velocities used in

this evaluation are the consistent values, v, and dispersivities, aL and a

are discretized elementwise except that a is evaluated at each Gauss point

for the anisotrtopic media model. The approximated D is denoted, 6 Thus, the

term (4.74) is evaluated as;

i + I NU J f {PC es a( + + -+ (- a B(xy) dy dx
x y

(4.76)

The remaining terms in (4.67) are discretized cellwise with the basis

function as the weighting function:

J J [ (pw ] *i(x,y) dV ' - Qic (Ui u4)(4

V

- es Pyw UJ c*(x,y) dV - - USwpyw V (4.78)
A wl 1 EP 1] i i
V

- [(1-o)psy us] i(x,y) dV - - [(1-)Pss USjiV (4.79)

V

es w o (I P YoJ i(x,y) dV - - [eSwpy + (l-e)p 7 (4-80)

- J1QPBCCw(UBC - U)J i(x'y) dV ' QBC CwUBC ui) (4.81)

where:

QBCi i(PBC Pi) (4.82)

and:

QP ( N ) (4.83)
~PBC ~ 1
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The relation, (4.79), is non-zero only for solute transport and the value of U 

is given for solute trasport by the adsorption isotherms in the form:

Ua aC ' LC + C R (4.84)

where and sR are defined in section 4.7, "Temporal Evaluation of Adsorbate

w 5Mass Balance." In the above cellwise relations, c, P y1, and are constant,

and y0,YO, aLs and R may vary cellwise and with time.

By combining and rearranging the evaluations of integrals in (4.67) and the

definition (4.84), the following NN spatially discretized weighted residual re-

lations are obtained:

dU NN NN
AT -i + U(t)DTij U(t) BTij - (GTi + G TL ) U (t) + Q c U(t)

*
+ Q cU (t) Q cU + Q c U +T + ET G TR (4.85)BC w i i w i BC w BC IN i s i

i -1,NN

where:

ATi s wPCw + (e)POCSI Vi (4.86)

DT Jlff[ Swp)cw* Vj] ' B dy dx (4.87)

x y

BT - ff Jc ([ +SW ( ] + YJ).v~i B dy dx (4.88)

y

GTi ' (CS P ') Vi (4.89a)
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G TLi ' Ij1-c)Dsv; ' LY J Vi (4.89b)

G TR1 W (1-C)P T SRI Vi (4.89c)

ETi [SWPY + (e)PSYo Vi (4.90)

The only integrals requiring Gaussian integration are DTij and BTi. Note that

these are evaluated in SUTRA subroutine ELEMEN, in an element by element manner.

The remaining terms that do not involve QBC are evaluated cellwise by SUTRA sub-

routine NODALB. Also note that the flux terms arising from specified pressure

(those with QBC) are evaluated by subroutine BCB.

Temporal discretization and iteration

The time derivative in the spatially discretized and integrated equation

is approximated by finite differences:

Un+l Un
dU = i i (4.91)

where:

Un - U (tn) (4.92a)
i 

Un+ U (tn + At ) " tn+l (4.92b)
- n~t+t

n+I1
All terms in (4.85) are evaluated at the new time level, t , except the

velocity in (4.87) and the dispersion tensor in (4.88) which involves velocity

are lagged on the first iteration. Because coefficients depend on the yet

unknown values of p and U at the end of the time step, one or more iterations

may be used to solve this non-linear problem. On the first iteration, and when

only one iteration per time step is used, coefficients are based on a projected

i

i
i

i

hi

I
i

.
.

L

:3
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value of p and U as given by (4.61) and (4.62). On subsequent iterations

coefficients are based on the most recent value of p and U. Iterations end

when the convergence criteria are satisfied.

On the first iteration, and when only one iteration per time step is used,

n n-l n-i
the velocities are evaluated based on i, Ui and pi This is because the

n
pressure gradient in the velocity calculation, Vp , is based on pressures cal-

n-iculated when the fluid density was p 1 On subsequent iterations velocities

are calculated using the pressure solution for the most recent iteration together

with the densities resulting from the previous iteration upon which the most re-

cent pressure solution was based. No spurious velocities, which arise from mis-

matched p and p, are generated this way. The flux term, QBC, arising from the

specified pressures is evaluated on the first iteration at the beginning of

the time step in terms of pi and pBC . On subsequent iterations, it is based
n+l

on the most recent pressure solution and p BC

The relations (4.85) may thus be written in a form which allows for solu-

n+l1
tion of concentration or temperature at nodes, , at the end of the present

time step:

Unl +NN Un4l DT (n+l)* +NN U+l BT n~l + (GT n+l + GT + +

(t n+l ) Jwl t-Jl i (j ) 

+ Qn+ C U 1 + Q(n1) * n1 U Qn *n+l + (n+l)* Un+l + 1nW1 +n ET n+l+Q C UI ~BCI cIUQ c iU B~ C UBC INI +E

n+1 ~ I n 

+ TRi + (U i-1NN (4.93)

The (n+l)* level indicates that velocity and QaC are evaluated on the first

iteration at the time step (n) and on subsequent iterations, at the most
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recent level. Other coefficients are evaluated at the (n+1) time level by pro-

jection on the first iteration, and then at the most recent level on subsequent

iterations.

Boundary conditions, energy or solute mass sources and sinks

Specified temperatures or concentrations at nodes are obtained numerically

at the node k by replacing the k equation in (4.93) by:

U+l 1- Un+ (4.94)

Uk B3 C k

where Un+l is the user-specified value of U that node k is to have during time
BCk

step (n+1). The specified value may change with each time step.

Source boundary conditions for U arise whenever a fluid source Q is spec-

ified. These may be either point sources of fluid or fluid flows across the bound-

aries. These fluid inflows must be assigned concentration or temperature values,

Uin3l which may change with each time step. Note that these sources are evalu-

ated in SUTRA subroutine NODALB. Outflows of fluid result in the disappearance

*n+l n+l
of the source term from the transport equation because (U 1 U+ ) the sink

and aquifer have the same U-value.

Source boundary conditions for U may arise at points of specified pressure

when an inflow QBC occurs at such a point. A value of U must be specified for

s n+l.
such fluid inflows as UB. These values may change with each time step. This

Bi

source term for U disappears for outflow at a point of specified pressure. Note

that specified pressure sources are evaluated in SUTRA subroutine4BCB.

A source or sink at a boundary due to diffusion or dispersion appears

in (4.75):

A
IN f {Pcw[CSw(c7 I + + (1-0 a I].!U ~1n *jd'(.5
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where the carat refers to the entire term in braces. For solute transport, this

term may represent molecular diffusion and dispersion of solute mass across a

boundary. For energy transport, this term represents heat conduction and thermal

dispersion across a boundary. This heat or solute flux is a user-specified value

which may change each time step. If the term is set to zero, it implies no dif-

fusion and no dispersion across a boundary for solute transport, or for energy

transport it implies perfect thermal insulation and no dispersion across a boundary.

For an open boundary across which fluid flows, this term is not automatically

evaluated by SUTRA. If no user-specified value exists at an open boundary, then

this term is set to zero. This implicitly assumes that the largest part of sol-

ute or energy flux across an open boundary is advectively transported rather

than diffusively or dispersively transported. In cases where this assumption

is inappropriate, the code may be modified to evaluate this term at the new

time level depending on the value of n+1.

The form of the discretized unified energy and solute mass balance equation

which is implemented in SUTRA is as follows:

n+ 1
NN (AT +') + DT (n 1) ; BT njl+ G n 1+ G nTLni+ (,n+1+Q Un

J~l At n+l ij ij Li s i(BQ ~ cw a+ i

- C(Q+ Un + QBC BC + YINL+ ETi + G TR1 + ( I ) Ut

n+1

(4.96)
i-1,NN

wherein 6ij is the Kronecker delta.
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4.6 Consistent Evaluation of Fluid Velocity

Fluid velocity is defined by equation (2.19) as:

V'- ( 5 (V - (4.97)

This relation strictly holds true at a point in space. In order for the rela--

tion to hold true when discretized, the terms Vp and must be given the same

spatial variability. This avoids generation of spurious velocities which would

be caused by local mismatching of the discretized pressure gradient 
term and

density-gravity term. For example, in a hydrostatic system where densities vary

spatially, p - p, to yield a zero vertical velocity. However, if p and do

not locally cancel because of the discretization chosen, then erroneous 
vertical

velocities would be generated.

Such an error would occur over an element where p is allowed only a

single constant value in a vertical section of the element, but where 
is allowed

to vary linearly in the vertical direction. This would be the case in a standard

finite-element approximation wherein both p and U vary linearly 
in the vertical

direction across an element. Linear change in p implies a constant value p,

while linear change in U implies a linear change in the value of p according to

(2.3) or (2.4). Thus a standard finite-element approximation over a bi-linear

element results in inconsistent approximations in the vertical 
direction for Vp

and p: constant p and linearly varying . This inconsistency generates
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spurious vertical velocities especially in regions of sharp vertical changes in

U. A consistent approximation of velocity is one in which p and are allowed

the same spatial variability, and further, are evaluated at the same time level.

A consistent evaluation of velocity is required by the transport solution

in (4.87) and also required in the evaluation of the dispersion tensor in (4.88),

where velocity is required in each element, in particular, at the Gauss points

for numerical integration. Also a consistent evaluation of the p term is re-

quired for the fluid mass balance solution in the integral shown in (4.56). The

values are also required at the Gauss points in each element during numerical

evaluation of this integral.

The coefficients for calculation of velocity in (4.97) are discretized as

follows: Permeability, k, is discretized elementwise; porosity, e, is discre-

tized nodewise. Unsaturated flow parameters, kr and S, are given values

depending on the nodewise-discretized pressure according to relations (2.8) and

(2.21). Viscosity is either constant for solute transport or is given values

depending on nodewise-discretized temperature according to (2.5).

To complete the discretization of velocity, values in global coordinates

at the Gauss points are required for the term (p - p&). A consistent approxi-

mation is presented in the remainder of this section for this term based on the

fact that this term will be discretized in a consistent manner in global coor-

dinates in an arbitrarily oriented quadrilateral element whenever it is dis-

cretized consistently in local element coordinates (En). Consistent discretiza-

tion in local coordinates is obtained when the spatial dependence of and g,

is the same, and when and pg have the same spatial dependence. Because the

discretization for p(E,q) has already been chosen to be bi-linear, it is the

discretization of the p term, in particular, which must be adjusted. First,
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in the following, a discretization of the p term is presented which is

presented which is consistent with the discretization of p in local coor-

dinates, and then both Vp and p are transformed to global coordinates

while maintaining consistency.

The pressure gradient within an element in local coordinates is defined in

terms of the derivatives with respect to the local coordinates:

atn) - Pi Ti (4.98a)

I P ai (4.98b)

The summations may be expanded and written in detail by reference to relations

(4.9) through (4.12) and (4.1) through (4.4).

A local discretization of p with a spatial functionality that is con-

sistent with the local pressure derivatives, (4.98a) and (4.98b) is:

(pg) (t'n) I Pi j ai (4.99)

(O Ig n i ign TI all i (4.100)

where the vertical bars indicate absolute value, p is the value of p at node

i in the element based on the value of U at the node through relation (2.3) or

(2.4), g is the -component of & at node i, and g is the 1-component of at

node . The eight gravity vector componenets at the nodes in each element need

be calculated only once for a given mesh and may be saved. This discretization

is robust in that it allows both the density and (the direction and) the magni-

tude of gravity vector components to vary over an element. No particular
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significance should be attached to the absolute values of basis function deriva-

tives, except that these happen to give the desired consistent approximations,

as is shown shortly.

The gravity vector components in local coordinates at a point in the ele-

ment are obtained from the global gravity components as:

{9} P ] {y} (4.101)

where [] is the Jacobian matrix defined by (4.25).

The derivatives of pressure in local coordinates (4.98a) and (4.98b), and

the consistent density-gravity term components in local coordinates, (4.99) and

(4.100), are transformed to global coordinates for use in the evaluation of the

integrals they appear in by:

I a]a (4.102)

{* )(pg) J (Pg) 413

defi gd)YXy {( )}

where (g)x and (pg) are the consistently discretized density-gravity term

components in global coordinates; and UJ] 1 is the inverse Jacobian matrix

defined by (4.29).

The spatial consistency of these approximations may be seen by inspecting

their expansions in local coordinates. For example, the -components are:
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4 1 [ + ( - p4 ) +n (4.104) ||,

(pg)t 4 ~ [(Ipg +l 2 ) (-n) (p 3g+ P4 gO (1) ] (4.0I

The terms in parentheses preceeding the terms containing all have a constant I ,

value for the element, and thus the approximations have consistent spatial

dependences.

4.7 Temporal Evaluation of Adsorbate Mass Balance

The terms in the unified energy and solute mass balance equation which

stem from the adsorbate mass balance require particular temporal evaluation be-

cause some are non-linear. The following terms of relation (4.93) are evaluated

here A~n+l n+l n+l
here: ATi s GTi , and ETi . For solute transport, the coefficient, c , in

n+1 n+l
AT (4.86) becomes r , according to (2.52b). The relation which defines r

is given by either (1.34c), (1.35c), or (1.36c) depending on the sorption iso-

therm. The variable, U , is expressed in terms of the concentration of adsor-

Cn+1 
bate, C , in a form given by (4.84). The parameters in (4.84), and 

are defined in this section and are based on either (1.34a), (1.35a) and (1.36a)

depending again on the sorption isotherm. The temporal approximations of these

parameters are described below for each isotherm.

For linear sorption, all terms and coefficients related to the adsorbate

mass are linear and are evaluated at the new time level and strictly solved for

at this level:

n+I n+l n+l
U C - xPC (4.106a)

i i
h

T

I
i

i

i

I

�.l
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n+l n+l
i li ~ 1 o (4. 106b)

•L ' XI- O (4.106c)

•R ° (4.106d)

For Fruendlich sorption, the adsorbate concentration is split into a

product of two parts for temporal evaluation. One part is treated as a first

order term as is linear sorption. This part is evaluated strictly at the new

time level and solved for on each iteration or time step. The remaining part

is evaluated as a known quantity, either based on the projected value of C at

the end of the time step on the first iteration, or based on the most recent C

solution on any subsequent iteration.

Un+ I Cn+l X P (72 ) 2 Cn+l (4.107a)

Also:

n+1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ -

Cn -r * ( )p (X2 )(CProj)( X2 ) (4.107b)

L(1 (c1 ro) (-4) (4.107c)

8R

where the coefficient, , is evaluated from the projected or most recent value
i

of C, depending on the-iteration.
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Finally, for Lngmuir sorption the form used for the temporal evaluation

preserves dependence on a linear relationship to C However, the linear rela-

tionship is appropriate only at low solute concentrations. At high concentrations,

the adsorbate concentration approaches (IX 2). Therefore, two temporal approx-

imations are combined, (one for low C, and one for high C) in a manner depending

on the magnitude of concentration. When (Y2Poc)((1, the following temporal

approximation for low values of C, referred to as C is employed:

Co a (X1PoCn 1) [1 (I x* Cprj (4.108)

When (X2PC)>>, the following temporal approximation for high C, C is employed:

co (X2) - (1 + X2PC ) (4.109)s X) I Iio po

Thus C 1 may be defined:
Si

ni "n+l - C 0 +WeC (4.110)
si Si 0ai ± 

where the weights W and We, are:
0 

X2 0o Cproj

(1 + 2 p CProi)

W wI - W (4.111b)

By substituting (4.108), (4.109), (4.111a), and (4.111b) into (4.110), the

following temporal evaluation of Cn+l is obtained after algebraic manipulation:
S i
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cn+l a XiPoCi I So C t ( 9o CP 2J)

i p 2(1 + X2 o Cioi) (1 + X p Croj)2 (4.112a)

n+1
The coefficient, , is defined as:

n+1 n+1 P0~'

Si 1i (1 + X P CPrO 2 (4.112b)

8L ' Cpro)2 (4.112c)

xi X2~~~

(4.112d)
(1+ X 2poCp)

The first term in (4.112a) is solved for on each iteration and the second term is

treated as a known. In the above four relations, C i is based on a projection

for the first iteration on a time step, and is the most recent value of C. on

subsequent iterations for the time step.
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Chapter 5

Other Methods and Algorithms

5.1 Rotation of Permeability Tensor

The aquifer permeability may be anisotropic (as discussed in section 2.2

under the heading "Fluid flow and flow properties," and may vary in magnitude

and direction from element to element (as shown in (4.45)). The permeability

in each element is completely described by input data values for kmax, kmin

and , the principal permeability values and the direction in degrees from the

global x direction to the maximum direction of permeability. The evaluation

of integrals (4.55) and (4.56) as well as the velocity evaluation (4.97) require

the permeability tensor components in global coordinates as given by (4.45).

Thus a rotation of the tensor is required from principal directions (xpx 3) to

global directions (x,y), as shown in Figure 2.2.

The rotation is given by:

L T L T
k -J k J (5.1)
a!a .. ,p 

-where

L [kL ol
k mx 0 ] (5.2)

T [cose -sine
I - (5.3)

sinO cose

-1 cose sine
[3sine sin:] (5.4)
-sine cosO
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and kL is given by (4.45). The result is:

L L 2 L 2
k . k cos 0 + k sin (5.5a)
xx max min

L L 2 L 2
k a k sin 0 + k cos 0 (5.5b)
yy max min

L L
k - k (k - k ) sine cosO (5.5c)
xy yx max min

5.2 Radial Coordinates

SUTRA is written in terms of two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates x and

y. In general, the two-dimensional numerical methods are applied to Cartesian

forms of the governing equations; however, because the mesh thickness, B, is

allowed to vary from node to node, radial coordinates (cylindical coordinates),

r and z are an exact alternate coordinate set.

A function, f(r,z), of radius r, and vertical coordinate z, is integrated

over a cylindrical volume as follows:

R - J f f(r,z) r d dr dz (5.6)

z r 

Assuming symmetry with respect to angular coordinate 0 (f(r,z) does not depend

on 0), the integral becomes:

Rr - f f f(rz) (2wr) dr dz (5.7)

z r

This integration may be compared with a general integration of a function

g(x,y) in Cartesian coordinates as it is carried out in SUTRA methodology:

Rc - f f g(x,y) B(x,y) dx dy (5.8)

y x
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Integrals Rr and R are exactly analogous if: xr, yz, and

B(xy) - 2r (5.9)

Thus, by a simple redefinition of coordinate names, and by setting the mesh

thickness, B at each node, equal to the circumference of the circle it would

sweep out when rotated about the rO axis of the cylinder (Bi-2wri), the

SUTRA simulation is converted exactly to radial coordinates. Figure 5.1

shows a mesh and the volume it sweeps out when in radial coordinates. Each

element becomes a three-dimensional ring when used in radial coordinates.

5.3 Pinch Nodes

Pinch nodes are employed to ease mesh design when large changes in the

density of elements are desired over relatively short distances. See Figure

5.2, where pinch nodes are indicated by open nodal dots. This would aid in

design of a mesh, for example, in which a large model region is required in

order to properly simulate the ground-water flow system. However, only a small

portion of this region need be simulated with transport. The fine mesh required

in the transport region can be quickly coarsened to the region where only flow

is of interest.

Unfortunately, use of pinch nodes tends to increase the band width of the

simulation problem although it can significantly decrease the number of nodes

in a simulation. Thus with a band-width matrix equation solver, as employed

by SUTRA, the use of pinch nodes in a mesh does not always lead to an advantage

of decreased computational time. The pinch node option is included, however, as

the solver is modular and may be replaced by non-band-width-dependent methods.
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Finite-element mesh in radial coordinates.
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Figure 5.2
Finite-element mesh with pinch nodes.
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A pinch node is defined as a node in an element which is located at the

mid-point of an element side, as shown in Figure 5.3. Each element has only

four real nodes (at the corners) and four basis fuctions associated with these

nodes. The pinch node has no basis function assigned to it in the element in

which it appears on an element side. Values of variables and coefficients at

the pinch node are determined as the average of the values of the real nodes at

the end of the element side upon which the pinch node resides. Thus, no sources,

sinks, or boundary conditions may be specified at a pinch node. The numerical

solution at a pinch node depends entirely on the two nodes at the ends of its

side.

Pinch nodes are handled by SUTRA as follows: All elementwise calculations

are carried out as though a pinch node were a real node. In fact, each pinch

node appears as a corner node in one or more elements. No special treatment is

given pinch nodes through the entire matrix assembly process, and they enter the

matrix through usual elementwise and nodewise calculations.

Just before solution of the matrix equation, pinch-node conditions are

imposed on the matrix equation. For the pinch node, k, the right hand side of

the equation for node k is set to zero. The row of the final coefficient matrix

for node k is changed to all zeroes, except for two coefficients. These are in

the two matrix columns related to the nodes at the ends of the element side upon

which pinch node k resides. They are set to a value, 0.50, and the coefficent

on the matrix diagonal (with subscript, kk) is set to a value, -1.0. This sets

an equation for pinch node k as follows:

n+1, 1 ( n+l + n1 ) (5.1Oa)

Pk 2 r 8) 5lb
Un+l 1 n+l1 Un+1 (5.10Ob)
Uk - 1(Ur aU
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Figure 5. 3
Detail of mesh with a pinch node.
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where subscripts r and refer to the nodes at the ends of the pinch node

element side.

Pinch nodes are specified in the data set containing the nodal incidence

list for elements and the order of specification is related to the local element

node numbering scheme as defined by Figure 5.4.

5.4 Solution Sequencing

On any given time step, the matrix equations are created and solved in the

following order: (1) the matrix equation for the fluid mass balance is set up,

(2) the transport balance matrix equation is set up, (3) pressure is solved for,

and (4) concentration or temperature are solved for. Both balances are set up

on each pass such that the elementwise calculations only need be done once per

pass. However, SUTRA allows the p or U equation to be set up and solved only

every few time steps in a cyclic manner based on parameters NPCYC and NUCYC.

These values represent the solution cycle in time steps. For example, setting

up and solving for both p and U each time step (NPCYC-NUCYC-1):

time step: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 . . . .

solve for:{
tUUUU U U U

or solving for p every third time step and for U each time step (NPCCYC-3 and

NUCYC-1):

time step: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 .. .

P I p p .
solve for:

U U U U U U U U U U U U U

However, eithe of p or U must be solved for on each time step and therefore
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either NPCYC or NUCYC must be set to one.

For a simulation with steady state flow, the sequencing is:

time step: 0 1 2 3 4 5 . . . .
up . . . ..

solve for: > U U U U U

For steady flow and transport:

time step: 0 1

solve for: P 
*U

The only exception to the cycling is that for non-steady cases, both unknowns

are solved for on the first time step, as shown in the case for NPCYC-3, NU

above.

It is computationally advantageous to allow a matrix equation solution

for U by back-substitution only, saving both equation construction and matr

decomposition steps. This is begun on the second time step solving for U 

after the step on which both p and U are solved for. In order to do this t.

matrix coefficients including the time step must remain constant. Thus, non-

linear variables and fluid velocity are held constant with values used on the

first time step for U after the step for p and U. For example, when NPCYC-1,

NUCYC-6:

time step: 1 2 3. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
p . . . p . . . p

solve for:{
tU U U U U U U U U U U U

constant valuesi I constant values
back t I back l
substitutel I substitute
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A pressure-only solution may be obtained with NPCYC-1, and NUCYC-(number

larger than the number of time steps). Note that p and U solutions must be

set to occur on time steps when relevant boundary conditions, sources or sinks

are set to change in value.

5.5 Velocity Calculation for Output

The velocities employed in the numerical solution of fluid mass, and solute

mass or energy balances are those calculated at the Gauss points in each element

(as described in section 4.6 "Consistent Evaluation of Fluid Velocity.") For pur-

poses of output, however, only one velocity value per element is made available.

This is the velocity at the element centroid as shown in Figure 5.5. The centroid

is defined as the point in the element where the lines connecting the mid-point of

opposite sides intersect.

The velocity at the centroid of an element is calculated by taking the

average of the four global x-components of velocity at the Gauss points, as

well as the average of the four global y-components of velocity at the Gauss

points, and by constructing a velocity vector from these averaged components.

This process gives the "true" velocity at the centroid that would be calculated

employing the consistent velocity approximation evaluated at this point in the

element. This may be seen by setting -n-0 in (4.104) and (4.105).

5.6 Budget Calculations

A fluid mass and solute mass or energy budget provides information on the

quantities of fluid mass and either solute mass or energy entering or exiting

ii
*1

I
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the simulated region. It is not intended as a check on numerical accuracy, but

rather as an aid in interpreting simulation results.

The fluid budget is calculated based on the terms of the integrated-

discretized fluid mass balance, (4.52), as approximated in time according to

n+l n*l
(4.65). After the solution to a time step makes available pi and Ui , the

time derivatives of these, dpi and i, are calculated according to (4.57) andtimedervaties f thsedt dt

(4.91).

The total rate of change in stored fluid mass in the region due to

pressure changes over the recent time step is:

NN d

AFn+l Pi /(5.11)

i-i

where AFi is defined in (4.53), and the total rate of change in stored fluid due

to changes in concentration or temperature is:

NN + dU

CF n+l i [M/81 (5.12)
ii-

where CFi as defined in (4.54).

The sum of (5.11) and (5.12) gives the total rate of change of fluid mass in

the entire region.

n+l1
Fluid sources, Qi , may vary with time and those that do vary are reported

by the budget at each source node. The sum of Q :

NW

S Qn+l [H/s] . (5.13)

i-l

gives the total rate of fluid mass change due to all sources and sinks of

fluid mass, as well as to specified fluxes across boundaries. Fluid sources

due to specified pressure conditions, QBC1, usually vary with time and are
BC
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also reported by the budget at each node. This source is calculated at each

n+l*
node from (4.64). The sum of QBC:

i

NN

S Qnl [M/1 (5.14)~BC (/s
i-l 

gives the total rate of fluid mass change in the entire region due to inflows

and outflows at all specified pressure nodes.

The sum of (5.13) and (5.14) should be close to the value given by the sum

of (5.11) and (5.12). These may be expected to match better when iterations

have been used and convergence achieved, as the budget is calculated for a time

step with only one iteration with the (n+1) time level values of non-linear

coefficients, and the solution was obtained with coefficients based on projected

values of p and U.

The solute mass or energy budget is calculated based on the terms of the

integrated-discretized balance, (4.85), as approximated in the time according

to (4.93). The total rate of change in stored solute mass or energy in the

region over the recently computed time step is:

NN dU

ATn+l i IM Is or E/s] (5.15)

i-l

where ATi is calculated from (4.86) using UI in all coefficients requiring

a U value (including adsorption isotherms for c r ). In reporting this portion

of the budget, a separate value is given for the sum of the portion stemming

from (eSwPc ) and for (1-E)p ac. The former sum relates to rate of solute ass

or energy change in the fluid, and the latter relates to change in the solid-

immobile portion.
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The total rate of first-order solute mass production in the fluid is cal-

culated as:

NNZ GTn+ 1 Un+1 (H/s1 (5.16a)

i-l

and at the rate of first-order adsorbate production is calculated as:

NN £ GSTL n Uin + G TRn+l lM/s) (5.16b)
i

where Ti and G TLi and G TRiare defined by 4.89a, 4.89b and 4.89c and all iso-

therms are based on U . Fluid and adsorbate rates are reported separately by

the budget. These terms have no analogy for energy transport. The terms of zero-

order production of solute and -adsorbate mass or energy production in the fluid

and solid matrix are:

NN

ETnl (i s of E/sI (5.17)

i-1

where ETi is defined by (4.90) and the fluid and immobile phase production rates

are reported separately by the budget.

Solute mass and energy sources and sinks due to inflowing or outflowing

fluid mass may vary with time and are reported by the budget at each fluid

source node and at each specified pressure node. These are separately summed

for the entire region:

NN

S LQ C Un l IM s or Es) (5.18)

i-l

NN

QBC CW UBC [M8 or E/s) (5.19)

isi (M5Is
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*n+ n+l
Where U. and U take on the user-specified values of U for fluid inflows,

1 ~BC

and the U value of the ambient system fluid for outflows.

These sums give the total rate of change of solute mass or energy in the

entire system due to these fluid sources and sinks.

Finally the diffusive-dispersive sources of solute mass or energy are

summed for the entire system and are also reported by node as they may vary

with time:

NN

Z n~l [M Is or E/s] (5.20)

The sum of (5.16a), (5.16b), (5.17), (5.18), (5.19) and (5.20) should be

close to the value given by (5.15). These values may be expected to match

best when iterations have been used and convergence achieved, as the budget

is calculated for a time step with only one iteration with all information at

the (n+1) time level, and the solution was obtained using non-linear coefficients

based on projections of p and U.

5.7 Program Structure and Subroutine Descriptions 4
SUTRA is structured in a modular, top-down programming style that allows

for code readability, ease in tracing logic, and hopefully, ease in eventual

modifications. Each subroutine carries out a primary function that is clearly

distinguished from all other program functions. User-required program changes

are limited to: 1) dimensioning three storage arrays in the main routine, and
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2) coding portions of a subroutine which is used to control time-dependent

sources and boundary conditions (when they are used) and a subroutine which sets

the unsaturated flow functions when unsaturated flow is simulated. The code

consists of approximately 3000 statements and includes one main program and 24

subroutines. The program is commented to aid in tracing logic.

SUTRA is written in FORTRAN-77; however, few structures are used which are

not compatible with FORTRAN-66. Modifications of the code required to compile

in FORTRAN-66 would not be major. Ii
The code runs accurately when it employs "double-precision" real variables

(64 bit words with 47 bit mantissa) with a precision of about 15 significant

figures, and 32 bit word integer variables. Should the code require modification

to run on machines with other word lengths or other bit to byte ratios, the number

of significant figures in a real variable should be preserved, if not increased.

Input and output is also somewhat modularized. Input is through Fortran

unit numbers 5 and 55. Unit-55 contains only data on initial conditions for a

simulation at the nodes for p and U. Unit-5 contains all other data required for

a simulation. Output is to Fortran unit numbers 6 and 66. Unit-66 receives the

result of the final time step in a format equivalent to that of Unit-55, for later

use as the intial conditions file if the simulation is to be restarted. Unit-6

receives all other simulation output usually to be printed on a line printer (as

shown in Figure 5.6).

The main logic flow of the program is straightforward. A schematic diagram

of the code is shown in Figure 5.7. The main routine sets up dimensions and

calls the main control routine, SUTRA, which cycles the program tasks by calling

most of the remaining subroutines in sequence. Subroutines are named to describe

their main function. A description of each subroutine is given in the following

sections.
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|SUTRA Headers |

Unit 5 Input Data,

Data Checks, and
Mesh Plot

Initial Conditions

for Pressure and
Concentration or Temperature

Steady-State Results, or

Results for Time Step 1

(Pressure, Concentration or
Temperature, Velocities,
Saturation, Plots, Budget)

Results for Each NPRINT

Time Steps

Results for Last Time Step

Observation Results

Figure 5.6
Schematic of SUTRA output.
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I

Figure 5.7
SUTRA logic flow.
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Main Program

-Purpose:

1) To dimension and allocate space for the main storage arrays.

2) To divide the storage arrays into their component arrays. (Set up

pointers.)

3) To start and stop the simulation.

-Calls to:

SUTRA

-Description:

The main routine has three arrays that must be user-dimensioned: RM, RV

and IV. These are used for dynamic storage allocation and they contain

almost all of the values required for SUTRA simulation. RM contains real

matrices, RV contains real vectors, and IMV contains integer matrices

and vectors. The dimensions required for RM, RV and IMV are RMDIM, RVDIM

and IMVDIM, where the actual values are given in section 7.3, "Program

Dimensions."

After reading the actual Unit-5 input data for the variables listed above,

the main routine sets up pointers which allocate the correct amount of space for

each of the component arrays contained in the storage arrays. The pointers point

to the position in the storage array of the starting element of each component

array. The starting elements are passed to subroutine SUTRA as calling arguments.

Additional arrays which may be required by any modifications to SUTRA are added at
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the bottom of the appropriate pointer lists in the call statement and in the pointer

calculations. The values of NNV or NEV may need to be increased, and the commented

record of calculation of dimensions of storage arrays at the top of the routine

should be increased accordingly.

Subroutine SUTRA

-Purpose:

1) To act as primary control on SUTRA simulation, cycling both

iterations and time steps.

2) To sequence program operations by calling subroutines for input,

output and most program calculations.

3) To carry out minor calculations.

-Called by:

Main routine

-Calls to:

INDATI, PLOT, SOURCE, BOUND, OBSERV, CONNEC, BANWID, NCHECK, INDAT2,

PRISOL, ZERO, BCTIE, ADSORB, ELEMEN, NODALB, BCB, PINCHB, SOLVEB,

BUDGET, STORE.

-Description:

Subroutine SUTRA receives pointers for all actual arrays and vectors

which are dynamically allocated space by the main routine. These arrays are
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dummy dimensioned to actual sizes required for the simulation. Subroutine

SUTRA initializes some constants and directs the reading of Unit-5 input data

by calls to INDATI, PLOT, SOURCE, BOUND, OBSERV, and CONNEC. It calls for

band-width calculation (BANWID) and mesh data checks (NCHECK). The call to

PLOT (after INDAT1) also plots the mesh. Then subroutine SUTRA directs a call

to INDAT2 to read initial conditions from Unit-55, and calls PRISOL to print

the initial conditions.

The subroutine decides on cycling parameters if steady state pressures will

be calculated, and calls ZERO to initialize arrays. For transient pressure

solution steps, time-step cycling parameters are set and a decision is made as

to which (or both) of p and U will be solved for on this time step. The decision

depends on NPCYC and NUCYC, and subroutine SUTRA sets the switch, ML, as follows:

0 solve for both p and U
ML 1 solve for p only

2 solve for U only

The switch for steady state flow is ISSFLO, which is set as follows:

0 steady flow not assumed

ISSFLO * 1 steady flow assumed, before pressure time step

2 steady flow assumed, after beginning of pres-
sure time step

Note that time step number, IT, is set to zero for the steady p solution, and

increments to one for the first transport time step.

Subroutine SUTRA increments the simulation clock, TSEC, to the time at the

end of the new time step, and shifts new vectors to previous level vectors which

begins the time step. BCTIME is called to set time-dependent sources and boundary

conditions if such exist. ADSORB is called if sorption is required. The element ;t
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by element calculations required to construct the matrix equations are carried

out by a call to ELEMEN. NODALB is called to carry out nodewise and cellwise

calculations for the global matrices. BCB is called to modify the matrix

equations for boundary conditions, and PINCHB is called to implement any pinch

nodes in the matrices.

SOLVEB is called for p and or U solution (depending on the value of ML),

and if iterations are underway, convergence is checked. If iterations are con-

tinued, control switches back to the step which shifts new to old vectors, and

the sequence of calls is repeated. If no more iterations are required, SUTRA

may call PRISOL and PLOT to print and plot results if these are requested on the

present time step. OBSERV is called to remember values at observation nodes if

any exist. BUDGET is called if requested output should occur this time step.

If more time steps are to be undertaken, control switches back to the step

which initializes arrays, and continues down from that point. If the simulation

is complete, STORE is called if the store option has been selected to set up a

restart file in Unit-66. OBSERV is called to print any observations that were

taken. At this point, control returns to the main routine.

Subroutine INDATI

-Purpose:

1) To read simulation and mesh data from the Unit-5 data file, and print

out this information.

2) To initialize some variables and carry out inor calculations.

-Called by:

SUTRA
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-Description:

INDATI reads a portion of the Unit-5 input data file, ending with the

elementwise data set. Most information is printed on the Unit-6 data file

after reading, the amount of output depends on the user choice of long or

short output format. Scale factors are multiplied with appropriate input

data. Calculations are carried out for a thermal conductivity adjustment

and for determination of k matrix components of k in each element from kmax,

kmin, and 0.

Subroutine PLOT

-Purpose:

To provide maps on printer output paper of the finite-element mesh,

pressure values at nodes, and U values at nodes.

-Called by:

SUTRA

:'

-Description:

PLOT is called once for initialization to read plot set-up data from Unit-5,

and to set up a plot of the mesh. PLOT is then called to plot the mesh. PLOT is

called on each time step in which output is produced, once each for p for U, if

these plots have been requested.

The printer plot either fits the longer plot direction across the output

page, or along the output page, depending on the user choice. The plot is

self-scaled to page size, and different scales may be chosen by the routine

along and across the page. A blank border one tenth of the maximum x and y
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range surrounds the plotted region. Three figures of the solution value are

plotted at each nodal location.

PLOT begins by ordering the nodes by plot line and saves the ordered

results in XX, YY, and INDEX during the initialization call. Certain nodes

fall in each line of the plot. During actual plotting, PLOT starts with nodes

in the top plot line and places the values to be plotted in the proper

position in the line. The line is then printed. This is repeated for each

line of the plot.

Subroutine SOURCE

-Purpose:

1) To read source node numbers and source values for fluid mass sources

and boundary fluxes and for diffusive and productive U sources, as

well as fluxes of U at boundaries; to check the data, and to print

information.

2) To set up pointer arrays which track the source nodes for the simula-

tion.

-Called by:

SUTRA

-Description:

SOURCE reads and organizes, checks and prints information on source nodes

for fluid mass, and for sources of solute mass or energy. Fluid mass source

information read is node number, mass source rate, and U value of any inflowing
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fluid at this node. If there are NSOP fluid source nodes, the node numbers

become the first NSOP values in vector IQSOP. The rates are entered in the el-

ement corresponding to the nodes at which they are defined in vectors QIN and

UIN which are NN long. The source information for U read is node number and

solute mass or energy source rate. If there are NSOU source nodes for U, the

node numbers become the first NSOU values in IQSOU. Vector QUIN is NN long and

contains the source rates in numerical order by node. Counts are made of each

type of source and are checked against NSOP and NSOU for correctness. A blank

(zero) node number ends the data set for QN and then for QUIN. One blank el-

ement is left at the end of IQSOP and IQSOU so that a dimension of one is obtained

even when no source nodes exist. These arrays are used primarily in NODALB and

BUDGET.

Subroutine BOUND

-Purpose:

1) To read specified pressure node numbers and pressure values, check

the data, and print information.

2) To read specified concentration or temperature node numbers and the

values, to check the data, and print information.

3) To set up pointer arrays which track the specified p and U nodes for

-the simulation.

-Called by:

SUTRA
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-Description:

BOUND reads and organizes, checks and prints information on specified p

nodes and for specified U nodes. Pressure information read is node number,

pressure value and U value of any inflow at this node. If there are NPBC

specified pressure nodes, the above information becomes the first NPBC values

in vectors IPBC, PBC and UBC. Specified U information read is node number and

U value. If there are NUBC specified concentration nodes, the above information

begins in the (NPBC+1) position of IUBC and UBC, and ends in the (NUPBC+NUBC)

position of UBC and IUBC. This is shown below:
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where x refers to specified p information, and y refers to specified U infor-

mation.

Counts are made of each type of specification and are checked against

NPBC and NUBC for correctness. A blank (zero) node number ends the data set

for p and then for U. One blank element is left at the end of each of these

arrays in case there are no specified p or U nodes. The first NPBC elements

of IUBC and UBC are blank. These arrays are used primarily by subroutines BCB

and BUDGET.
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Subroutine OBSERV

-Purpose:

1) To save p and U values at chosen observation nodes as a function of

the time.

2) To report the observations after the simulation has been completed.

-Called by:

SUTRA

-Description:

On an initialization call from SUTRA, OBSERV reads observation node numbers

and observation cycle, NOBCYC, in time steps from Unit-5 and outputs these values.

Every NOBCYC time steps, when SUTRA calls OBSERV after a solution, OBSERV saves

the current elapsed time, and p and U values at all observation nodes. When the

simulation is completed, OBSERV is called to output the stored lists of: time

step, elapsed time, p, and U.

Subroutine CONNEC

-Purpose:

1) To read, output, and organize node incidence data.

2) To read, output, and organize pinch-node incidence data.

-Called by:

SUTRA
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-Description:

CONNEC reads the nodal incidence list which describes how nodes are

connected. The data is organized as array, IN, which contains the counter-

clockwise-ordered set of four node numbers in each element in order of element

number. Thus the ninth through twelfth values in IN are the four nodes in

element number three.

For an element with one or more pinch nodes, the pinch node numbers are

entered in the first column of array IPINCH, and the node numbers at the ends

of the side on which the pinch node resides are entered in columns two and

three of IPINCH.

IPINCH is used in subroutine PINCH, and NCHECK. IN is used in BANWID,

ELEMEN, and GLOBAN.

Subroutine BANWID

-Purpose:

To calculate the band width of the mesh and check the value specified by

the user.

-Called by:

SUTRA

-Description:

BANWID checks the array, IN, in all elements for the maximum difference in

node numbers contained in an element. This value, NDIFF, is used to calculate
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actual bandwidth, NBL, which is compared with the user-specified, NBI. IF NBL>NBI,

the values are printed and the simulation is halted for corrections.

Subroutine NCHECK

-Purpose:

To check that pinch nodes are neither assigned sources, nor have specified

p or U.

-Called by:

SUTRA

-Description:

NCHECK compares the list of pinch node numbers with the list of source

nodes, specified pressure nodes and specified U nodes. Any matches result in

a printed report and the simulation halts.

Subroutine INDAT2

-Purpose:

1) To read initial conditions from Unit-55.

2) To initialize some arrays.

-Called by:

SUTRA
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-Calls to:

UNSAT

-Description:

INDAT2 is the second major input data routine. It reads the data file,

Unit-55, which contains initial conditions for p and U. The warm-start

section reads initial conditions and parameter values of a previous time step,

all of which must have been stored by subroutine STORE on a previous simulation.

For a cold-start, INDAT2 reads only initial p and initial U. INDAT2 calls

UNSAT for calculation of initial saturation values, on a cold start.

Subroutine PRISOL

-Purpose:

To output the following to Unit-6:

Initial conditions

Pressure solutions

Saturation values

Concentration and temperature solutions

Steady-state pressure solution

Fluid velocities (magnitude and direction)

-Called by:

SUTRA
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-Description:

PRISOL is the main SUTRA output routine and is used for printing

solutions.

Subroutine ZERO

-Purpose:

To fill a real array with a constant value.

-Called by:

Various routines

-Description:

ZERO fills an entire array with a specified value. This routine may be

replaced with a machine-dependent assembly language routine in order to maxi-

mize efficiency.

Subroutine BCTIME

-Purpose:

A user-programmed routine in which time-dependent sources and boundary

conditions are specified.

-Called by:

SUTRA
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-Description:

BCTIME is called on each time step when a time-dependent source or I
boundary condition is specified by the user. It allows the value of a source

or boundary condition to be changed on any or all time steps. i

BCTIME is divided into four sections. The first section allows the user

to specify either time-dependent pressure and concentration or temperature of

an inflow, or both, at specified pressure nodes (PBC or UBC). The second sec-

tion allows user specification of time-dependent U at specified concentration/

temperature nodes. The third section allows user specification of time-dependent

fluid source or source concentrationltemperature. The fourth section allows user-

specification of time-dependent solute mass or energy source.

The current time step number, IT, and current time (at the end of the

present time step) in various units are available for use in the user-supplied

programming. The user may program in any convenient way through data statements,

calls to other programs, logical structures, 'read' or 'write' statements, or

other preferred methods of specifying the time variability of sources or speci-

fied p and conditions. More information may be found in section 7.5, "User-

Supplied Programming."

Subroutine ADSORB

-Purpose:

To calculate and supply values from adsorption isotherms to the

simulation.
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-Called by:

SUTRA

-Description:

n+ 1
ADSORB calculates the sorption coefficient, , (called CSI), and also

8L (called SL) and R (called SR) and SR which are used in calculating) ad-

sorbate concentrations, U, depending on the particular isotherm chosen: linear,

Freundlich or Langmuir. The calculations are based on the description given in

section 4.7, "Temporal Evaluation of Adsorbate Mass Balance." ADSORB is called

once per time step for U, when sorption is employed in the simulation.

Subroutine ELEMEN

-Purpose:

1) To carry out all elementwise calculations required in the matrix

equations.

2) To calculate element centroid velocities for output.

-Called by:

SUTRA

-Calls to:

BASIS2, GLOBAN

-Description:

ELEMEN undertakes a loop through all the elements in a mesh. For each

element, subroutine BASIS2 is called four times, once for each Gauss point.
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BASIS2 provides basis function information, and values of coefficients and

velocities at each Gauss point, all of which is saved by ELEMEN for use in

calculations for the present element.

Gaussian integration (two by two points) as described in section 4.3, is

carried out for each integral in the fluid mass balance ((4.55) and (4.56)),

and for each integral in the unified energy and solute mass balance ((4.87) and

(4.88)). The portion of cell volume within the present element for node I,

VOLE(I), is calculated with the fluid balance integrals. The values of the

integrals are saved either as four-element vectors or as four-by-four arrays.

Separate (nearly duplicate) sections of the integration code employ either basis

functions for weighting or asymmetric weighting functions.

The vectors and arrays containing the values of integrals over the present

element are passed to subroutine GLOBAN in order to add them to the global matrix

equation (assembly process).
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Subroutine BASIS2

-Purpose:

To calculate values of basis functions, weighting functions, their derivatives,

Jacobians, and coefficients at a point in a quadrilateral element.

-Called by:

ELEMEN
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-Calls to:

UNSAT

-Description:

BASIS2 receives the coordinates of a point in an element in local coordi-

nates (Cn), denoted (XLOC,YLOC) in the routine. At this point, BASIS2 determines

the following: values of the four basis functions and their derivatives in each

local coordinate direction, elements of the Jacobian matrix, the determinant of

the Jacobian matrix, elements of the inverse Jacobian matrix, and if required,

four values of the asymmetric weighting function (one for each node) and their

derivatives. Also, the derivatives are transformed to global coordinates and

passed out to ELEMEN. Values of nodewise-discretized parameters are formed at

this location in the element, as are values of local and global velocity. Values

of parameters dependent on p or U are calculated at this location. Unsaturated

parameters are obtained by a call to UNSAT. The calculations are based on section

4.1 "Basis and Weighting Functions", 4.2 "Coordinate Transformations," and 4.6

"Consistent Evaluation of Fluid Velocity."

Subroutine UNSAT

-Purpose:

A user-programmed routine in which unsaturated flow functions are specified.

-Called by:

INDAT2, BASIS2, NODALB, BUDGET

-Description:
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UNSAT is called by INDAT2 to calculate initial saturations at nodes, by

BASIS2 at each Gauss point in each element during numerical integration, by NODALB

for each cell, and by BUDGET for each cell. It allows the user to specify the

functional dependence of relative permeability on saturation or pressure, and

the dependence of saturation on pressure. UNSAT is divided into three sections.

The first section requires the user to specify the saturation-pressure (or

capillary pressure) function. The second section requires the user to specify

the derivative of saturation with respect to pressure. The third section requires

the user to specify the relative permeability dependence on saturation or capillary

pressure. INDAT2 requires only values of saturation, BASIS2 requires only values

of saturation and relative permeability, NODALB and BUDGET require values of sat-

uration and its pressure derivative. These calculations are controlled in UNSAT

by the parameter IUNSAT which INDAT2 sets to a value of three, which BASIS2 sets

to a value of two, and NODALB and BUDGET set to one. For simulation of purely

saturated flow, IUNSAT is set to zero by INDAT1, and UNSAT is never called. The

user may program these functions in any convenient way, for example, through data

statements, calls to other programs, logical structures, 'read' or 'write' state-

ments, or other preferred methods. More information may be found in section 7.5,

"User-Supplied Programming."

Subroutine GLOBAN

-Purpose:

To assemble elementwise integrations into global matrix form.

-Called by:

ELEMEN
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-Description:

GLOBAN carries out the sum over elements of integrals evaluated over each

element by ELEMEN as suggested by relation (3.23). Both the matrix and right

side vector terms involving integrals in the solution equations (4.65b) and

(4.96b) are constructed.

Subroutine NODALB

-Purpose:

To calculate and assemble all nodewise and cellwise terms in the matrix

equation.

-Called by:

SUTRA

-Calls to:

UNSAT

-Description:

NODALB undertakes a loop through all nodes in the mesh and calculates val-

ues of all cellwise terms. For each node, time derivatives and a fluid source

are added to the fluid mass balance matrix equation. The time derivative as

well as terms due to fluid sources production and boundary fluxes of U are pre-

pared and added to the solute mass/energy balance matrix equation. Subroutine
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UNSAT is called for unsaturated flow parameters. The terms added by NODALB may

be described as the non-integral terms of (4.52) and (4.85) (except for the spec-

ified pressure terms.)

Subroutine BCB

-Purpose:

1) To implement specified pressure node conditions in the matrix

equations.

2) To implement specified temperature or concentration node conditions

in the matrix equations.

-Called by:

SUTRA

-Description:

The source terms involving Vi in (4.52) are added to fluid balance matrix

equation in order to obtain specified p nodes. The unified energy-solute mass

balance is modified by the addition of a source, QPL, (calculated with the most

recent p solution by subroutine SUTRA) with concentration or temperature value,

UBC.

For a specified U node, the discretized balance equation is modified by

zeroing the row of the U-matrix which gives the equation for the specified node.

A one is placed on the diagonal and the specified U-value, UBC, is placed in the

same row of the right side vector.
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1 Subroutine PINCHB

-Purpo e:

To implement pinch-node conditions in both matrix equations.

-Called by:

SUTRA

-Description:

PINCHB undertakes a loop through all pinch nodes. For each pinch node,

the appropriate row of each matrix (for p and U) is zeroed, a one is placed on

the diagonal, -0.5 is placed in the two columns corresponding to the side

neighbors of the pinch node, and the corresponding element of the right side

vector is zeroed.

Subroutine SOLVEB

-Purpose:

To solve a matrix equation with a non-symmetric banded matrix.

-Called by:

SUTRA
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-Description:

SOLVEB expects the matrix band as a vertical rectangular block with the

main diagonal in the center column, and minor diagonals in the other columns.

The upper left-hand corner and lower right-hand corner of the matrix is blank.

. The first section of the routine carries out an LU decomposition of the

matrix which is saved within the original matrix space. The second section of

the-routine prepares the right side for solution and carries out back-substitution

with a given right side vector.

Subroutine BUDGET

-Purpose:

1) To calculate and output a fluid mass budget on each time step with

output.

2) To calculate and output a solute mass or energy budget on each time

step with output.

-Called by:

SUTRA

-Calls to:

UNSAT, ADSORB

-Description:

BUDGET calculates and outputs a fluid mass, solute mass or energy budget on

each output time step for whichever of p and/or U are solved for on the just-

completed time step. The calculations are done as described in section 5.6

"Budget Calculations."
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Subroutine STORE

-Purpose:

To store p and U results as well as other parameters on Unit-66 in a format

ready for use as initial conditions in Unit-55. This acts as a backup

for re-start in case a simulation is unexpectedly terminated before com-

pletion by computer malfunction.

-Called by:

SUTRA

-Description:

STORE is called upon completion of each time step of a simulation, if the

storage option has been chosen. STORE writes the most recent solution for p

and U at the nodes on a file, Unit-66, in a format exactly equivalent to that

of input data file Unit-55. Information is also written which is used in a

warm start (restart) of the simulation. The results of only the most recent

time step are stored on UNIT-66 as STORE rewinds the file each time before

writing.
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Chapter 6

Simulation Examples

This chapter outlines a number of example simulations which serve to

demonstrate some of the capabilities of SUTRA modeling. Some of the examples

show results which are compared with analytical solutions or numerical

solutions available in the literature. These results serve to verify the

accuracy of SUTRA algorithms for a broad range of flow and transport problems.

The other examples demonstrate physical processes which SUTRA may simulate in

systems where no other solutions are available. A complete SUTRA input data

set and model output is provided for the example of section 6.3, "Radial Flow

with Energy Transport," in Appendix B and Appendix C.

6.1 Pressure Solution for Radial Flow to a Well

(Theis Analytical Solution)

Physical Set-up:

A confined, infinite aquifer contains a fully penetrating withdrawal

well. Fluid is pumped out at a rate, QTOT.

Objective:

To simulate transient drawdown in this system which should match the Theis

solution. The Theis solution (Lohman, 1979) is given in terms of variables used

in SUTRA by:

8 . QTOT" W(u) (6.la)

4 p Az k i

where a is the drawdown, W(u) is the well function of u, and
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u o- (6.lb)

where r is the radial distance from the well to an observation point and t is

the elapsed time since start of pumping.

'4 Simulation Set-up:

The mesh contains one row of elements with element width expanding by a

constant factor, 1.2915, with increasing distance from the well; other mesh

dimensions are Armin-2.5 [ml, Ar.ax.25. [m, rmax 500. ml, z-1. [ml.

Mesh thickness at node i, is given by Bi-2iri, which provides a radial

coordinate system. The number of nodes and elements in the mesh are: NN-54,

NE-26. See Figure 6.1.

The initial time step is, tool. [a], with time steps increasing by a factor,

p 1.5, on each subsequent step.

l j One pressure solution is obtained per time step, solutions for concentration

are ignored; the cycling parameters are: NPCYC-1, NUCYC-9999.

Parameters:

lop ;S 1.039 x 10-6 m-s2/kgl E ' 0.20

a 1.299 x 10-6 m-s2/kg] k - 2.0387 x 10-10 m21

4.4 x 10-10 [m.s2Ikgl p - 1000. kg/m31

IgI - 9.81 fm/s21

'jiS, QTOT - 0.6284 (kg/a] (one-half at each well node)

i'
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Figure 6.1
Radial finite-element mesh for Theis solution.
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Boundary Conditions:

No flow occurs across any boundary except where hydrostatic pressure is

specified at rmax. At the top outside corner of the mesh, rmax, pressure is

held at zero. A sink is specified at r to represent the well.

Initial Conditions:

Hydrostatic pressure with p at the top of the aquifer is set initially.

Results:

SUTRA results are plotted for two locations in the mesh representing obser-

vation wells at r-15.2852 [, and r301.0867 [m]. Both locations should plot on

the same Theis curve. The match of SUTRA results between one and 6000 minutes

with the Theis analytical solution shown in Figure 6.2 is good.

6.2 Radial Flow with Solute Transport

(Analytical Solutions)

Physical Set-up:

A confined infinite aquifer contains a fully penetrating injection well.

Fluid is injected at a rate, QTOT, with a solute concentration, C, into the

aquifer initially containing fluid with solute concentration, C. The fluid

density does not vary with concentration.

Objective:

To simulate the transient propagation of the solute front as it moves

radially away from the well. The concentrations should match the approximate
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Figure 6.2
Match of Theis analytical solution (solid line)
with SUTRA solution ().
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analytical solutions of Hoopes and Harleman (1967) and Gelhar and Collins (1971).

The solution of Gelhar and Collins (1971) is:

( C O) 1 erfc { (r 2 - r*2 ) } (6.2)

r* -(ATo)2 (6.3a)

As (2Arto) (6.3b)

The Hoopes and Harleman (1967) solution is obtained by replacing r* in the

denominator of (6.2) with r.

I
Simulation Set-up:

The mesh consists of one row of elements with element width expanding from

Armin- 2 .5 [ml by a factor, 1.06, to r395. [ml, and then maintaining constant

element width of r-24.2 [ml to rmax-lOOO. [ml. Element height, b, is 10. [ml.

Mesh thickness is set for radial coordinates, Bi-2wri, with the number of

iII nodes and elements given by NN-132, NE-65. See Figure 6.3.

The time step is constant at At-4021. Is], and outputs are obtained for

times steps numbered: 225, 450, 900, 1800. One pressure solution is carried

out to obtain a steady-state, (ISSFLO1), and one concentration solution is done

per time step, (NUCYCl).

Parameters:

SO - 0.0 p - 1000. [kg/m3 ]

k - 1.02x10- 1 l [m21 Dm '.x10 1 0 m2/sl
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E - 0.2 4L 10-0 [m]

I - 1.0x10-3 [kg/msl UT 0-0 [ml

Igg - 9.8 [m/s2]

QTOT - 62.5 kg/s] (one half at each well node)

C*- 1.0

Boundary Conditions:

No flow occurs across any boundary except where hydrostatic pressure is

specified at max. At the top outside corner of the mesh, rmax, pressure is

held at zero. A source is specified at r0.0 to represent the injection well.

Initial Conditions:

Initially hydrostatic pressure is set with p0.0 at the aquifer top.

Initial concentration, CO, is set to zero.

Results:

SUTRA results after 225, 450, 900 and 1800 time steps are compared with

the approximate analytical solutions of Gelhar and Collins (1971) and Hoopes and

Harleman (1967) in Figure 6.4. The analytical solutions are approximate and

they bound the SUTRA solution at the top and bottom of the solute front. All

solutions compare well with each other and the SUTRA solution may be considered

to be more accurate than either approximate analytic solution because it is based

on a very fine spatial and temporal discretization of the governing equation.
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Match of analytical solutions for radial solute
transport of Hoopes and Harleman (1967) (dashed),
Gelhar and Collins (1971), (solid), and SUTRA
solution (dash-dot). Number of elapsed time
steps Is n.
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6.3 Radial Flow with Energy Transport

(Analytical Solution)

Physical Set-up:

A confined aquifer contains a fully penetrating injection well. Fluid is

injected at a rate, QTOT, with a temperature, T*, into the aquifer initially

at a temperature, To. For this problem, density p, and viscosity , are kept

approximately constant by injecting fluid that only slightly differs in temper-

ature from the ambient fluid; i.e. (T*-To) is small.

Objective:

To simulate the transient propagation of the temperature front as it radially

moves away from the well. The solution should match an approximate analytical

solution of Gelhar and Collins (1971) modified for energy transport. The Gelhar

and Collins (1971) solution, as modified for energy transport is:

T T erfc{ 2(4 a)r*3 + (O r* 4 (6.4)( L ~ ~ ~ ~ \ 4~ L~~) A T r 4
+(TOT)

QTOT
A , 2weBp (6.5)

AT- ( - ) A (6.6)
cTOT

cTOT - tpc + (1-c)sps (6.7)

TOT AEw + (1-E)X (6.8)

r* - (2ATt)+ (6.9)
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The energy solution above may be obtained from the solute solution by retarding

the velocity of transport to represent movement of an isotherm rather than a

parcel of solute. This is done by accounting for energy storage in the solid

grains of the aquifer material in the storage term of the analytical solution.

Simulation Set-up:

The mesh used for this example is the same as for the radial solute transport

example. Time steps and frequency of SUTRA outputs are the same as for the radial

solute transport example. Further, cycling of the SUTRA solution is the same as

for the radial solute transport example.

Parameters:

cW 4182. [J/kg.0 C1

c - 840. [J/kg-°C]

XW 0.6 [J/sm-'C]

p - 1000. [kg/m3]

Xs - 3.5 [J/s m-'C)

PS 2650. [kg/m3]

aU, 0.0

sop - 0.

k - 1.02xIO-II [ 2]

e - 0.2

J.& - 9.8 [m/s2]

aL 10. [m]

aT 0.0 ml
- - I 1 in " N

- hitl relation z..)

QTOT 312.5 [kg/si (one half at each well node)

T a 1.0 0C
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Boundary Conditions:

No flow occurs across any boundary except where hydrostatic pressure is

specified at rmax. At the top outside corner of the mesh, pressure is held at

zero. A source is specified at r0.0 to represent the injection well. Further,

the system is thermally insulated along the top and bottom of the mesh.

Initial Conditions:

Initially, hydrostatic pressure is set with p0.0 at the top of the

aquifer. The initial temperature is T0.00 C.

Results:

SUTRA results after 225, 450, 900 and 1800 time steps are compared with

the approximate (modified) analytical solution of Gelhar and Collins (1971) in

Figure 6.5. The analytic solution has the same relation to the SUTRA solution

as it does in Figure 6.4 for solute transport. Thus the match is good, and

again the SUTRA result may be more accurate than the approximate analytic

result because of the fine discretization employed.

6.4 Areal Constant-Density Solute Transport

(Example at Rocky Mountain Arsenal)

Physical Set-up:

This example involves a simple representation of ground-water flow and sol-

ute transport at the Rocky Mountain Arsenal, Denver, Colorado, which is based on

the detailed model of the system by Konikow (1977). The simplified representa-
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Figure 6.5
Match of analytical solution for radial energy
transport (modified from Gelhar and Collins (1971)
solid line) with SUTRA solution (dashed line).
Number of elapsed time steps is n.
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tion consists of an areal model of a rectangular alluvial aquifer with a con-

stant transmissivity and two impermeable bedrock outcrops which influence ground-

water flow. (See Figure 6.6.)

Regional flow is generally from the south-east to the north-west where some

discharge occurs at the South Platte River. This is idealized as flow origin-

ating in a constant head region at the top of the rectangle in Figure 6.6, and

discharging to the river at the bottom of the rectangle which also acts as a

specified head region. Three wells pump from the aquifer (at a rate of QOUT

each), and contamination enters the system through a leaking waste isolation

pond (at a rate of QIN, with concentration, C*). The natural background con-

centration of the contaminant is C.

Objectives:

1) To demonstrate the applicability of SUTRA to an areal constant density

solute transport problem; 2) To convert SUTRA input data values so the pressure

results represent heads, and the concentration results are in ppm]; and 3) To

simulate steady-state flow and hypothetical steady-state distributions of the

contaminating solute, both as a conservative solute, and as a solute which under-

goes first order decay, assuming that the contamination source in the idealized

system is at a steady-state.

Simulation Set-up:

The rectangular mesh consists of 16 by 20 elements each of dimension 1000. ft

by 1000. ft, as shown in Figure 6.6. (NN-357, NE-320). Mesh thickness, B, is

the actual aquifer thickness, assumed constant for the idealized model.

One steady-state pressure solution is obtained (ISSFLO-1), and one concen-
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tration solution is obtained. The concentration solution is obtained after a

single time step of 1000. years, which, for all practical purposes, brings the

concentration distribution to a steady-state.

The leaky pond is simulated as an injection of fluid (QIN, C*) at a

single node. Where the impermeable bedrock outcrop occurs, elements are

a--signed a conductivity value one-millionth of the aquifer values. A single

value of constant head is specified along a portion of the top boundary, and a

series of head values is specified along the bottom (river) boundary to

represent changing elevation of the river.

In order to obtain results in terms of hydraulic head and ppmJ, the

following must be specified: p-l.0, 8 - 0.0, 1§-0.0, 1-1.0. Hydraulic con-

ductivities are entered in the permeability input data set. Head values in ftJ

are entered in data sets for pressure. Concentrations in [ppm) are entered in

data sets for mass fraction concentration. Sources and sinks are entered in units

of volume per time.

Parameters:

AL - 500. [ftJ QIN - 1.0 tft 3 /sj

aT 100. ft) C* - 1000. [ppm)

e - 0.2 CO - 10. [ppm)

K - 2.5x10-4 [ft/sj QOUT - 0.2 ft3/sJ
(hydraulic conductivity) (at each of three wells)

B - 40. ft

Boundary Conditions:

No flow occurs across any boundary except where constant head is specified
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at 250. [ft) at the top of the mesh and where constant head is specified as

changing linearly between 17.5 ft] at the bottom left corner, and 57.5 ft at

the bottom right corner of the mesh. Inflow at the top of the mesh is at back-

ground concentration, C10. ppm]. A source is specified at the leaky pond

node, and a sink is specified at each well node.

Initial Conditions:

Initial pressures are arbitrary for steady-state simulation of pressure.

Initial concentration is CO10. [ppm].

Results:

A nearly steady-state solute plume for a conservative solute is obtained

after a 1000 year time step shown in Figure 6.7. For a solute which under-

goes first order decay with decay coefficient, al.lxlO-9 [fs-1 (approxi-

mately a 20 year half-life), the nearly steady plume is shown in Figure 6.8.

Just upstream of the plume envelope is a region in which concentration dips

slightly below background levels. This is due to a numerical problem of

insufficient spatial discretization in a region where the concentration must

change sharply from fresh upstream values to contaminated plume values. Lower

dispersivity values would exacerbate the problem in the upstream region, but

minor upstream oscillations do not affect concentration values within the plume.
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6.5 Density-Dependent Flow and Solute Transport

(Henry (1964) Solution for Sea-Water Intrusion)

Physical Set-up:

This problem involves sea-water intrusion into a confined aquifer studied

in cross-section under steady conditions. Fresh-water recharge inland flows

over salt water in the section and discharges at a vertical sea boundary.

The intrusion problem is non-linear and may be solved by approaching the

steady state gradually with a series of time steps. Initially there is no salt

water in the aquifer, and at time zero, salt water begins to intrude the fresh

water system by moving under the fresh water from the sea boundary. The intru-

sion is caused by the greater density of the salt water.

Dimensions of the problem are selected to make for simple comparison with

the steady-state dimensionless solution of Henry (1964), and with a number of

other published simulation models. A total simulation time of t-100. [mini, is

selected, which is sufficient time for the problem to essentially reach steady

state at the scale simulated.

Simulation Set-up:

The mesh consists of twenty by ten elements, each of size 0.1 (ml by 0.1 (ml,

(NN-231, NE-200). Mesh thickness, B, is 1. [ml. See Figure 6.9. Time steps

are of length 1. [min), and 100 time steps are taken in the simulation. Both

pressure and concentration are solved for on each time step, (NUCYC-NPCYC-1).

A source of fresh water is implemented by employing source nodes at the

left vertical boundary which inject fresh water at rate, QIN, and concentra-

tion, CIN. The right vertical boundary is held at hydrostatic pressure of
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sea water through use of specified pressure nodes. Any water which enters the

section through these nodes has concentration C of sea water (equal to C).

Parameters:

E 0. 35

Cs 0.0357 [kg(dissolved solids
I.. kg(seawater)

P5 - 1025.4kg/m3] - seawater density

ap 700. kg(seawater) 2

AC - 1 0 00 *[(kg dissolved solids-m3

Po 1 looo(kg/m3 

QIN ' 6.6x10-2 1kg/si

(divided among 11 nodes

at left boundary)

k - 1.020408x10 Im )
(based on K-1.OxlO tm/si)

loll - 9.8 [m/s21

aL - T - 00

B - 1.0 [ml

6.6x10-6 [m2isj two

D 18.8571x10-6 [m2/sj ) cases

CIN - 0.0

Boundary Conditions:

No flow occurs across the top and bottom boundaries. A fresh-water source

is set along the left vertical boundary. Specified pressure is set at hydrosta-

tic sea water pressure with (ps-1025. kg/m3 1) along the right vertical

boundary. Any inflowing fluid at this boundary has the concentration, C-0.0357

jkg(dissolved solids)/kg(seawater)), of sea water.

Initial Conditions:

Natural steady pressures are set everywhere in the aquifer based on the

fresh-water inflow, zero concentration everywhere, and the specified pressures

at the sea boundary. These initial conditions are obtained through an extra

initial simulation which calculates steady pressures under these conditions.
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Results:

Henry's solution assumes that dispersion is represented by a constant

large coefficient of diffusion, rather than by velocity-dependent dispersivity.

Two different values of this diffusivity have apparently been used in the lit-

erature by those testing simulators against Henry's solution. The total dis-

persion coefficient of Henry (1964), D, is equivalent to the product of porosity

and molecular diffusivity in SUTRA, DDm.

Henry's results are given for his non-dimensional parameters: E-2.0, bO.1,

az.264 (page C80- Figure 34 in Henry (1964)). In order to match the Henry para-

meters using simulation parameters as listed above, values of D-6.6x10-6 m2/s]

and Dm-18.8571xO-6 m2/s) are required. Some authors, however, have appar-

ently used a value equivalent to D6.6x10-6 m2/s] and D - 2.31x10-6

jm2IsJ, which differs from the Henry parameters by a factor equal to the porosity.

In the previous model solutions compared here, only Huyakorn and Taylor

(1976) have employed the higher value which should match Henry's solution. A

comparison of SUTRA results at tlO. [mini, using the higher value with those

of Huyakorn and Taylor (1976) along the bottom of the section is shown in Figure

6.10. Huyakorn and Taylor's results are for a number of simulation models

based on significantly different numerical methods. SUTRA results are also shown

for the lower diffusivity value. The results of simulations using the higher

diffusivity value compare favorably. Results using the higher value have also

been obtained with the INTERA (1979) finite-difference code at t100. [min),

(with centered-in-space and centered-in-time approximations). These are

compared with SUTRA and the Henry solution for the 0.5 isochlor in Figure

6.11. The models match well but do not compare favorably with the analytic
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solution, which is approximate and may not be as accurate as the numerical

solutions.

For the lower value of diffusivity, D6.6x10-6 [m2/s], (which should

not compare with the Henry result), the SUTRA solution at tOO. min) is com-

pared in Figure 6.12 with that of Pinder and Cooper (1970) (method of charac-

teristics), Segol et. al. (1975) (finite elements), Desai and Contractor (1977)

(finite elements - coarse mesh), and Frind (1982) (finite elements). The match

of the numerical 0.5 isochlor solutions is remarkably good; however, it should

be noted that none of these match the analytical solution.

6.6 Density-Dependent Radial Flow and Energy Transport

(Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage Example)

Physical Set-up:

This is an example of aquifer thermal energy storage. Hot water is in-

jected into an aquifer for storage and later withdrawn and used as an energy

source. The fully penetrating injection wells are emplaced in a well-field

in a hexagonal packing pattern. The wells are at the vertices of contiguous

equilateral triangles with sides of 500. [ml. This gives approximately radial

symmetry to physical processes surrounding an interior well.

Objective:

To simulate the initial injection-withdrawal cycle at an interior well

consisting of 90 days of injection (at QIN) of 60%C water into the aquifer

initially at 200C, and 90 days of withdrawal (at QIN) producing the stored

water. Degradation of recovered fluid temperature should occur due to thermal
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conduction, dispersion, and tipping of the thermal front. The front should

tip as less dense, less viscous hot water rises over colder, denser, and more

viscous formation water.

Simulation Set-up:

The mesh is 30. [ml high with a vertical spacing between nodes of 3.0

[ml. The first column of elements has width Armin 1.0 [ml, and element

width increases with each column by a factor, 1.1593, to a final column of

width, Armax - 35. ml. The outside boundary of the mesh is at rmax

246. [ml. See Figure 6.13. Mesh thickness, B, at any node i, is Bi -

2wri, giving cylindrical symmetry. The number of nodes and elements in the

mesh is given by NN-286, NE-250.

The time step is constant at At - 3.0 [days]. One pressure solution and

one temperature solution is obtained at each time step (NPCYC-NUCYCo1). The

storage coefficient is assumed negligible resulting in a steady flow field at

any time step. Subroutine BCTIME is programmed to control the well rate which

changes after 90 days from fluid injection to fluid withdrawal.

A time-dependent fluid source is specified at the left vertical boundary

(center axis) which injects 60.[°C] water for 90 days and then withdraws ambient

water for 90 days. The right vertical boundary is held at hydrostatic pressure

for water at 20. [0C]. Any inflow at this boundary has a temperature of 20.'C.

Thermally insulated and impermeable conditions are held at the top and bottom

of the mesh.
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Parameters
Cw - 4182. J/kg.0CJ

Ca a 840. J/kg-°C1

Xw - 0.6 J/sem °C

Xa - 3.5 J/s-m.0C

T - 20.°C
0

-p - -0.375 (kg/rM3* 0C]
OT

T* - 60.[ 0C]

QTOT - 200. [kg/S)

(distributed along well)

S -
op

k 1.02 x 10 10 to2) ,

e - 0.35

Po 1000. [kg/ 3]

p . 2650. [kg/l31

i a u(T) (relation (2.5))

I&I * 9.81 ira/a 2 )

aL 4.0 []

aT 1.0 ir]

Boundary Conditions:

Conditions of no flow and thermal insulation are held at all boundaries

except where hydrostatic pressure at T - 20.[°C) is specified at rax. At the

top outside corner of the mesh the pressure is held at zero. A time-dependent

source is specified at r0.0 to represent the injection-withdrawal well.

Initial Conditions:

Hydrostatic pressure is specified initially, with p-0.0 at the top of the

aquifer. The initial temperature is set to T20.1C).

Results:

SUTRA results during injection after 30 days and 90 days are shown in

Figure 6.14 and Figure 6.15. Simulated results during withdrawal are shown in
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Figure 6.14
SUTRA results after 30 days of hot water injection.
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Figure 6.16, Figure 6.17, and Figure 6.18 after 30 days, 60 days, and 90 days

of withdrawal. The thermal transition zone (between hot and cold water) widens

throughout the injection-production cycle, due to both dispersion and heat con-

duction. The top of the transition zone tips away from the well during the entire

cycle, due to the bouyancy of the hotter water. These two effects combine to

cause cooler water to reach the bottom of the withdrawal well much earlier than

if no density differences or dispersion existed. Also, although the same quan-

tity of water has been removed as injected, energy is lost to the aquifer during

the cycle as seen at the end of simulation.

6.7 Constant-Density Unsaturated Flow and Solute Transport

(Example from Warrick, Biggar and Nielsen (1971))

Physical Set-up:

Water containing solute infiltrates an initially unsaturated solute-free

soil for about two hours. Solute-free water continues to infiltrate the soil

after the initial two hours. The moisture front and a slug of solute move

downwards through the soil column under conservative non-reactive constant-

density transport conditions, as described in a field experiment by Warrick,

Biggar, and Nielsen (1971).

Objective

To simulate the transient propagation of the moisture front and solute

slug as they move downwards through the soil column, under conditions of

simulation equivalent to that used by Van Genuchten (1982) to represent the
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SUTRA results after 30 days of pumping, (120 days
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field experiment. The solutions should match the best fine grid - fine time

step simulation results of Van Genuchten (1982) which were obtained with a

number of different finite difference and finite element numerical methodol-

ogies.

Simulati n Set-up:

The mesh consists of a single vertical column of 100 elements oriented

in the direction of gravity, which is 2.0 [ml long and 0.01 [ml wide. The

number of nodes and elements is: NN - 202, NE - 100. Each element is 0.01 ml

wide and 0.02 [ml high. Mesh thickness is unity. The vertical coordinate, x,

is measured downward from the top of the column.

The time step is constant at At - 30. [, and because of the small time

step, only one iteration is done per step. The simulation is carried out for

nine hours of infiltration.

Outputs are obtained once each hour, but are only compared at two hours

and nine hours. There is one pressure solution and one concentration solution

each time step.

Parameters

k - 1.235376xlO6 exp(13.604 S (6.10)r 

Sw 1.52208 - 0.0718947 ln(-p) (6.11a)

for -2892.38 < p -1421.96 [kg/(m s2)]

SW 2.94650 - 0.250632 ln(-p) (6.11b)

for p < -2892.38 [kgf(m 2)

S -0.0 p 1000. [kg/m 1
op

k 4.4558x10 13[m2I 0.0
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e 0. 38 aL - 0.01 [ml

i - 1.0 x 10 [kg/mns 0T 0.0 ml

lII - 9.81 We82

Boundary Conditions

The top boundary representing an infiltration pond, is held fully satur-

ated, SW M 1.0, (water content Sw - 0.38) during the simulation by spec-

ification of pressure at p - -1421.96 [kg/(m-s2)). The bottom boundary is

held at a specified saturation of S - 0.526316, (water content -SW 0 0.20)

by specification of pressure, p - -15616.5 [kg/(m s2)1. No flow occurs across

either side boundary, but flow enters the top boundary due to the pressure spec-

ification. The concentration of inflowing fluid at the top is held at C - 209.

Ime4/liter] until time t 168.0 [min), at which time the concentration of the

inflow drops to C - 0.0 (meq/liter). Note that the concentration units are

arbitrary (need not be mass fractions) because this is a constant density sim-

ulation.

Initial Conditions:

Initially, pressures are set to obtain the following initial distribution

of saturation, shown in Figure 6.19:

{ 0.394737 + 0;219289 x 0.0 x 0.60 [ml (6.12)
SW(xt-O) -

0.526316 0.6 < x 1.25 [ml

Initial concentrations are set to zero.
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Results:

SUTRA results after two hours and nine hours of infiltration are shown

with the finely discretized solutions of Van Genuchten (1982) for saturation

in Figure 6.19, and for concentration in Figure 6.20. The results coincide

almost exactly for both early and late time so only one curve can be shown for

each time. Although the SUTRA results are obtained with a non-iterative solu-

tion and small time steps, similar results may be obtained with longer time

steps and a few iterations per step. The concentration front lags behind the

moisture front as the volume between the concentration front and top boundary

represents the water which has infiltrated. The volume of water between the

moisture front and concentration front represents the initial water in the

medium which has been displaced by the infiltrating water.
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Figure 6.19
Propagation of moisture front for unsaturated flow and
solute transport example. Results of Van Genuchten
(1982) and SUTRA shown in same solid line.
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Figure 6.20
Propagation of solute slug for unsaturated flow and solute
transport example. Results of Van Genuchten (1982) and
SUTRA shown in same solid line.
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Chapter 7

Simulation Setup

7.1 SUTRA Data Requirements

The following is a complete list of data required to setup a simulation

with SUTRA. (1) The information included in the list is the parameter name

used in this report (if it has been mentioned), (2) the parameter units, (3)

the parameter name in the input data list, and (4) a short explanation of the

parameter.

Mesh and coordinate data

x
x

2
fL/s 

2
WLs I

GRAVX

GRAVY

x-component of gravity vector

y-component of gravity vectorg
y

X
i

[LI

INi

NN

[L]

X(I)

Y(I)

NN

IIN(l-4)

IEDGE(1-4)

NE

NPINCH

NBI

x coordinate of node i, for all
nodes in mesh

y coordinate of node i, for all
nodes in mesh

total number of nodes in mesh

counter-clockwise nodal incidence
list in each element

ordered list of pinch nodes in each
element according to Figure 5.5

total number of elements in mesh

total number of pinch nodes in mesh

full band-width of global banded
matrix

NE
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Flow parameters

[M| (L- s2) 1-1

(MI(L-8 2 ) 1-1

[1]

[L 2 I

COMPFL

COMPMA

POR(I)

PHAX( L)

fluid compressibility

solid matrix compressibility

volumetric porosity of solid matrix
at each node

maximum component of permeability in
each element

kminL I1L2 ]

I 01

PMIN( L)

ANGLEX(L)

RHOWO

minimum component of permeability in
each element

angle between kmax and +x-axis in
each element

fluid base densityPO [M/L 3 j

ap I
AU 

[M/L3* CI DRWDU

or

for energy transport: coefficient
of fluid density change with temp-
erature

for solute transport: coefficient
of fluid density change with concen-
tration

[M2/L 3 Ms DRWDU

UO {
[fci URHOWO

or

[Ms/mI

for energy transport: base tempera-
ture for density calculation

for solute transport: base concen-
tration for density calculation

URHOWO

Transport parameters

cLmaxL

aLminL

aTL

aw {

ILI

[LI

[LI

ALMAX (L)

ALMIN (L)

ATAVG (L)

value of longitudinal dispersivity in
direction of max in each element

value of longitudinal dispersivity in
direction of kmin in each element

value of transverse dispersivity in
each element

for energy transport: fluid thermal
conductivity

for solute transport: molecular dif-
fusivity of solute in fluid

[E/(L °C-s))

or

(m2/sl

SIGMAW

SIGMAW
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cw

[E/(L 0C-s) 1

[E/(M-'C)]

(E/(M 0C)1

[M/L 3 ]

SIGMAS

Cw

Cs

RHOS

for energy transport: solid grain
thermal conductivity (equals zero
for solute transport)

for energy transport: fluid specific
heat capacity (equals one for solute
transport)

for energy transport: solid grain
specific heat capacity (not specified
in input data for solute transport)

density of a solid grain in the solid
matrix

C s

Ps

Reaction and production parameters

Linear Sorption Isotherm

X1 t L3/M I CHI1

Freundlich Sorptic

x1 tLf/M I CHI 1

CHI2X2
[II

Langmuir Sorptior

x1 L3fL /MG' CHII1

CHI2

linear distribution coefficient (2.34a)
(X2 is zero for this isotherm)

in Isotherm

Freundlich distribution coefficient (2.35a)

Freundlich coefficient (2.35a)

1 Isotherm

Langmuir distribution coefficient (2.36a)

Langmuir coefficient (2.36a)

Ln

for solute transport: rate of first-
order production of adsorbate mass
in the fluid mass (equals zero for
energy transport)

for solute transport: rate of first
order production of solute mass in
the immobile phase (equals zero for
energy transport)

IL3IMI
f 

Productic

w
Y1

( 8-1I PRODF1

PRODS 19; 1 -1 I
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w {

Tof {

-Y.

[(E/M)/sI

f(M IM)IsI

1 (E/M G)SI

[(M/M G)lSI

PRODFO

PRODFO

PRODSO

PRODSO

for energy transport: zero-order
rate of energy production in the
fluid

for solute transport: zero-order
rate of solute mass production in
the fluid

for energy transport: zero-order
rate of energy production in the
immobile phase

for solute transport: zero-order
rate of adsorbate mass production
in the immobile phase

Boundary conditions and source data

Flow Data - Specified Pressures

NPBC NPBC number of nodes at which pressure is
a specified constant or function of
time

IPBCipu IPBC(IPU)

PBC(IPU)

node number at which pressure is
specified (for all NPBC nodes)

value of specified pressure at node
IPBC (for all NPBC nodes)

PBCipu [M/(L-s )|

(0c1

UBCipu

{ tH Ma/m

UBC(IPU) for energy transport: value of temp-
erature of any fluid which enters
the system at node IPBC

for solute transport: value of
concentration of any fluid which
enters the system at node IPBC

UBC(IPU)

Flow Data - Specified Flows and Fluid Sources

NSOP NSOP number of nodes at which a source
of fluid mass is specified

IQCPiqp IQCP,
IQSOP (IQP)

QINC, QIN(I)

node number at which a fluid source
is specified (for all NSOP nodes)

fluid source rate at source node
IQCP (for all nodes)

[MIS)
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luc' UINC, UIN(I)

INi { or
Ms /MJ

for energy
erature of
the system

for solute
centration
the system

transport: value of temp-
any fluid which enters
at source node IQCP

transport: value of con-
of any fluid which enters
at source node IQCP

UINC, UIN(I)

Energy or Solute Data -

Specified Temperatures or Concentrations

NUBC NUBC number of nodes at which temperature
or concentration is a specified
constant or function of time

node number at which temperature
or concentration is specified (for
all NUBC nodes)

IUBCipu IUBC(IPU)

UBC { [lC] UBC(IPU) for energy transport: value of spec-
ified temperature at node IUBC (for
all NUBC nodes)

for solute transport: value of spec-
ified concentration at node IUBC (for
all NUBC nodes)

IMs Mj UBC(IPU)

Energy or Solute Data -

Diffusive Fluxes of Energy or Solute Mass at Boundaries

NSOU NSOU number of nodes at which a diffusive
energy or solute mass flux (source)
is specified

IQCU IQCU,
IQSOU(IQU)

1E/si

7INi

[H/si[ 59/ 

node number at which a flux (source)
is specified (for all NSOU nodes)

for energy transport: energy flux
(source) rate at node IQCU (for all
NSOU nodes)

QUIN(I)

QUIN(I) for solute transport:
flux (source) rate at
all NSOU nodes)

solute mass
node IQCU (for

Initial conditions

to0

Pi(tint0)

[s2

[H/(L-s )J

TSTART starting time for simulation clock

initial pressure at all nodes in meshPVEC(II)
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r

U (t[t /M)
i. 01 [MINI/m

UVEC(II)

UVEC(II)

for energy transport: initial temp-
erature at all NN nodes in the mesh
for solute transport: initial con-
centration at all NN nodes in the
mesh

Numerical and temporal control data

Vi

UP

[Ls]

(11

[SI

[SI

GNU

UP

DELT

TMAX

ITMAX

ITCYC

DTMULT

DTMAX

NPCYC

NUCYC

ITRMAX

specified pressure boundary condition
'conductance' factor (4.64)

fractional upstream weight for asym-
metric weighting functions (4.23) (4.24)

initial time step

maximum allowed simulation time

maximum allowed number of time steps
in a simulation

time step change cycle

multiplier for time step change cycle

maximum time step size allowed when
using multiplier

time steps in pressure solution cycle

time steps in temperature or concen-
tration solution cycle

maximum number of iterations for non-
linearities per time step

pressure convergence criterion for
iterations

NPCYC

NUCYC

{
[M/(L-s ) 

[MS /ml

RPMAX

RUMAX

RUMAX

for energy transport:
convergence criterion

for solute transport:
convergence criterion

temperature

concentration

Data for options

IREAD

ISTORE

I +1 new simulation - cold start
-1 restart simulation - warm start

{ 1 store simulation results for
later restart

= 0 do not store results
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Simulation mode options

SIMULA - "SUTRA ENERGY TRANSPORT"

- "SUTRA SOLUTE TRANSPORT"

IUNSAT J - 1 allow unsaturated flow

- 0 saturated flow only

ISSFLO - 1 steady-state flow

- transient flow and transport

ISSTRA s{- I steady-state flow and transport

- 0 transient transport

Velocity Output Option

KVEL 4 - 1 output fluid velocity at element
centroids

- no velocity output

Printer Plot Output Option

KPLOTP - output of pressure

- O no pressure plots

KPLOTU - I output plots of temperature
or concentration

0 no plots of temperature or
concentration

IDIREC i - +1 plot across page (small)

- -1 plot along page (large)

NLINPI number of printer lines per inch
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NCHAPI

NCHAPL

PBASE

UBASE

Observation

NOBS

NTOBS

NOBCYC

INOB(I)

number of printer characters per inch

number of printer characters per line

value for scaling plotted pressures

value for scaling plotted temperatures
or concentrations

Option

number of nodes at which pressure
and temperature or concentration
will be observed (zero cancels the
option)

maximum number of observation time
steps

observations are made every NOBCYC
time steps

observation node numbers

Budget Option

KBUDG

Output Cc

KNODAL

KELMNT

KINCID

NPRINT

{ - 1 output fluid mass and energy or
solute mass budgets

- no budgets

ontrols

I output nodewise input data

O cancel output{ 1 output elementwise input data

O cancel output{ l output incidence lists
0 cancel output

results are output every NPRINT
time steps
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7.2 Discretization Rules-of-Thumb

Proper discretization in space and time is the vital factor in obtaining

accurate simulation of the physics of flow and transport with a numerical model

such as SUTRA. Adequate discretization is vital for two reasons: 1) The

ability of a model to represent the variations in system parameters and to

simulate complex processes depends on the fineness of discretization. 2) The

accuracy and stability of the numerical methods used to represent system

processes, in particular, transport, depends on the spatial and temporal

discretization. This section describes some general guidelines for designing

adequate discretization for simulation with SUTRA.

A 'sufficiently good' discretization allows for accurate simulation of the

processes and parameter variations at the scale of interest, and thus the

goodness of a discretization is a relative rather than absolute factor. A better

discretization is always obtained by making existing discretization finer, but

the finer the discretizations are, the more computationally expensive the simu-

lations become.

Relative to a certain adequate level of fineness, even finer discretizations

do not practically improve the accuracy of simulation. In contrast, discretiza-

tion that is too coarse may completely obscure parameter variations and processes

of interest in a simulation, and give highly inaccurate results. Unfortunately,

simulation results based on inadequate discretization may appear to be a reasonably

good representation of flow and transport physics in a particular system. The

only way to explicitly check for inadequate discretization of a system is to simu-

late with a discretization that is assumed to be adequate and then with a signi-

ficantly finer discretization and compare results. If there are no telling dif-
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ferences in the results, then the coarser simulation indeed has been adequately

discretized.

Some general guidelines for obtaining adequate discretization, both for

parameter representation and for accuracy and stability of numerical methods

are given below.

1) Nodes are required where boundary conditions and sources are specified.

Should accurate simulation of processes near these specified points be required,

then a finer mesh is needed in these areas.

2) A finer mesh is required where parameters vary faster in space. This

is often the case near sources or boundary conditions specifying inflows of

fluid, solute or energy. The fineness required is that which makes the nodewise,

cellwise, or elementwise discretization of the parameter values a good represen-

tation of the actual distributions. When a parameter distribution is known a

priori, then this discretization is straightforward. However, when the parameter

distribution depends on the simulation results then judgement must be exercised

in discretization, and the result may be tested by experiment with various dis-

cretizations.

It is important to recognize that each node or element does not alone rep-

resent a physical entity in an aquifer system. This is demonstrated in the

following example which shows that one layer of elements is not a good repre-

sentation in cross section of a semi-confining layer or aquifer unit. Although

permeability is specified elementwise and the permeability of two aquifer units

separated by confining layer, viewed in cross-section, is clearly represented

visually by three layers of elements, the numerical model does not 'see' three
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distinct layers of permeability. Each node at the boundary of these layers

experiences some average of the two permeabilities rather than either one.

Thus, no node in the system experiences the assigned low permeability of con-

fining layer, and the three-layer discretization is inadequate. More layers of

elements are required in each unit to obtain adequate discretization although

the model always experiences an average permeability in the elements making up

the boundaries of the units. Further refinement of discretization would be re-

quired to represent the pressure distribution should accurate simulation of

sharply-varying pressures across the confining layer be required.

Discretization of the spatial distribution of transport variables, con-

centration or temperature, often is that which requires the finest mesh. The

spatial distributions of these variables often include a 'front' at which the

concentration or temperature changes sharply from high values on one side to

low values on the other side. A rule-of-thumb is that at least five elements

should divide the front in order to guarantee that the simulated front width

arises from simulated physical processes rather than from spreading due to

inadequate discretization. When such fronts travel with the flow across a mesh

during simulation, then the mesh must be designed fine enough to adequately

represent the front at all points along its path. In regions external to the

front path, coarser discretization is usually adequate, and an expanding mesh

or pinch nodes may be used to design the discretization in this region.

3) The spatial stability of the numerical approximation of the unified

transport equation (2.52) depends on the value of a mesh Peclet number, Pem,

given by:
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eS lvi ALL

Pem [Cww L IVI) + ( e)a (7-1)

where AL is the local distance between element sides along a streamline of

flow. Spatial instability appears as one or more oscillations in concentration

or temperature. Stability is guaranteed in all cases when Pe 5 2, which gives

a criterion for choosing a maximum allowable element dimension, ALL, along the

local flow direction. This criterion significantly affects discretization.

Spatial stability is usually obtained with SUTRA when

Pe 4 (7.2)

m

which gives a less-stringent criterion. Mesh design according to the criterion

is critical when concentrations or temperatures change significantly along

streamlines, such as when a front is propagated in the direction of flow. When

concentrations or temperatures exhibit small changes along streamlines, then

the criterion, (7.2) may safely be violated, even by a few orders of magnitude,

without inducing spatial instability. An example of this may be cross-sectional

simulation of an aquifer containing fresh water and salt water. In such a case,

flow often is directed parallel to the front between fresh water and salt water,

allowing use of discretization with large mesh Peclet numbers.

In the typical case of solute or energy transport with longitudinal dis-

persion primarily due to longitudinal mixing, the mesh Peclet number becomes:

Pe a (7.3)
m AL

A discretization rule-of-thumb for simulation with SUTRA which guarantees

spatial stability in most cases is:

ALL S 4aL (7.4)
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While (7.4) deals with adequate discretization for numerical stability it

may be interpreted from another point of view. Taken in combination with the

considerations of guideline (2) requiring at least five elements across a front,

(7.4) implies that a minimum front width which may be simulated when the mesh is

designed according to ALL 4aL is 20x L Thus for early times following onset

of localized energy or solute source, the sharp front that should result may be

simulated inaccurately as its width is less than 20aL

4) Discretization for transverse dispersion also may be related to dis-

persivity. Although an exact guideline is not given, the object of transverse

discretization is to make the local element dimension perpendicular to a stream-

line small relative to the total transverse dispersivity:

ALT <c *-L [ea + (CsCr +0 o] (7.5)
T T l V I w w a E)O]

where ALT is the local element dimension transverse to the flow direction. In

the case where the transverse mixing rather than diffusion dominates the trans-

verse dispersion an adequate but stringent rule-of-thumb may be, ALT < 10aTv

although simulation results should be compared for various transverse discreti-

zations.

5) Radial/cylindrical meshes with a well require very fine discretization

near the center axis to accommodate the sharply curving pressure distribution.

The radial element dimensions may increase outward and become constant at, for

example, a size of 4 .
L
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6) Unsaturated flow simulation requires at least as fine discretization as

does transport. Spatial instability appears as an oscillation in saturation

values. Unsaturated flow parameters may vary sharply in space, especially dur-

ing wetting events. A rule-of-thumb is to design the mesh to have at least five

elements across a saturation front.

7) Discretization in time is done by choosing the size of time steps. Actual

time step sizes may be as large as possible while providing adequate discretization

of parameter changes in time. As with spatial discretization, the adequacy of a

temporal discretization may be tested only by comparing results of simulations car-

ried out with different time step sizes.

For saturated flow simulation, temporal discretization begins with fine time

steps which may become significantly larger as the system response slows. The

time-step multiplier feature is provided in SUTRA input data to allow this type

of temporal discretization.

For unsaturated flow simulation with SUTRA, temporal discretization must be

fine enough to keep saturation changes at each node to be small over any time

step. A rule-of-thumb is that over a time step, the maximum saturation change

is about 0.1.

For transport simulation, temporal changes in concentration or temperature

at a point in space are often due to the movement of fronts with the fluid flow.

Therefore, adequate discretization of these parameters in time is often related

to both fluid velocity and spatial gradients in the parameters. The higher the

longitudinal spatial gradient and fluid velocity, the smaller the time step re-

quired for adequate temporal discretization. A general guideline is that rela-

tively sharp fronts require time discretization which allows them to move only
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a fraction of an element per time step. Broad fronts with low gradient in con-

centration or temperature have adequate temporal discretization when time steps

are chosen to move the front one or more elements per step.

Usually a constant time step size is chosen for transport simulation when

flow velocities remain relatively constant during a simulation. For saturated

flow and transport, if adequate temporal pressure discretization would allow

larger time steps than the temporal transport discretization, then a pressure

solution may be done only every n time steps for transport. For example, if

the adequate pressure time step is ten times that of transport, then SUTRA input

data requires the specification: NPCYC - 10, NUCYC - 1.

7.3 Program Dimensions

All vector and array dimensions in the SUTRA computer code which may vary

between simulations are combined for user convenience in three large arrays, RM,

RV, and IMV. These arrays are dimensioned by the user in the main routine for

SUTRA. No other arrays need be dimensioned. RM contains all of the real

matrices in the code, RV contains all of the real vectors, and IV contains

all of the integer matrices and vectors. The dimensions required for these

arrays, RMDIM, RVDIM, and IMVDIM, must be specified in the main program to values

greater than or equal to those required. The required values are given by

relations similar to:

RMDIM 2(NN)(NBI) (7.6)
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RVDIM - (NNV)(NN) + (NEV+8)(NE) + (NBCN)3 (7.7)

+ (NOBS+1)(NTOBS+2)2 + NTOBS + 5

IMVDIM (NE)8 + NN + (NPINCH)3 + NSOP + NSOU (7.8)

+ NBCN)2 + NOBS + NTOBS + 12

and

NN - number of nodes

NE number of elements

NBI - full band width of matrix

NSOP number of fluid source nodes

NSOU number of solute or energy source nodes

NPBC number of specified pressure nodes

NUBC number of specified U nodes

NBCN NPBC + NUBC

NPINCH number of pinch nodes

NOBS number of observation nodes

NIOBS number of observation time steps (max)

NNV number of vectors NN long - approx. 30 (fixed)

NEV C number of vectors NE long = approx. 10 (fixed)

The actual relations and values are listed in the main routine and should be

checked there for the most recent SUTRA model version. These dimensions may

be greater than but not less than the values given by the relations equivalent

to (7.6), (7.7) and (7.8) in the main routine.
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7.4 Input and Output Files

The SUTRA computer code requires three or four files to be assigned on the

computer in order to run simulations. Two of these are input files and one or

two of these are output files.

INPUT FILES:

UNIT-5 A file must be assigned as fortran-unit-5 which contains SUTRA input

data for UNIT-5. This file contains all of the data necessary for

simulation except initial conditions.

UNIT-55 A file must be assigned as fortran-unit-55 which contains SUTRA input

data for UNIT-55. This file contains initial conditions of pressure

and concentration or temperature for the simulation to be done.

OUTPUT FILES:

UNIT-6 A file must be assigned as fortran-unit-6 on which printed output

of the simulation will be placed.

UNIT-66 An optional output file must be assigned as fortran-unit-66 if

the option to save the solution of the most recently completed time

step for later restart is chosen in UNIT-5 when (ISTORE - 1). Data

will be written to this file in a format equivalent to UNIT-55 data

so that this file may later be used as UNIT-55.

The data lists and formats for the input files are given in section 7.7,

"SUTRA Input Data List."
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7.5 User-Supplied Programming

When SUTRA is used for simulation of systems with unsaturated flow, then

the user must code the desired unsaturated flow functions in subroutine UNSAT.

When SUTRA simulation includes time-dependent boundary conditions or sources,

then the desired temporal variations must be coded by the user in subroutine

BCTIHE.

Subroutine UNSAT

The general operation of this subroutine is described in section 5.7,

"Program Structure." Given a single value of pressure, UNSAT must provide val-

ues of S, (aSw/ap), and kr. UNSAT consists of three sections. The user must

supply code in each of these sections. An example using the unsaturated flow

functions (2.8), (2.11), and (2.21a) and (2.21b) is given in the listing of

Subroutine UNSAT in APPENDIX A, "SUTRA Program Listing."

The first section requires specification of saturation, S, as a function

of pressure, p. The second section requires specification of the derivative of

saturation with respect to pressure, p, or saturation, S. The third section

requires specification of the relative permeability, kr, as a function of

either saturation, SWV or pressure, p. The pressure value which is passed to

UNSAT is the projected value, the most recent iterate or the newly obtained

solution. The values are either at Gauss points or at nodes.

Any convenient programming algorithm may be used to implement these functions

in UNSAT. Some possibilities are: use of explicit expressions, as in the example;

use of data statements; use of logical statements to give piecewise continuous
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functions; or use of READ statements to input new data to the functions from either

UNIT-S or a new data file. Sometimes functions with entry pre sure or residual

saturation require that functions used be switched when passing by these values.

Logical statements which check Sw or p values may be used to switch to other

functions or to constant values, as required.

Subroutine BCTIME

The general operation of this subroutine is described in section 5.7,

"Program Structure." At the beginning of each time step, BCTIME must provide:

values of all specified time-varying pressure values and temperature or concen-

tration values of fluid inflow at these nodes; values of specified time-varying

temperature or concentration; values of specified time-varying fluid sources

(or sinks) and temperatures or concentrations of these flows if they are inflows;

and values of time of time-varying energy or solute mass sources (or sinks).

BCTIME consists of four sections, each dealing with one of the above types of

specification. The user must supply code in the section (or sections) of BCTIME

which specifies the particular type of time-varying boundary condition or source

desired.

The first section is used for specifying either time variation of pressure,

or time variation of the temperature or concentration of any fluid which enters

the system at a point of specified pressure, or both. The coding must be entered

within a loop which checks all NPBC specified pressure nodes for the time-variability

flag. This flag is a negative node number in the list of specified pressure nodes

IPBC(IP). The counter for the list is IP. When the loop finds that the Ipth

node number, IPBC(IP), is negative, then the actual node number is given by I -

-IPBC(IP). In this case, the user must supply code which specifies a value
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appropriate for the current time step, for both PBC(IP), which is the specified

pressure for the Ipth specified pressure node (node I), and for UBC(IP), which

is the specified temperature or concentration of any inflow at the Ipth speci-

fied pressure node (node I). The loop skips over the positive node numbers in

the list IPBC(IP).

The second section is used for specifying time variation of temperature or

concentration. The coding must be entered within a loop which checks all NUBC

specified temperature or concentration (U) nodes for the time-variability flag.

This flag is a negative node number in the list of specified U nodes, IUBC(IU).

The list begins in the (NPBC + )th element of IUBC as shown in the description

of subroutine BOUND in section 5.7, "Program Structure." The first NPBC elements

of IUBC are blank. The counter for the list is IU. If the loop finds that the

lUth node number, IUBC(NPBC + IU), is negative, then the actual node number is

given by I -IUBC(NPBC + IU). In this case, the user must supply code which

specifies a value, appropriate for the current time step, for BC(NPBC + IU),

which is the specified temperature or concentration for the Uth specified U

node (node I). The loop skips over node numbers, IUBC(NPBC + IU), which are

positive.

The third section is used for specifying time variation of either fluid

sources (or sinks), temperature or concentration of inflowing fluid at sources,

or both. The coding must be entered within a loop which checks all NSOP fluid

source nodes for the time-variability flag. This flag is a negative node number

in the list of fluid source nodes, IQSOP(IQP). The counter for the list is IQP.

If the loop finds that the IQpth node number IQSOP(IQP), is negative, then

the actual node number is given by I - -IQSOP(IQP). In this case, the user must

supply code which specifies a value appropriate for the current time step, for
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both QIN(I), which is the specified fluid source for node I (the IQPth speci-

fied fluid source node), and for UIN(I), which is the temperature or concentra-

tion of inflowing fluid at node I. The loop skips over node numbers in the list,

IQSOP(IQP), which are positive.

The fourth section is used for specifying time variation of energy or

solute mass sources. The coding must be entered within a loop which checks all

NSOU specified energy or solute mass source nodes for the time-variability flag.

This flag is a negative node number in the list of specified energy or solute

mass source nodes, IQSOU(IQU). The counter for the list is IQU. If the loop

finds that the IQUth node number, IQSOU(IQU), is negative, then the actual

node number is given by I - -IQSOU(IQU). In this case, the user must supply

code which specifies a value appropriate for the current time step, for QUIN(I),

which is the specified energy or solute mass source for node I (the IQUth

specified energy or solute mass source node). The loop skips over the positive

node numbers in the list, IQSOU(IQU).

The current time at the end of the present time step in seconds, TSEC, and

in other time units is available for use in specifying time variations. Any

convenient programming algorithm may be used to implement the time-variations

in BCTIME. Some possibilities are: use of expressions as explicit functions of

time such as, for example, a sine function to represent tidal pressure variations;

use of data statements and new arrays explicitly dimensioned in BCTIME; use of

logical statements to give stepped or piecewise continuous functions; or use of

READ statements to input the time-varying values directly from SUTRA UNIT-5 or

a new data file. If different functions or values are to be specified at various

nodes, then the user must also supply code to distinguish which functions apply

to which specified node numbers.
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7.6 Modes and Options

Simulation modes

SUTRA may simulate flow and transport in three temporal modes for either

energy or solute transport. The modes are: (1) transient flow and transport,

(2) steady flow with transient transport, and (3) steady flow and steady trans-

port, where mode (1) is the most computationally expensive and mode (3), the

least expensive. Modes (2) and (3) are not applicable to all problems. The

classes of problems amenable to solution by each node is given below.

(1) Transient Flow and Transient Transport

Allows for simulation of any physical problem which SUTRA deals

with: either saturated or unsaturated flow or both; variable

fluid density and viscosity; any sorption isotherm; energy or

solute transport.

(2) Steady-State Flow and Transient Transport

Allows for simulation of a restricted class of SUTRA problems:

saturated flow only; constant fluid density and viscosity; any

sorption isotherm; energy transport with only small variations

in temperature, or solute transport.

(3) Steady-State Flow and Steady-State Transport

Allows for simulation of the most restricted class of SUTRA prob-

lems: saturated flow only; constant fluid density and viscosity;

linear sorption isotherm only; energy transport with only small

variations in temperature, or solute transport.
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These modes are specified in UNIT-5 input data by the values of ISSFLO,

ISSTRA, and SIMULA.

Output options

A number of output options are available which help to interpret SUTRA

simulation results. These are: (1) printer plots, (2) velocity output, (3)

budget output, and (4) observation node output. The first three options require

some extra computations and should be used only when necessary, as the extra

calculations are done for each printed output.

(1) Printer Plots

Plots are available which are printed on each time step on which

there is output. The plot is a map of three-digit pressures,

temperatures or concentrations at the nodes which may be contoured

by hand for an initial view of simulation results. Either a pres-

sure plot or temperature (concentration) plot is output, or both on

each time step with output. The plot consists of three significant

figures of the pressure or temperature (or concentration) value at

each node printed approximately at the nodal location in a map scaled

to the printer paper. The map may be oriented either across the output

page for a small plot, or along the page for a large plot. -A plot of

the locations of node numbers is provided with the input data print-out.

Unfortunately, when some nodes in the mesh are grouped closely relative

to the others, the printed three digits at clustered nodes may overlap

and obscure the values. This typically occurs near the center axis for
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meshes in cylindrical coordinates. 
Use of the large plot may separate

the values but the plot size can become 
unwieldy. Computer graphics con-

touring must then be employed, and is clearly more convenient than hand-

contoured printer plots when available.

(2) Velocity Output

An output of fluid velocity is available, 
the information in which

may be used to plot velocity vectors everywhere 
in the simulated

spatial region with computer graphics 
software supplied by the user.

These velocities are calculated and output 
on each time step that a

pressure solution is output. One velocity is calculated in each

finite element, at the location of the element centroid, 
as described

in section 5.5, "Velocity Calculation 
for Output." Velocity output

occurs in two groups of values: first, the magnitude of the velocity

vector at each element centroid, and 
second, the angle measured (with

a counter-clockwise positive value) from 
the positive x-axis to the

velocity vector direction. Note that velocity values are lagged 
one

time step if a non-iterative solution 
is used. (In this case, they are

calculated not with the new pressure solution, 
but with the solution of

the previous time step and with fluid 
density values of the step before

that. This keeps the velocity calculations consistent 
in time.) This

option is controlled by UNIT-5 parameter, 
KVEL.

(3) Budget Output

A fluid mass and energy or solute mass 
budget output is available as

an aid in tracking the simulated behavior 
of a system. The budget is

not a check on numerical accuracy of the 
model as the calculations

involved in determining the budget are 
less accurate than the calcula-
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tions used to carry out the SUTRA simulation. The budget is output on

each time step with printer output, and tallies total system changes in

fluid mass, and energy or solute mass for the time step. Besides the

totals of these quantities for the entire simulated region, the budget

lists time step total gains or losses in these quantities at each spec-

ified pressure node, fluid source node, and energy or solute mass source

node in the mesh. More information about the budget calculations is

given in section 5.6, "Budget Calculations." The option is controlled

by UNIT-5 parameter, KBUDG.

(4) Observation Node Output

An observation node output is available which observes pressure and

temperature or concentration at particular nodes in the system during

the simulation, and outputs the observations in table form after the

last time step of the simulation has been completed. For each observed

node, the table consists of three columns of numbers: the time of the

observation, the observed pressure value, and the observed temperature

or concentration value. Any number of observation nodes (NOBS) may be

chosen, and observations may be requested every NOBCYC time steps.
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7.7 SUTRA Input Data List

List of Input Data for UNIT 5

Model Series: SUTRA
Model Version: V1284-2D

Note that three arrays in the main routine of the code need to be
dimensioned. The procedure for choosing dimensions is listed in the
main routine itself, near the place where the dimensions need be
specified.

DATASET 1: Input Data Heading (one card)

Variable Format Description

SIMULA 2A6 For energy transport simulation, write
"SUTRA ENERGY TRANSPORT".
For solute transport simulation, write
"SUTRA SOLUTE TRANSPORT".

The rest of the card is not used by SUTRA and
may either be left blank or may be used to note
an additional label for this UNIT 5 data list.
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DATASET 2: Output Heading

Variable Format

TITLEl 80A1

TITLE2 80A1

(two cards)

Description

First line of a heading for the input data
set.

Second line of heading for the input data
set.

These two lines are printed as a heading
on SUTRA output.
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DATASET 3: Simulation Control Numbers (one card)

Variable Format Description

NN 15 Exact number of nodes in finite element
mesh.

NE I5 Exact number of elements in finite element
mesh.

NBI I5 Full bandwidth of global banded matrix. NBI
is equal to one plus twice maximum difference
in node numbers in the element containing the
largest node number difference in the mesh.
This number is critical to computational
efficiency, and should be minimized by
careful numbering of the nodes (see Figure 7.1).
Setting NBI too small causes SUTRA to automa-
tically print out the correct value and stop.

NPINCH 15 Exact number of pinch nodes in the finite
element mesh.

NPBC 15 Exact number of nodes at which pressure is a
specified constant value or function of time.

NUBC 15 Exact number of nodes at which temperature or
concentration is a specified constant value or
function of time.

NSOP 15 Exact number of nodes at which a fluid
source/sink is a specified constant value
or function of time.

NSOU I5 Exact number of nodes at which an energy or
solute mass source/sink is a specified constant
value or function of time.

NOBS I5 Exact number of nodes at which observations will
be made. Set to zero for no observations.

NTOBS 15 Maximum number of time steps on which observations
will be made. This depends on both the number of
time steps in the simulation (DATASET 6), and on
the frequency of observations (DATASET 21). NTOBS
may be set to a value greater than that needed.
Set to zero for no observations.
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Figure 7.1
Minimization of band width by careful numbering of nodes.
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DATASET 4: Simulation Mode Options (one card)

Variable Format Description

IUNSAT I5 Set to +1 to allow simulation of unsaturated and
saturated flow. Set to 0 to allow simulation of
only saturated flow. When unsaturated flow is
allowed (IUNSAT - 1) then the unsaturated flow
functions must be programmed by the user in
Subroutine UNSAT.

ISSFLO I5 Set to 0 for simulation with TRANSIENT
groundwater flow. Set to +1 for simulation
with STEADY-STATE groundwater flow. If
fluid density is to change with time, then
TRANSIENT flow must be selected.

ISSTRA 15 Set to 0 for simulation with TRANSIENT solute or
energy transport. Set to-+ for simulation of
STEADY-STATE transport. Note that steady-state
transport requires a steady-state flow field.
So, if ISSTRA - +1, then, also set ISSFLO +1

IREAD I5 To read initial condition data (UNIT 55)
for cold start (first time step of a
simulation), set to +1. To read initial
condition data (UNIT 55) for simulation
restart (to read data which has previously
been stored by SUTRA on UNIT 66), set to -1.

ISTORE I5 To store results of most recently completed
time step on UNIT 66 for later use as initial
conditions on a restart, set to + 1. To cancel
storage, set to 0. This option is recommended
as a backup for storage of results of intermediate
time steps during long simulations. Should the
execution halt unexpectedly, it may be restarted .
with initial conditions consisting of results of
the last successfully completed time step stored
on UNIT 66.
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DATASET 5: Numerical Control Parameters (one card)

Variable Format Description

UP G10.0 Fractional upstream weight for
stabilization of oscillations in results
due to highly advective transport or
unsaturated flow. UP may be given
any value from 0.0 to +1.0. UP - 0.0
implies no upstream weighting (Galerkin
method). UP - 0.5 implies 50% upstream
weighting. UP - 1.0 implies full (100%)
upstream weighting. Recommended value
is zero.

Warning: upstream weighting increases the
local effective longitudinal dispersivity
of the simulation by approximately
(UP-(AL)/2) where AL is the local distance
between element sides along the direction
of flow. Note that the amount of this in-
crease varies from place to place depending
on flow direction and element size. Thus a
non-zero value for UP actually changes the
value of longitudinal dispersivity used by
the simulation, and also broadens otherwise
sharp saturation fronts.

GNU G15.0 Pressure boundary condition, 'conductance'.
A high value causes SUTRA simulated pressure
and specified pressure values at specified
pressure nodes to be equal in all signifi-
cant figures. A low value causes simulated
pressures to deviate significantly from
specified values. The ideal value of
GNU causes simulated and specified pres-
sures to match in the largest six or seven
significant figures only, and deviate in
the rest. Trial-and-error is required to
determine an ideal GNU value for a given
simulation by comparing specified pressures
with those calculated at the appropriate
nodes for different values of GNU. An
initial guess of 0.01 is suggested.
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DATASET 6: Temporal Control and Solution Cycling Data (one card)

Variable Format Description

ITMAX I5 Maximum allowed number of time steps in
simulation.

DELT G15.0 Duration of initial time step. tsj

TMAX G15.0 Maximum allowed simulation time. (s]
SUTRA time units are always in seconds.
Other time measures are related as follows:

(min] - 60. (sk
[h) - 60. min]
(dd - 24. hI
[week) - 7. [d]
(mol - 30.4375 di

[yr) - 365.250 [d]

ITCYC I10 Number of time steps in time step change
cycle. A new time step size is begun at
time steps numbered: + n (ITCYC).

DTMULT G10.0 Multiplier for time step change cycle.
New time step size is: (DELT)(DTMULT).

DTMAX G15.0 Maximum allowed size of time step when using
time step multiplier. Time step size is not
allowed to increase above this value.

NPCYC 15 Number of time steps in pressure
solution cycle. Pressure is solved
on time steps numbered: n(NPCYC),
as well as on initial time step.

Either
NPCYC or

NUCYC I5 Number of time step in temperature/ NUCYC
concentration solution cycle. must be
Transport equation is solved on set to 1-.
time steps numbered: n(NUCYC) as
well as on initial time step.
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DATASET 7: Output Controls and Options (one card)

Variable Format Description

NPRINT 15 Printed output is produced on time steps
numbered: n(NPRINT), as well as on first
and last time step.

KNODAL 15 A value of 0 cancels printout of node
coordinates, nodewise element thicknesses,
and nodewise porosities. Set to +1 for
full printout.

KELMNT 15 A value of 0 cancels printout of element-
wise permeabilities and elementwise dis-
persivities.
Set to +1 for full printout.

KINCID 15 A value of 0 cancels printout of node
incidences and pinch node incidences in
elements. Set to +1 for full printout.

KPLOTP 15 Set to a value of +1 for contourable
printer plot of pressures at all nodes
in mesh. Set to 0 to cancel pressure
plot.

KPLOTU I5 Set to a value of +1 for contourable
printer plot of concentrations or
temperatures at all nodes in mesh.
Set to 0 to cancel plot.

KVEL I5 Set to a value of +1 to calculate and
print fluid velocities at element centroids
each time printed output is produced. Note
that for non-steady state flow, velocities
are based on results and pressures of the
previous time step or iteration and not -on
the newest values.
Set to 0 to cancel option.

KBUDG 15 Set to a value of +1 to calculate and print
a fluid mass budget and energy or solute
mass budget each time printed output is
produced.
A value of 0 cancels the option.
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DATASET 8: Iteration Controls (one card)

Variable Format Description

ITRMAX I10 Maximum number of iterations allowed per
time step to resolve non-linearities.
Set to a value of +1 for non-iterative
solution. Non-iterative solution may
be used for saturated aquifers when density
variability of the fluid is small, or for
unsaturated aquifers when time steps are chosen
to be small

RPMAX 010.0 Absolute iteration convergence criterion
for pressure solution. Pressure solution
has converged when largest pressure change
from the previous iteration's solution of
any node in mesh is less then RPMAX. May
be left blank for non-iterative solution.

RUMAX G10.0 Absolute iteration convergence criterion
for transport solution. Transport solution
has converged when largest concentration
on temperature change from the previous
iteration's solution of any node in mesh
is less than RUMAX. May be left blank
for non-iterative solution.
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DATASET 9: Fluid Properties (one card)

Variable Format Description

COMPFL G10.0 Fluid compressibility, Ba(l/p)(ap/ap).
IM/(Ls2) 1-1. Note, specific pressure
storativity is: SOP . (-e) + o

CW G1O.O Fluid specific heat, c. IE/(M UC)1
(May be left blank for solute transport
simulation.)

SIGMAW G10.0 Fluid diffusivity, ow.
For energy transport represents fluid
thermal conductivity, II(L 'C s)f.
For solute transport represents molecular
diffusivity of solute in pure fluid.
IL 2 Isi.

RHOWO G10.0 Density of fluid at base concentration or
temperature. IM/L 3 .

URHOW0 G1O.0 Base value of solute concentration (as mass
fraction) or temperature of fluid at which
base fluid density. RHOWO is specified.
IM./MI or I'CM

DRWDU GlO.O Fluid coefficient of density change with
concentration (fraction) or temperature:
P RH0W + DRWDU (U-URHOW0).
IM/(L 3 -M,)i or JM/(L 3 .,C))

VISCO G10.0 For solute transport: fluid viscosity, i,
IM/L sl. For energy transport. this value
is a scale factor. It multiplies the vis-
cosity which is calculated internally in
units of lkg/m sl. VISCO may be used for
energy transport to convert units of
Ikglm sl to desired units of viscosity.
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DATASET 10: Solid Matrix Properties (one card)

Variable Format Description

COMPMA GO.0 Solid matrix compressibility, aS(1-c)- aap.
[MI(L-s 2 )V-1

CS G10.0 Solid grain specific heat, c. [E/(M0C)]
(May be left blank for solute transport
simulation.)

SIGMAS G10.0 Solid grain diffusivity, a.
For energy transport represents thermal
conductivity of a solid grain. Ej(L-0C s)j
(May be left blank for solute transport
simulation.)

RHOS G10.0 Density of a solid grain, P.. [M/L31
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DATASET 11: Adsorption Parameters (one card)

Variable Format Description

ADSMOD A10 For no sorption or for energy trans-
port simulation write "NONE" beginning in
column one, and leave rest of card blank.

For linear sorption model, write
"LINEAR" beginning in column one.

For Freundlich sorption model write
t FREUNDLICH" beginning in column one.

For Langmuir sorption model write
"LANGMUIR" beginning in column one.

CHII G10.0 Value of linear, Freundlich or
Langmuir distribution coefficient,
depending on sorption model chosen
as ADSMOD, X1. ILIMGi.

CHI2 G10.0 Value of Freundlich or Langmuir
coefficient, depending on sorption
model chosen as ADSMOD.
Leave blank for linear sorption.
X2. Ill for Freundlich.
(L?/M.1 for Langmuir.
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DATASET 12: Production of Energy or Solute Mass (one card)

Variable Format Description

PRODFO G10.0 Zero-order rate of production in the fluid
to. t(EfM)/sl for energy production,
t(M./M)/sj for solute mass production.

PRODSO G10.0 Zero-order rate of production in the immobile
phase, y. (E/MG)Is) for energy
production, (Me/Mo)/sI for adsorbate mass
production.

PRODF1 010.0 First-order rate of solute mass production in
-1the fluid, tw. fs j)

Leave blank for energy transport.

PRODS1 G10.0 First-order rate of adsorbaty mass production in
the immobile phase, h-y. s 
Leave blank for energy transport.
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DATASET 13: Orientation of Coordinates to Gravity (one card)

Variable Format Description

GRAVX G10.0 Component of gravity vector in
+x direction. (L2/si
GRAVX -1yJ (ELEVATION/9x),
where jyJ is the total accel-
eration due to gravity in L2/sI.

GRAVY G10.O Component of gravity vector in
+y direction. 1L2/sl
GRAVY - (ELEVATIONf3y),
where IgI is the total accel-
eration due to gravity in L2/si.
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DATASET 14A: Scale Factor for Nodewise Data (one card)

Variable Format Description

5X In the first five columns of this card
write "NODE ", leaving one column blank.

SCALX G10.0 The scaled x-coordinates of nodes in
DATASET 14B are multiplied by SCALX in SUTRA.
May be used to change from map to field
scales, or from English to SI units. A value
of 1.0 gives no scaling.

SCALY G10.0 The scaled y-coordinates of nodes in
DATASET 14B are multiplied by SCALY in SUTRA.
May be used to change from map to field
scales, or from English to SI units. A
value of 1.0 gives no scaling.

SCALTH G10.0 The scaled element (mesh) thicknesses at
nodes in DATASET 14B are multiplied by SCALTH
in SUTRA. May be used to easily change
entire mesh thickness or to convert English
to SI units. A value of 1.0 gives no scaling.

PORFAC G10.0 The scaled nodewise porosities of DATASET 14B
are multiplied by PORFAC in SUTRA. May
be used to easily assign a constant porosity
value to all nodes by setting PORFACporosity,
and all POR(II)1.O in DATASET 14B.
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DATASET 141: Nodewise Data (one card for each of NN nodes)

Variable Format

II I5

Description

Number of node to which data on this card
refers, 1.

Scaled x-coordinate of node II, xi. [LI

Scaled y-coordinate of node II, yi. L]

X(II)

Y(II)

G10.0

G10.0

THICK(II)

POR(II)

G10.0

G10.0

Scaled thickness of mesh at node II. [LI
In order to simulate radial cross-sections,
set THICK(II) (2i)(radiusi), where
radiusi is the radial distance from the
vertical center axis to node i.

Scaled porosity value at node II, of. [1)
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DATASET 15A: Scale Factors for Elementwise Data (one card)

Variable Format Description

lox In the first ten columns of this card
write "ELEMENT ", leaving three
columns blank.

PMAXFA G10.0 The scaled maximum permeability values
of elements in DATASET 15B are multiplied
by PMAXFA in SUTRA. May be used to
convert units or to aid in assignment of
maximum permeability values in elements.

PMINFA GlO.O The scaled minimum permeability values
of elements in DATASET 15B are multiplied
by PMINFA in SUTRA. May be used to convert
units or to aid assignment of minimum
permeability values in elements.

ANGFAC 010.0 The scaled angles between the maximum
permeability direction and the x-axis
of elements in DATASET 15B are multi-
plied by ANGFAC in SUTRA. May be used
to easily assign a uniform direction
of anisotropy by setting ANGFAC= angle,
and all ANGLEX(L)=1.O in DATASET 5B.

ALMAXF G1O.0 The scaled maximum longitudinal dis-
persivities of elements in DATASET 15B
are multiplied by ALMAXF in SUTRA. May
be used to convert units or to aid in
assignment of dispersivities.

ALMINF C10.0 The scaled minimum longitudinal dis-
persivities of elements in DATASET 15B
are multiplied by ALMINF in SUTRA. May
be used to convert units or to aid in
assignment of dispersivities.

ATAVGF G1O.0 The scaled average transverse disper-
sivities of elements in DATASET 15B are
multiplied by ATAVdF in SUTRA. May be
used to convert units or to aid in
assignment of dispersivity.
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DATASET 15B: Elementwise Data (one card for each of NE elements)

Variable Format

L 110

PMAX(L)

PMIN(L)

G10.0

G10.0

De script ion

Number of element to which data on this
card refers.

Scaled maximum permeability value of
element L, kmax(L). JL2 )

Scaled minimum permeability value of
element L, kin(L). 1L21
Isotropic permeability requires:
PMIN(L)-PMAX(L).

ANGLEX(L)

ALMAX(L)

ALMIN(L)

ATAVG(L)

G10.0

G10.0

G10.0

G10.0

Angle measured in counterclockwise directic
from +x-direction to maximum permeability
direction in element L, L- [0)
Arbitrary when both PMIN(L)-PMAX(L), and
ALMAX(L) - ALMIN(L).

Scaled longitudinal dispersivity value of
element L in the direction of maximum
permeability PAX(L), Lmax(L). [L

Scaled longitudinal dispersivity value of
element L in the direction of minimum
permeability PMIN(L), Lmin(L). (LI

Scaled average transverse dispersivity valt
of element L, T(L). [LI
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DATASET 16: Data for Printer Plot (Two or three cards when plot has been
requested by DATASET 7)

0 M I T when no plot is requested

Variable Format Description

Card 1: (always required when plot is requested)

IDIREC I5 Chooses plot direction:
Set to -1 for small plot which fits across
the output page.
Set to +1 for larger plot which is oriented
along the output page.

NLINPI I5 Number of printer lines per inch.

NCHAPI 15 Number of printer characters per inch.

NCHAPL I5 Number of printer characters per output line.

The plotting routine prints three digits
of the nodal value to be plotted at the (x,y)
location of the node on a map of the mesh which
the routine constructs. The three digits are not
necessarily the first three digits of the value
to be plotted, but are always one digit to the
left and two digits to the right of the decimal
point. Thus, if the value to be plotted is
1234.567, then the digits 456, are printed
at the nodal location on the output.

Card 2: (include this card only when pressure plots are requested
in DATASET 7)

PBASE G13.0 Value for scaling plotted pressures.

The pressure value to be plotted, PPLOT,
is calculated by SUTRA as

PPLOT (true pressure pi/PBASE)
PBASE should be used to scale out powers of
ten and to shift the scaled digits of interest
to the position of the three plotted digits.
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Variable Format Description

Card 3: (include this card only when temperature or concentration
plots are requested in DATASET 7)

UBASE 013.0 Value for scaling plotted temperature
or concentration values.

The value to be plotted UPLOT, is
calculated by SUTRA as:
UPLOTU (true value UUBASE). For
example, UBASE may be set to one-tenth
of the highest source concentration in
the system; then fractional concentra-
tions relative to the highest concen-
tration are plotted with digits ranging
from 000 to 999 which represents a rel-
ative concentration of 1.000 (0.999).
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DATASET 17: Data for Fluid Source and Sinks (one card for each of NSOP fluid
source nodes as specified in
DATASET 3, plus one blank card)

0 M I T when there are no fluid source nodes

Variable Format Description

IQCP 110 Number of node to which sourcelsink data on
this card refers.
Specifying the node number with a negative
sign indicates to SUTRA that the source flow
rate or concentration or temperature of the
source fluid vary in a specified manner with
time. Information regarding a time-dependent
source node must be programmed by the user in
Subroutine BCTIME, and should not be included
on this card.

QINC G15.0 Fluid source (or sink) which is a specified
constant value at node IQCP, QIN. IM/si
A positive value is a source of fluid to the
aquifer. Leave blank if this value is specified
as time-dependent in Subroutine BCTIME.
Sources are allocated by cell as shown in
Figure 7.2 for equal-sized elements. For
unequal-sized elements, sources are allocated
in proportion to the cell length, area or volume
over which the source fluid enters the system.

UINC &15.0 Temperature or solute concentration (mass
fraction) of fluid entering the aquifer
which is a specified constant value for a
fluid source at node ICP, UIN. V'CI or
iMS/MI
Leave blank if this value is specified as
time-dependent in Subroutine BCTIME.

Last card:

B L A N K C A R D Placed immediately following all NSOP
fluid source node cards.
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DATASET 18: Data for Energy or Solute Mass Sources and Sinks
(one card for each NSOU energy or
solute source nodes as specified in
DATASET 3, plus one blank card)

0 M I T when there are no energy or solute source nodes

Variable Format Description

IQCU 10 Number of node to which source/sink data on this
card refers.
Specifying the node number with a negative
sign indicates to SUTRA that the source rate
varies in a specified manner with time. All
information regarding a time-dependent source
node must be programmed by the user in
Subroutine BCTIME. and a value should not be
included in this card.
Sources are allocated by cell as shown in Figure
7.2 for equal-sized elements. For unequal-sized
elements, sources are allocated in proportion to
the cell length, area or volume over which the
source energy or solute mass enters the system.

QUINC G15.0 Source (or sink) which is a specified constant
value at node IQCU, IN. IE/sf for energy
transport, Ms/sI for solute transport. A
positive value is a source to the aquifer.
Leave blank if IQCU is negative, and this value
is specified as time-dependent in Subroutine
BCTIME.

Last card:

B L A N K C A R D Placed immediately following all NSOU
energy or solute mass source node cards.
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DATASET 19: Data for Specified Pressure Nodes (one card for each of NPBC
specified pressure nodes as
indicated in DATASET 3. plus
one blank card)

0 M I T when there are no specified pressure nodes

Variable Format Description

Cards 1 to NPBC:

IPBC Is Number of node to which specified pressure
data on this card refers.
Specifying the node number with a negative
sign indicates to SUTRA that the specified
pressure value or inflow concentration or
temperature at this node vary in a speci-
fied manner with time. Information re-
garding a time-dependent specified pressure
node must be programmed by the user in
Subroutine BCTIME. and should not be include<
on this card.

PBC G20.0 Pressure value which is a specified con-
stant at node IPBC. IM/(L-s 2 )1
Leave blank if this value is specified as
time-dependent in Subroutine BCTIME.

UBC G20.0 Temperature or solute concentration of
any external fluid which enters the
aquifer at node IPBC. UBC is a specified
constant value. L'CI or IMS/Mi
Leave blank if this value is specified as
time-dependent in Subroutine BCTIME.

Last card;

B L A N K C A R D Placed immediately following all NPBC
specified pressure cards.
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DATASET 20: Data for Specified Concentration or Temperature Nodes
(one card for each of NUBC
specified concentration or
temperature nodes indicated in
DATASET 3, plus one blank
card)

0 M I T when there are no specified concentration or temperature nodes

Variable Format Description

Cards 1 to NUBC:

IUBC 15 Number of node to which specified concentration
or temperature data on this card refers.
Specifying the node number with a negative
sign indicates to SUTRA that the specified
value at this node varies in a specified
manner with time. This time-dependence must
be programmed by the user in Subroutine
BCTIME, and a value should not be included on
this card.

UBC G20.0 Temperature or solute concentration value
which is a specified constant at node IUBC.
L Cl or [M./M)
Leave blank if IUBC is negative and this value
is specified as time-dependent in Subroutine
BCTIME.

Last card:

B L A N K C A R D Placed immediately following all NUBC
specified temperature or concentration cards.
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DATASET 21: Observation Node Data (one card plus one card for each
(NOBS+16)/16 (integer arithmetic)
observation nodes as specified in
DATASET 3)

0 M I T when there are no observation nodes

Variable Format Description

Card 1:

NOBCYC 10 Observations of pressure and temp-
erature or concentration will be
made at all observation nodes
specified below every NOBCYC time
steps.

Cards 2 to (NOBS+16)/16

INOB 16I5 Node numbers of observation nodes.
(Sixteen nodes per card.)
Enter a value of zero as an extra
observation node number following
the last real observation node in
order to indicate to SUTRA that
there are no more observation nodes.
This will require one extra card if
there is an exact multiple of 16
observation nodes.
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DATASET 22: Element Incidence and Pinch Node Data (one or two cards for
each of NE elements)

Variable Format Description

Card A: (always required for each element)

LL I6 Number of element to which data on this card
(and the optional next card) refers.
If pinch nodes exist in element LL, then the
element number must be specified with a
minus sign.

IIN(1)

IIN(2)

IIN(3)

IIN(4)

16

I6

16

I6

Number of node 1

NODE INCIDENCE LIST

List of corner node
numbers in element LL,
beginning at any node,
but taken in an order
counterclockwise about
the element.

Number of node 2 1

Number of node 3

Number of node 4

Card B: (OPTIONAL) - is required immediately following Card A
only when LL is negative, 0 M I T when LL
is positive)

PINCH-NODE INCIDENCE LIST

IEDGE(1) I6

IEDGE(2)

IEDGE( 3)

IEDGE(4)

I6

I6

I6

Node number of

pinch node at

mid-point of

edge between

nodes:

IIN(l) and IIN(2)

IIN(2) and IIN(3)

IIN(3) and IIN(4)

IIN(4) and IIN(1)

A blank in the list of pinch node
numbers indicates that no pinch node exists
on that particular edge element LL.

End of Input Data List for UNIT 5
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List of Input Data for UNIT 55

Model Series: SUTRA
Model Version: V1284-2D

The data in UNIT 55 need be created by the user only for Cold-Starts of SUTRA
simulation (i.e.: for the first time step of a given simulation).

The Restart options are controlled by IREAD and ISTORE in DATASET 4 of UNIT 5
data. SUTRA will optionally store final results of a simulation in a form
directly useable as UNIT 55 for later restarts.

DATASET 1: Simulation Starting Time (one card)

Variable Format Description

TSTART G20.0 Elapsed time at which the initial conditions
for simulation specified in UNIT 55 are
given. [s)
This sets the simulation clock starting
time. Usually set to a value of zero for
Cold-Start.
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DATASET 2: Initial Pressure Values at Nodes

Requires (NN + 3)/4 cards. (Done by integer arithmetic.)

Variable Format Description

PVEC(II) 4G20.0 Initial (starting) pressure values at time,
TSTART, at each of N nodes. [M/(L-s 2 )|
Four values per card, in exact order of node
numbers. These values are arbitrary and may be
left blank if the steady-state flow option in
DATASET 4 of UNIT 5 has been chosen. Initial
hydrostatic or natural pressures in a cross-
section may be obtained by running a single
steady-flow time step with the store option.
Then the natural pressures are calculated and
stored on UNIT 66, and may be copied to the Cold-
Start UNIT 55 file without change in format, as
initial conditions for a transient run.
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DATASET 3: Initial Temperature or Concentration Values at Nodes

Requires (NN+3)/4 cards. (Done by integer arithmetic.)

Variable

UVEC(II)

Format

4G20.0

Description

Initial (starting) temperature or solute
concentration (mass fraction) values at
time, TSTART, at each of NN nodes.
[ 0CI or (M8/M]
Four values per card, in exact order of
node numbers.

End of Input Data List for UNIT 55
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Appendix A

Nomenclature

Generic Units

II)

[EI

IL)

(LI]

[LA]

(Ml

[MG]

[Ms)

Units

IOC3

[cm)

(d]

(gr)

(hi

IJ1

[kg]

fibm]

[m]

(min]

(iso)

(a]

unity - implies dimensionless or [LJ

energy units or M.L2/s21

length units

fluid volume

solid grain volume

fluid mass units

solid grain mass units

solute mass units

degrees Celcius

centimeters

days

grams

hours

Joules or kgM2/S2

kilograms mass

pounds mass

meters

minutes

months

seconds
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Special Notation

aV d?
at or at

v iv + v + k v
- -x y - z

v Sav + v + av

i - 1,NN - 1,2,3,4 . ,NN

IV'
lxi

; or 4

AT

T
0

~BC

i or V

TIN

KG

L

v

x

v
y

time derivative of 

vector v with components in
i, , and k directions

gradient of scale 

divergence of vector v

index i takes on all integer
values between one and NN

absolute value of scalar 

magnitude of vector v

approximate or discretized value
of 

discrete change in value of 
(e.g : A! V - T2)

initial condition or zeroth
value of 

value of as specified at a
boundary condition node

value of V at node or cell
i or 

value of V in inflow

value of V at the KGth Gauss
point

value of V in element L

value of a vector v along
a stream line

value of a vector v in x
direction

value of a vector v in y
direction
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V

II

,proj

value of a vector v in the g

direction

value of a vector v in the n

direction

value of in element L

value of at time step n

value of f at time step n+1

value of evaluated at
previous time step on first
iteration, and at most recent
iteration on subsequent
iterations

value of projected from
previous time steps on first
iteration

consistently evaluated velocity

consistently evaluated density-
gravity term

summation

O*

Pg

E V 
i- i 1

V2+ Y3+ + NN

I,

Ii

Ii

Ii,�

Ii �

� ;�..i �'

II

ii

Greek Lowercase

a

aL(x Yyt)

aLmax(X'Y)

aLmin(x,y)

aT(xy)

S

0

(2.17)

(2.40b)
(2.41)

(2.42b)

(2.42b)

(2. 40b)

(2.15)

(2.25)

[M/(L-s )J

[Li

IL)

[LI

[LI

(M/(L-Is2)J-

(E/MG I

Porous matrix compressibility

Longitudinal dispersivity of
solid matrix

Longitudinal dispersivity in
the maximum permeability
direction, xp

Longitudinal dispersivity in
the minimum permeability
direction, x

Transverse dispersivity of
solid matrix

Fluid compressibility

Energy source in solid
grains
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a
70

IV(X,y,t)

w
t0

~1
Yl

vij

c(x,y,t)

T1

rI(C,C )

r 2 (C,C9)

(2.37b)

(2.25)

(2.37b)

(2.37b)

(2.37b)

(4.65a)

(2.6)

(4.3)

(2.32b)

(2.32b)

(2.32b)

(2.25)

[(Ma/M)/a]

[E/N sj

((Ma/M)/s

-1

1I

[fM/M I

[M/MG s I

M/MG * SI

[E/(sL-C)]

Zero-order adsorbate mass
production rate

Energy source in fluid

Zero-order solute mass
production rate

First-order mass production
rate of adsorbate

First order mass production
rate of solute

Kronecker delta

Porosity

n local coordinate

First general sorption
coefficient

Second general sorption
coefficient

Third general sorption
coefficient

Bulk thermal conductivity
of solid matrix plus fluid

Solid thermal conductivity
(about X - 0.6 (J/(s-m-C)I
at 200C)B

Fluid thermal conductivity
(about Kw 0.6 J/(s-m- C)1
at 20-C)

Fluid viscosity

Pressure-based conductance
for specified pressure in
cell i

Conductance for specified
pressure nodes

X(x,y,t)

X
a

(2.26)

w
(2.26) IE(s L-OC)]

Vi

(2.5),(2.6)

(4. 51)

V
p

(4.38)
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( 4.1 ) E local coordinate

P (2.4) IM/Lf3 Base fluid density at
C-C or T-T

0 0

3
p(xyt) (2.1) tM/LfJ Fluid density

(2.24) IM3{L Density of solid grains
s (2.30) G G in solid matrix

of (2.17) IM/(L-s2 ) I Integranular stress

a s (2.47) Diffusion in solid phase in
unified transport equation

a w (2.47) Diffusion in fluid phase in
unified transport equation

O(xy) (2.21a) lIJ Angle from +x-coordinate
axis to direction of
maximum permeability, xp

*kv(x,y,t) (2.42b) LIJ Angle from maximum permea-
bility direction, x to
local flow directioE, (v/Ivl)

(3.4) Symmetric bi-linear basis
J. function in global coordinates

at node i

Xi (2.34b) tL3/M J Linear distributionf G coefficient

XC (2.35b) ILf/MGl A Freundlich distribution
coefficient

X (2.36b) ILf/MG A Langmuir distribution
coefficient

I2 (2.36b) ILfMI Langmuir coefficient

X2 (2.35b) llt Freundlich coefficient

*IN (4.75) Energy source E/s or
i solute mass source IM lM-s

at node i

ROUT (4.75) Sink of energy or solute
i mass at node i

Xai (4.43) Asymmetric weighting
function in global
coordinates at node i

-I

1*

I-,

I
I'
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Greek Uppercase

r (3.20) External boundary of
simulated region

P1 (x,y,t)
S

(2.30) IM /1MG s1 Adsorbate mass source (per
unit solid matrix mass)
due to production
reactions within adsorbed
material itself

1' (x,y,t) (2. 30)

1-s 

At (7.1)

Solute mass source in fluid
(per unit fluid mass) due to
production reactions

Length of time step

Distance between sides of
element L along stream line

Distance between sides of
element L perpendicular to
stream line

ALL

ALT

At
n

At
n+ 1

(7.4)

(7.5)

(3.33) Time step n

(3.29) Time step n+1

H+ (4.3) One-dimensional basis
function in 1n direction

H_

H

(4.3) One-dimensional basis
function in direction

(4.18) Asymmetric portion of n
weighting function

i
(4.13) Asymmetric weighting

function at node i

(4.2)

(4.1)

One-dimensional basis
function in direction

One-dimensional basis
function in direction

Asymmetric portion of 
weighting function

a1
(4.17)
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T(x,y,t) (2.22) 3(MI(L .s))

(4.8)

Roman Lowercase

Solute mass source (e.g.,
dissolution of solid
matrix or desoprtion)

Bi-linear symmetric basis
function at node i

Asymmetric weighting
function coefficient

Solute volumetric concen-
tration (mass solute per
volume total fluid)

(4.23)

c(x,y,t) (2,1) (M /Lf ]

c
S

IC
w

(2.27b) [E/(MG.OC)I

[E/(M-°C))

Solid grain specific2heat
(about c - 8.4 X 10 (J/(kg-'Cj
for sandstone at 200C)

Specific heat o water (about
c - 4.182 X 10 [J/(kg.0 C))

at 20°C

(2.25)

dL(xyt)

dT(x,y,t)

det 

e
B

e
w

(2.39c)

(2.39c)

(4.30)

(2.24)

(2.24)

1L2/S)

( L2/S I

[E/MGI

(E/M]

Longitudinal dispersion
coefficient

Transverse dispersion
coefficient

Determinant of Jacobian
matrix

Energy per unit mass solid
matrix

Energy per unit mass water

f(x,y,t)

fa(xyt)

(2.30)

(2.32a)

{M /(L3 a)

[MIM .8s

Volumetric adsorbate source
(gain of adsorbed species by
transfer from fluid per unit
from fluid per unit total
volume)

Specific solute mass
adsorption rate (per unit
mass solid matrix)

(2.19b) L/s 2I Gravitational acceleration
(gravity vector)
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---

h(x, y. t)

k(x,y)

k (X,y)(

k (xy)
mnn

kr(x,y,t)

p(x,y,t)

PC(xy,t)

Pcent

PBC.

(2.20)
(3.1)

(2.19a)

(2.21a)

(2.21a)

(2.19)

(2.1)

(2.7)

(2.7)

(4.38)

ILl

I L 

L21

L2

[ 1 iI I

[M/(L s )|

tM/(L s ) I

[M/(L-s2 )JI

Hydraulic head (sum of
pressure head and
elevation head)

Solid matrix permeability

Absolute maximum value of
permeability

Absolute minimum value of
permeability

Relative permeability to
fluid flow (assumed to be
independent of direction).

Fluid pressure

Capillary pressure

Entry capillary pressure

Specified pressure value
at node i

Fluid mass flux in across
boundary at node i

(4.44)

qOUT. (4.44) Fluid mass flux out across
boundary node i

r

sL

(6.3a)

(4.84)

(4.84)

Parameter in analytical
solution for radial
transport

Left side coefficient
contribution of sorption
isotherm to U equation

Right side contribution of
isotherm to U equation

Time

Magnitude of velocity 

Average fluid velocity

Net solid matrix velocity

Magnitude of x-component of v

Magnitude of y-component of v

t

v(X,y,t)

v(x, t)

V-s

v (X, Yt

v (,y, t)
y

(3.4)

(2.39c)

(2.19a)

(2.49)

(2.39c)

(2.39c)

(L/ f

Lis j

tL/s I

LL/s 

(L/s I
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x I LI

x

x
p

x coordinate

Minor principal direction

Major principal direction

y coordinateY IL I

Roman Uppercase

A (6. 3b)

AF.

ATi

B(xyt)

(4.53)

Factor in analytical
solution for radial
transport

Matrix coefficient of
pressure time derivative

Matrix coefficient of U
time derivative

Aquifer thickness

(4.86)

(3.2) ILL

BASE(x,y)

BFij

BT..
11

C
0

C(x,y,t)

CS(x,y,t)

(3.2) IL I Elevation of aquifer base
for example problem

(4.55) Matrix coefficient in
pressure equation

Matrix coefficient in U
equation

(4.88)

(2.4)

(2.1)

(2.30)

[Hs/MI

(s/Ml S/ I I

Base fluid solute
concentration

Fluid solute mass fraction
(or solute concentration)
(mass solute per mass
total fluid)

Specific concentration of
adsorbate on solid grains
(mass adsorbate/(mass
solid grains plus
adsorbate))

It

I ii'�
Ill ijtC (xly,t)

CFi

(2.30) M /Ml Solute concentration of
fluid sources (mass
fraction))

(4,54) Matrix coefficient of U
time derivative in
pressure equation
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D(x,y,t)

Dm

(2.25),(2.29) L2/sI

(2.29) tL2/ j

D ij

Dxx

D
Yy

DF.
1

(2.39c)

(2.39a)

(2.39b)

(4.56)

L2/SI

[L2/ Sj

[L 2/SI

DT..
11

ETi

Fm

F
p

F
a

(4.87)

(4.90)

(2.42b)

(2.42a)

(2.41)

(4.32)

(4.89b)

(4.89c)

(4.89a)

Dispersion tensor

Apparent molecular
diffusivity of solute in
solution in a porous medium
including tortuosity ffects,
(about, D 1. X 10 Im /st
for NaCl at 20.C)

Element of dispersion tensor

Element of dispersion tensor

Element of dispersion tensor

Element of vector on right
side of pressure equation

Matrix coefficient of U
equation

Element of vector on right
side of U equation

Dispersive flux in
principal direction m

Dispersive flux in
principal direction p

Dispersive flux along
stream line

Coefficient of Gauss
integration

Element of vector on left
side of U equation

Element of vector on right
side of U equation

Element of vector on left
side of U equation

Identity tensor (ones on
diagonal, zeroes elsewhere)

Matrix arising from
integral in example
problem

GKG

G TL
5

G TR
5

GT 

I (2.25) [I1

Iij (3.23)
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IMVIM

K(x,y)

KG

NE

NN

NP

NPBC

(7.8)

(2.20)
(3.1)

(4.32)

(3.3)

(3.4)

(4. 32)

(7.1)

[L/s I

NSOP (7.1)

NSOU (7.1)

NUBC

NPCYC

NUCYC

0

0
p

0
u

Pe
m

PBCp

Qi

Qp(x,yt)

*
Q (xly)

(7.1)

(7.1)

(7.1)

(3.7)

(4. 38)

(4.66)

(7.1)

(7.1)

Program dimension

Hydraulic conductivity

Number of Gauss point

Number of elements in mesh

Number of nodes in mesh

Number of Gauss points

Number of specified pres-
sure nodes in mesh

Number of specified fluid
source nodes in mesh

Number of specified U
source nodes in mesh

Number of specified U
nodes in mesh

Pressure solution cycle

U solution cycle

The governing equation of
the example problem

The fluid mass balance
equation

The energy or solute mass
balance equation

The mesh Peclet number

The iputh pressure boundary
condition value

Total fluid mass source to
cell i

Fluid mass source (including
pure water mass plus solute
mass dissolved in source
water)

Volumetric fluid source for
example problem (volume
fluid injected per time /

'I

* iii

�il'4' 1

I

(4.50)

(2.22)

(3.1)

[M/s 

3LM/(L *s) I

s 1
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example problem (volume
fluid injected per time I
volume aquifer)

3
Q (4.51) tM/L s1 Fluid mass source rate due
PBC to a specified pressure

QBC (3.38) Fluid volumetric source
i due to a specified head

in the example problem

QBC (4.64) [M/s] Fluid mass source due to
i a specified pressure node

QIN (3.20) Fluid volume efflux at
i boundary for example

problem

QTOT (6.1a) Total pumping rate for
pump-test example

Q (3.28) Fluid volumetric source
i for example problem

R (3.8) Residual of discretized
equation

RMDIM (7.6) Program matrix dimension

RVDIM (7.7) Program matrix dimension

S (x,y) (2.13) fM /(L-a2 I Specific pressure storativity
opf

S(XY) (3.1) IL Specific storativity for
example problem

S (6.1a) Dimensionless drawdown for
pump test example

SW(x,y,t) (2.6) I1l Water saturation (saturation)
(volume of water per volume
of voids)

T (2.3) (OCJ Base fluid temperature

T(x,y,t) (2.1) f1CJ Fluid temperature (degrees
Celcius)

1(xyt) (3.2) [L 2s) Aquifer transmissivity for
example problem

*
T (x,y,t) (2.25) f°CJ Temperature of source fluid
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U (2.47) (0Cl or either T or C depending on
[M /l type of simulation

UBC (4.66) U value of inflow at point
of specified pressure

U (2.47a) U value of fluid source l;

UP (4.23) Upstream weighting factor

V (3.15) Cell volume at node i
i

VOL (2.9) Volume (total)

VOL (2.13) Fluid volume

W (4.111b) Weight for Langmuir isotherm 4 l

W(u) (6.la) Well function for pump test i
example

Wi (4.39) Weighting function

W (4.111a) Weight for Langmuir isotherm
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